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A T E I P TO CUBA. 
C H A P T E R 1. 
Tin? DiScAitTunn. 
Why one leaves home at nil is a question 
that travcllei's arc sure, sooner or later, to 
ask. (liomsclvos, — I iniiim, pkasure-tra-vellera. 
Home, where one has the "Transcript" ev-
ery night, and the "Autocrat" every month, 
opera, theatre, circus, and good society, in 
constant rotation, — home, where everybody 
knows us, and the little good there is to kno.w 
about us, — linally, home, as seen regretfully 
for the last time, with the gushing of long 
frozen friendships, the priceless kisses of chil-
dren, and the last sad look at dear baby's pnlo 
itioo Uirough iho wlndow-pune, — well, all this 
is left behind, and we review it as a dream, 
while the railroad-train hurries us along to the 
spot where we are to leave, not only thifl, but 
i 
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"Winter, rude tyrant, with all our precious 
hostages in his grasp. Soon the swift motion 
lulls our brains into the accustomed muddle. 
W e seem to be dragged along like a miserable 
thread pulled through tho eye: of a n everlast-
ing IUMHUO, — Ihrougli mid Mimiigh, und noviu* 
through, — while here and there, like painful 
knots, the dépôts stop us, the poor thread is 
arrested for a minute, and ihon the pulling 
begins again. Or, iu another dream, we are 
like fugitives threading the gauntlet of the 
grim forests, while the ice-bound trees essay a 
charge of bayonets on either side; but, under 
the guidance of our fiery Mercury, we pass 
them as safely as ancient Priam passed the 
outposts of the Greeks,—and New York, hos-
pitable as Achilles, receives us in its mighty 
tent. Here we await the " Karnak," the Brit-
ish Mail Company's new screw-stcamcr, bound 
for Havana, vid Nassau. At length comes the 
welcome order to " be on board." We betake 
ourselves thither, — the anchor is weighed, the 
gun fired, and we take leave of our native land 
with a patriotic pang, which soon gives place 
to severer spasms. 
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I do not know why all celebrated people 
who write books of travels begin by describing 
their days of sea-sickness. Dickens, Georgo 
Combo, Fanny Kernble, Mrs. Stowe, Mies 
"Hri'imM', iiiut itmuy uíhom, tmvo O|HIUIMI la 
like uuvmier their valuable remarks on foreign 
countries. While intending to avail myself 
of their privilege and example, I would nevci-
UteltiHH HiiggcHfi, for I.IIOHO wlio may conic after 
me, that the subject of sea-sickness Bhould 
hu cuibnlmod in neiiMice, and otiHlirlnod in the 
crypt of some modern encyclopredia, so "that 
future writera should refer to it only as the 
Pang Unspeakable, for which vide Ripley and 
Dana, vol. , page . But, as I have already 
said, I shall speak of sea-sickness in a hurried 
and picturesque manner, as follows: — 
Who are these that sit by the long dinner-
table in the forward cabin, with a most un-
usual lack of interest in the bill of fore? 
Their eyes are closed, mostly, their cheeks are 
pale, theú lips arc quite bloodless, and to ev-
ery offer of good cheer, their " No, thank you," 
is as faintly uttered as are marriage-vows by 
maiden lips. Can they be the same that, an 
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liour ngo, worn BO (jomjumotl, HO jovlul, HO full 
of dangerous defiance! to the old man of the 
sea ? The officer who carves the roast-beef 
offers at the same time a slice of fat; — this is 
too much; a panic runs through the ranks, 
and the rout is instantaneous and complete. 
The ghost of what each man was disappears 
through the trap-door of his state-room, and 
tho hell which the theatre faintly pictures 
behind the scenes begins in good earnest. 
For to what but to Dante's " Inferno " can 
we liken this steamboat-cabin, with its double 
row of pits, and its dismal captives? "What 
arc these sighs, groans, and despairing IIOÍBCS, 
but the alti guai rehearsed by the poet ? Its 
fiends are the stewards who rouse us from our 
perpetual torpor with oilers of food and praises 
of almdowy bantpiets, — "Nice inuUon-cliop, 
Sir ? roast-turkey ? plate of soup ?" Cries 
of " No, no !" resound, and the wretched turn 
again, and groan. The Philanthropist has lost 
lho movuiuonti of tho ugii, — kiutlcd ti|) in an 
upper berth, convulsively embracing a blanket, 
what conservative more immovable than he ? 
The Great Man of the party refrains from his 
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Iiirgo llioovles, wliioli, liko lho olrolcs mado by 
the stone thrown into the "water, begin Bomc-
where and end nowhere. As we have said, 
he expounds himself no more, the significant 
forefinger is down, the eye no longer im-
prisons yours. But if you ask him how he 
does, he shakes himself as if, like Farina-
ta,— 
"avniwrt I* ¡nílirno in gmn rlfopplln" — 
" he had a very contemptible opinion of hell." 
"Let me not forget to add, that it rains every 
day, that it blows every night, and that it rolls 
through the twenty-four hours till the whole 
wovhl Ht'tMiiH n¡* if Lumcd boUoin upwards, 
clinging with its nails to chaos, and fearing to 
lainich :iway. The Captain cornes and eayfl, 
— "It in tine you have a nasty, short, chop-
ping B I ' I I hcreahouts ; but you see, she is spin-
ning away down South jolly!" And this is 
the Gulf-Stream! 
But all things have an end, and most things 
Imvo two. After the Ihtrd tlivy, a now dovcl-
opment manifests itself. Various shapeless 
masses are carried up-stairs and suffered to fall 
like snow-flakes on the deck, and to lie there 
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in Bliivoring heaps. 1 From those hirvro gradu-
ally emerge features and voices,-—the lunch-
con-bell at last stirs them with the thrill of 
returning life. They look up, they lean up, 
they exchange pensive smiles of recognition, 
— the Steward comes, no fiend tliis time, but 
a ministering angel j and lo! the strong man 
eats broth, and the weak woman clamors for 
pickled oysters. And so ends my description 
of our Boa-aiekncss. 
For, as for betraying the coníidcncea of 
those sad days, as for tolling how wofully 
untrue Professors of Temperance were to 
their principles, how the Apostle of Total 
Abstinence developed a brandy-flask, not al-
together new, what unsuccessful ti'pplings 
were attempted in the desperation of nausea, 
and for what lady that stunning brandy-
smasher was mixed,— as for such tales out 
of school, I would have you know that I am 
not the man to tell them¿ 
' Yet a portrait or so lingers in my mental 
repository; — let me throw them in, to close 
ÒÍF the lot 
No. 1, A sober Bostonian in the next state-
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room, wlioso assiduity with his sea-sick wife 
reminds one of Cock-Robin, in the days when 
he sent Jenny Wren sops and wine. This per-
son was last seen in a dressing-gown, square-
cut night-cap, and odd slippers, dancing up 
and down the state-room floor with a cup of 
gruel, malting wild passes with a spoon at an 
individual in a berth, who never got any of the 
contents. Item, the gruel, in a moment of cx-
c í lemenl , iiimlly ran in a siream upon the ilpor, 
and was wiped up by the Steward. Result 
not Unowtij but ditmppomliuenl, is preMUhmhlo, 
No. 2. A stout lady, imprisoned by a board 
on a sofa nine inches wide, called by a face-
tious friend " The Cofím." She complains 
that her sides are tolerably battered in;—we 
hold our tongues, and think that the board, 
too, has had a hard time of i t Yet she is 
a jolly soul, laughing at her misfortunes, and 
chirruping to her Imby, .Tier ppirits Itoep up, 
even when her dinner won't keep down. Her 
favorite expressions are " Good George ! " and 
« Oh, jolly !" She does not intend, she says, 
to lay in any dry goods hi Cuba, but means 
to eat up all the good victuals she cornea 
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across. Though seen at present under unfa-
vorable circumstances, she inspires confidence 
as to her final accomplishment of this re-
sult. 
No. 3. A woman, said to be of a literary 
turn of mind, in the miserablcst condition 
miMgiiiiiblo. J lor C I O U I O H , flung ul; hor by l\\v. 
Stewardess seem to have hit in some places, 
and tnissed in others. Her listless hands oc-
casionally make an attempt to keep her dra-
peries together, and to pull her hat on her 
head,; but though the intention is evident, 
she accomplishes little by her motion. She 
is perpetually being lugged about by a stout 
steward, who knocks her head against both 
sides of the vessel, folds hor up in the gang-
way, spreads her out on the deck, and takes 
her up-stairs, down-stairs, and in my lady's 
chamber, where, report says, he feeds her with 
a spoon, and comforts her with such philoso-
phy as he is master of. N, B. This woman, 
upon : the first change of weather, rose like a 
cork, dressed like a Christian, and toddled 
about the deck in the easiest manner, sipping 
her grog, and cutting sly jokes upon her late 
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companions in miscryj — is supposed by somo 
,to have been an impostor, and, when ill-treat-
ed, announced intentions of -writing a book. 
No. 4, my last, is only a sketch; — circum-
Btances allowed no more. Can Grande, the 
great dog, linn IHMMI ^ot up on); of Um pit;, 
where he worried the Stewardess and snapped 
at the friend who tried to pat him on the head. 
Everybody asks where he is, " Don't you 
see that heap of sliawls yonder, lying in tho 
sun, and heated up to about 212° Fahren-
heit ? That slouched hat on top marks the 
spot where his head should lie, — by tread-
ing cautiously in the opposite direction you 
may discover his feet. All between is per-
foolly paHHivc and harmless. His chief food 
is pickles, — his only . desire is rest. After 
all these years of controversy, after all these 
battles, bravely fought and nobly won, you 
might write with truth upon this moveless 
mound iof woollens the pathetic words 'from 
Pero la Chaise: — Implora Pace. 
But no more at present, for land is ih sight, 
and in my next you shall hear how we found 
it, and what we saw at Nassau. 
i * 
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C H A P T E R I I . 
N A S S A U . 
N A S S A U looked very green and pleasant to 
ua after our voyage; — the eyes enjoy a little 
fresh provision after so long a course of salt 
food. The first view of land is little more 
than " the feeling of the thing," — it is matter 
of faith, mtlier than of sight. You arc shown 
a dark and distant line, near the horizon, with-
out color or features. They say it is himlj and 
you believe it. But you come nearer and 
nearer, — you see first the green of vegetation, 
then the form of the trees, — the harbor at 
last opens its welcome arms, — the anchor is 
dropped,—the gun fired, — the steam snufled 
out. Led by a thread of sunshine, you have 
walked the labyrinth of the waters, and all 
their gigantic dangers lie behind you. 
We made Nassau at twelve o'clock, on the 
sixtli clay from our departure, counting the first 
NASSAU. U 
as one. The earliest feature discernible was 
a group of tall cocon-nut trees, with which the 
island is bounteously íimthered ; — the second 
was a group of negroes in a small boat, steer-
ing towards us with open-mouthed and white-
toothed wonder. Nothing malees its simple 
impression upon the mind sophisticated by 
education. The negroes, as they came nearer, 
suggested only Christy's Minstrels, of whom 
s they were a tolerably faithful imitation, — 
while the cocoa-nut trees transported ua to 
the Boston in Ravel-time, and we strained 
oiti* «ye» to sou the wondorful ape, Jocko, 
whose pathetic death, nightly repeated, used 
to cheat the credulous Uostonians of time, 
tears, and treasure. Despite the clumsiest 
management, the boat soon eil'ected a junc-
tion with our gangway, allowing some name-, 
less official to come on board, and to go 
through I know not what mysterious and 
jiuliH|)cnriublo Corumlity. Other boat* then 
came, like a shoal of little fishes around the 
carcass of a giant whale. There were many 
negroes, together with whites of every grade; 
and HOIUO of our ninnhnr, ((Mining over the 
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side, saw for the -first time the raw material 
otlt of which Norfclioni Humaniiarians have 
spun so fine a skein of compassion and sym-
pathy. 
Now we who write, and they for whom we 
write, are all orthodox upon this mighty ques-
tion, "We have all made our confession of 
faith in private and in public; wc all, on suit-
able occasions, walk up and apply the match 
to tho keg of gnnpowdnr which ÍH to blow 
up the Union, but which, somehow, at tho 
critical moment, fails to ignite. But you must 
allow us one heretical whisper,—-'very small 
and low. The hegro of the North is an ideal 
negro ; it is the negro refined by white culture, 
elevated by white blood, instructed even by 
white iniquity ; — the negro among negroes 
is à coarsBj grinning, flat-footed, thick-skulled 
creatiire, Ugly as Caliban, lazy as the laziest 
òf brutes, chiefly ambitious to be of no use to 
any in the'world. View him as you will, his 
stock in trade is small; — he has but the tan-
gible instincts of all eveatvtves,—love of life, 
of ease, and of oflspring. For all else, he 
must go to school to the white race, and his 
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discipline must be long and laborious. N O B -
sau,. and all that wc saw of it, suggested to us 
the unwelcome question whether compulsory 
labor bo not better than none. But as a ques-
tion I gladly leave it, and return to the simple 
narration of what befell. 
Thpre W I I H n sort of eddy nfc tlifl gnngwny 
of our steamer, made by the conflicting tides 
of those who wanted to come on board and of 
thorn.) who wiiutud to go on shore. "Wo were 
among the number of lho latter, but woro 
stopped and held by the button by one of the 
former, .while those more impatient or less 
sympathizing made their way to the small 
boats which waited below. The individual 
in question had come alongside in a handsome 
barge, rowed by a dozen stout blacks, in the 
undress uniform of the Zouaves. These men, 
well drilled and disciplined, seemed of a difTer-
onl. sort from Ilic sprawling, screaming creat-
tires in the other boats, and their bright red 
capa and white tunics became them well. But 
be who now claimed my attention wnr* of Brit-
ish birth and military profession. His face was 
ardent, his pantaloons were of white flannel, 
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his exprosflimi of nonnlíMtumín wrw Umfc (»f 
ImbiiunI discontoiit, but with a twinkle of 
geniality in the eye which redeemed the 
Grumbler from the usual tedium of his tribe. 
He accosted us aa follows: — 
" G o ashore? What for? To see some-
thing, eh ? There's nothing to see ; the island 
isn't bigger than a nut-shell, and doesn't con-
tain a single prospect.— Go ashore and get 
some dinner ? There isn't anything to cat 
there. — Fruit? Nono to Rpwik of; Hour or-
anges and green bananas. — I went to market 
last Stitnrdny, and bought one cabbage, one 
banana, and half a pig's head; — there's a 
market for you! — Fish? Oh, yes, if you 
like it. — Turtle ? Yes, you can get the Gai-
lipagos turtle; it makes tolerable soup, but 
has not the green fat, which, in my opinion, 
is the most important feature in türtle-soup. 
— Shops ? You can't buy a pair of scissors 
on the island, nor a baby's bottle; — broke 
mine the other day, and tried to replace it; 
couldn't.— Society? There are lots of peo-
ple to call upon yon, and bore you to death 
with returning their visits." 
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Ai. Jnrit ilio Major wont bolow, mui we broke 
away, and were duly conveyed to terra firma. 
It was Sunday, and ]ate in the afternoon. 
The first glimpse certainly seemed to confirm 
the Major's disparaging statements. The 
town is small; the houses dingy and out of 
repair; the legend, that paint costs nothing, 
is not received here; and whatever may have 
been the original colors of the buildings, the 
climate has had H H own way with them for 
muny a dny. The burruelíB are superior In 
iinmh (o imyllihitf olun \ V P 9 0 0 , ClovoriummU 
House' is a melancholy-looking cóseme, sur-
rounded by a piazza, the grounds being 
adorned with a most chunky and inhuman 
statue of Columbus. All the houses are sur-
rounded by verandas, from which pale children 
and languid women in muslins look out, and 
incline us to ask what epidemic has visited the 
island and swept the rose from every cheek. 
They arc a pallid race, the Nassauese, and 
retain Utile of the vigor of their English an-
cestry. One English trait they exhibit, — the 
hospitality which has passed into a proverb; 
another, perhaps,— the stanch adherence to 
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tho forms and doctiines of Episcopacy. "We 
enter the principal church; — they are just 
lighting it for evening service; it is hung 
•with candles, each burning in a clear glass 
shade. The walls and ceiling are white-
washed, and contrast prettily with the dark 
timbering of the roof. "We would gladly have 
staid to give thanks for our safe and prosper-
ous voyage, but a black ruin-cloud warns us 
homeward, — not, however, mii.il wo huvo re-
ceived a kind invitation from one of the hos-
pitable Islanders to return tho next morning 
for a drive and breakfast. 
, Returning soon after sunrise to fulfil this 
promise, we encounter tho bnrmelts, and aro 
tempted to look in and see the Sons of Dark-
ness performing their evolutions. The morn-
ing drill is about half over. W c peep i n , — 
tho Oolonul, a lain Don QuixoU) on a leaner 
Kosinante, dashes up to us with a weak at-
tempt at a canter; he courteously invites us to 
come ill and see all that is to be seen, and lo! 
our friend the Major, quite gallant in his 
sword and scarlet jacket, is detailed for our ser-
vice. The soldiers are black, and very black, 
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— jioiic of your dubious American slmdcs, 
ranging from clear siilinon to café au lait or 
even to café noir. Tlicsu are your good, eat-
î fact.ory, African sables, warranted not to 
change in the washing. Tlieir Zouave cos-
turne is very becoming, with the Oriental 
turban, caftan, and loose trousers; and the 
Philosophfir of our party remarks that the 
African rcquirua costume, implying that tho 
New Jilnglmulcr <'iiu MIHIUI iilouo, IIH win ItU 
elotlu's, in their black rigidity. The oflicota 
are white, and the Major very polite; he shows 
us the men, the arms, the kits, the quarters, 
and, having done all that he can do forjas, 
relmquishcB us with a gallant bow to our Host 
of the drive and breakfast 
The drive does something to retrieve the 
clmructcr of ihc irtluml, Tho road is hard 
and even, overlumg with glossy bmnchoa of 
Htnuign IKMIH benriug iinlcnown fruits, mid 
studded on eacli side with pleasant villas and 
with negro huts. There are lovely flowers 
everywhere, among which the Hibiscus, called 
South-Sea Rose, and the Oleander, are most 
frequent, and most brilliant. We seo many 
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tall groves of coboa-nut, and cnat longing 
glances towards the fruit, which little negroes, 
with surprising activity, atluin and shake 
down. Á sudden turn in the road discloses 
a lovely view of the bay, with its •wonderful 
green waters, clear and bright as emerald; — 
there is a little beach, and boats lie about, and 
groups of negroes are laughing and chatter-
hig, — quoting stocks from the last íish-niar-
ket, very likely. We purchase for half a dol-
lar a bunch of bnnanaH, for wliieh Ford or 
Palmer would ask us ton dollars at least, and 
go rejoicing to our breakfast. 
.Our Host is a physician of the island, Eng-
lish by birth, and retaining his robust form and 
color in spite of a twenty-years' residence in 
the warm climate. He has a pleasant family 
of sons and daughters, all in health, but with-
out a shade of pink in lips or cheeks. The 
breakfast consists of excellent fried fish, fine 
Southern hominy, — not the pebbly broken 
corn which our dealers impose under that 
name, — various hot calces, tea and coffee, 
bananas, sapodillas, and if there be anything 
else not included in the present statement, let 
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hnstc mui want of timo CXCIIHO tlio omisflion. 
The conversation runs a good deal on the 
hopes of increasing prosperity which the new 
mail-steamer opens to the eyes of the Nassau-
eso. Invalids, they say, will do better there 
than in Cuba, — it is quieter, much cheaper, 
and the climate is milder. There will be a 
hotel very soon, where no attention will be 
spared, ele., etc. The Clovernment will nil or d 
,cvcry facility, etc., etc. It accmcd indeed a 
friendly lil.tlo phieí!, with (Icliehmfl air and fll(y( 
and a good, reasonable, decent, English tone 
about it. Jixpenaea moderato, yo fat hots of 
encroaching, families. Negroes abundant and 
natuyal, ye students of ethnological possibili-
ties. Officers in red jackets, you young ladies, 
— young ones, some of them. Why wouldn't 
you all try it, especially as the Captain of the 
" Karnak " is an excellent sailor, and the kind-
est and manliest of conductors ? 
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C H A P T E R I I I . 
irJIOW NAHHAU T O OHHA. 
THE breakfast being over, we recall the Cap-
tain's parting admonition to be on board by-
ten o'clock, with the significant gesture and 
roll of the eye which clearly express that Eng-
land expects every passenger to do his duty. 
Now we know very well that the " Karnak " 
is' not likely to weigh anchor before twelve, 
at the soonest, but we dare not for our lives 
disobey the Captain. So, passing by yards 
filled with the huge Bahama sponges, piles 
of wreck-timber, fishing-boats with strange 
fishes, red, yellow, blue, and white, and tubs 
of alderrnanic turtle, we attain the shore, and 
presently, the steamer. Here we find a largo 
depuiatlon of the iowiiH-peo|ilo inking pitsange 
with us for a pleasure excursion to Havana. 
The greater number are ladies and children. 
They come fluttering on board, poor things, 
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like butterflies, in gauzy dresses, hats, and 
feathers, according to the custom of their 
country; one gentleman takes four liltlo 
daughters with him for a holiday. "We ask 
ourselves whether they know what an ugly 
beast the Gulf-Stream is, that they affront 
him in such light urmor. "Good heavens! 
how sick they will be!" we exclaim; while 
they eye us askance, in our winter trim, and 
•pronounce us slow, and old fogies. With all 
the rashness of youth, they attack the lunch-
eon-table. So boisterous a popping of corks 
was never heard in all our boisterous pas-
sage ; — there is a chorus, too, of merry 
tongues and shrill laughter. But wo get 
fairly out to sea, where the wind, an adverse 
one, is waiting for us, and at that gay table 
there is silence, followed by a rush and dis-
appearance. The- worst cases are hurried out 
of night, and going above, wc find tho die-
nblrd ly'nitf in tfrouprt about tho (look, itin 
feather-hats discarded, the inimllns crumpled, 
and we, the old fogies, going to cover the 
fallen with shawls and blankets, to speak 
words of consolation, and to implore the suf-
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Airera not. to on ra l̂inumolvcM wlIJi bmndy, 
soda-water, claret, and wine-bitters, in quick 
sutícession, — which they, nevertheless, do, and 
consequently are no better that day, nor the 
next. 
But I am forgetting to. chronicle a touch-
ing parting interview with the Major, the last 
thing remembered in Nassau, and of course 
the last to be forgotten anywhere. Our con-
cluding words might best bo recorded in the 
form of a catechism of short qucBÜons and 
answers, to -wit*.—• 
" How long did the Major expect to stay 
in Nassau?" 
w About six months.1' 
" How long would he stay, if he had his 
own way?" 
"Not one!" ^ "* 
"What did he come for, then?" 
" Oh, you buy into a nigger regiment for 
promotdoii." 
These were the most imporlant facts elic-
ited by cross-examination. At last we shook 
hands warmly, promising to meet again some-
where, and the crimson-lined barge with the 
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hliiuli ZcmnvnH ourMod lihn iwvny. In hum* 
bier equipages depart the many black women 
who have visited the steametj some for amuse-
ment, some to sell the beautiful shell-work 
made on the island. These may be termed, 
in general, as ugly a set of wenches as one 
could wish not to see. They all wear palm-
leaf hats stuck on their heads without stringa 
or ribbons, and their clothes are so ill-mada 
tlmt you oumiofc help thinking that ouch han 
borrowed Bomebody else's tlrcBa, until you seo 
that the ill-fitting garments are the rulo, not 
the exception. 
But neither, youth nor sea-sickness lasts for-
ever. The forces of nature rally on the second 
day, and lho few who havo taken no remedies 
recover the use of their tongues and somo of 
their faculties. IVrom these I gather what I 
shall here impart as 
SERIOUS VIKWS OF THE BAHAMAS. 
THE principal exporta of these favored Isl-
ands arc fruits, sponges, molasses, and sugar. 
Their imports include most of the necessaries 
of life, wliich come to them oflemmfc in tho 
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form of wrecks, by which they obtain them at 
a small fraction of the original cost and value. 
For this resource they are indebted to the 
famous Bahama Banks, which to their way 
of thinking arc institutions as important as 
the Bank of England itHclf. T h m ; biinlm 
stand them in a handsome annual income, and 
facilitate large discounts and transfers of prop-
erty not contemplated by the original posses-
sors. One supposes that somebody must suf-
fer by those forced sales of large cargoes at 
prices ruiiious to ooimnorcn, — but loho HufUu-s 
is a point not easy to ascertain. There seems 
to be a good, comfortable understanding all 
round. The Owners say, " Go ahead, and 
don't bother yourself, — she's insured." The 
Captain has got his ship aground in shoal 
water where she can't sink, and no harm 
done. The friendly wreckers arc close at hand 
to haul tlie cargo ashore. The Underwriter 
of the insurance company has shut his eyes 
and opened his mouth to receive a plum, 
which, being a good large one, will not let 
him speak. And so the matter providentially 
comes to pass, and " enterprises of great pith 
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and moment" oftcncst get no further than 
the Bahamas. 
Niissau produces ncithor hay nor corn,— 
these, together with butter, Hour, and tea, be-
ing brought chiiifly from the United Sttitos. 
VolilicH, of ooiirsoj it has none. As to jaws, 
the colonial system certainly needs propping 
up, — for under its action a man niay lead so 
sliameloHs a life of immomlity as to compel 
biH wiib to louvo hiin, and yol; not bo hold 
responsible for her HiippoH; ami 11mft of tlm 
children she has borne him. The principal 
points of interest are, first, the garrison,— 
secondly, Government-House, witli an occa-
sional ball there, —and, third, one's next-door 
neighbor, and his or her doings. The prin-
cipal event in the memory of the citizens 
eeenisi to be a cortuin most desirable wreck, 
in consequence of which, a diamond card-case, 
worth fifteen hundred dollars, was sold for an 
eighth part of that sum, and laces, "whose cur-
rent price ranges from thirty to forty dollars a 
yard, were purchased at will for soventy-five 
cents. That was a wreck worth having! say 
the Nassauese. The price of milk ranges from 
2 
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eighteen to twenty-five cents a quart; — think 
of that, ye New England housekeepers! That 
precious article, the pudding, is nearly un-
known in the Nassauese economy; nor is 
pie-crust so short as it might be, owing to 
the enormous price of butter, which has been 
known to attain the sum of one dollar per 
pound. Kggfl firo qnotnrl nt prines not ooin-
mendable for large families with small means. 
On the other hand, fruits, vegetables, and 
BUgar-cune are abundant. 
The NnBsnuoHc, on the whole, nnom to bo a 
kind-hearted and friendly set of people, partly 
English, partly Southern in character, but with 
rather a predominance of the latter ingredient 
in their composition. Their women resemble 
the women of our own Southern States, but 
seem simpler and moro domestic in their 
habits, — while the men would make tolerable 
Yankees, hut would nun red y mipport Presi-
dent Buchanan, the Kansas question, or the 
Filibustero movement. Physically, the race 
suffers and degenerates under the influence of 
the warm climate. Cases of pulmonary dis-
ease, asthma, and neuralgia are of frequent 
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occurrence, and cold is conatderetl as curative 
to them as heat is to us. The diet, too, is 
not that "giant ox-beef" which the Saxon 
race requires. Meat is rare and tough, unless 
brought from the States at high cost. ' We 
were forced to the conclusion that no genuine 
English life can be supported upon a régime 
of Huh ¡un! frnif, — or, in othrr wordw, no beef, 
no Hull, but a very diílcrcíit sort of John, 
lantern-jawed, leather-skinned, and of a thirsty 
complexion. It ocuurml to HH, furlherinoro, 
Miiif; it in n dolomiiH thin# lo live on n lonnly 
little island, tied up like a wart on the face 
of civilization, — no healthful stream of life 
coining and going from the great body of 
the main land, — the same moral air to be 
breathed over and over again, without re-
newal,— the same social elements turned and 
returned in one tircHomo kaleidoscope, Where-
fore rejoice, yo (!onfiurnluls, nud ho flmnltfiil, 
and visit the Nassauese, bringing beef, butter, 
and beauty, — bringing a few French mus-
lins, to replace the coarse English fabrics, and 
buxom Irish girls to outwork the idle negro 
women, — bringing new books, newspapers, 
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and periodicals, — bringing Ü 1 0 Yankee lec-
turer, all expenses paid, and his drink found 
him. All these good things, and more, the 
States have for the Nassaucsc, of whom we 
must now take leave, for all hands have been 
piped on deck. 
We have jolted for three weary days over 
the roughest of ocean-highways, and Cuba, 
nay, Havana, is in sight. The worst cases 
am up, uiul begin to lulk iiboiil. their Huu-lcgH, 
now that the occasion for them is at an end, 
Sohrhm, the chief wit of our purty, who would 
eat sour-sop, sapoddla, orange, banana, cocoa-
nut, and flngar-cune at NuHsau, and who has 
lived upon toddy of twenty-cocktail power 
ever since, — even alio is BCCM, clo/.hud and in 
her right mind, sitting at the feet of the 
Prophet she loves, and going through the 
shawl-and-umbrella exercise. And here is the 
Morro Castle, which guards the entrance of 
the harbor,— here go the signals, answering 
to our own. Here comes the man with the 
speaking-trumpet, who, understanding no Eng-
lish, yells out to our captain, who understands 
no Spanish. The following is a free render-
ing of their convorsat'ion.: — 
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" Any Anifrutiiiis on Ixiiinl ?" 
" Yes, thank Heaven, plenty." 
" How many arc Filibusteros?" 
" All of them." 
" Bad luck to them, then!" 
" The same to you!" 
" Caramba" says the Spaniard. 
« » Sayg the KngUahmnn. 
And so tlic forms of diplomacy arc fulfilled; 
mid of ILmum, more in my next. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
T H E H A R B O R OP H A V A N A . 
As we have said, there were some official 
friysteries connected with the arrival of our 
steamer in Nassau; but these did not compare 
with the visitations experienced in Havana. 
As soon as we had dropped anchor, a swarm 
of dark creatures came on board, with gloomy 
brows, mulish noses, and suspicious eyes. 
This application of Spanish /lies proves irri-
tating to the good-natured Captain, and un-
comfortable to all of us. All possible docu-
ments are produced for their satisfaction,— 
bill of lading, bill of health, and so on. Still 
they persevere in tormenting the whole ship's 
crew, and regard us, when we pass, with all 
the hatred of race- in their rayless eyes. " Is 
it a crjino," we are dtHposod to UHU, " l;o have 
a fair Saxon skin, blue eyes, and red blood? " 
Truly, one would seem to think so; and the 
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iii-ttl. ^Iniicn id, U U H hlnloniMil mcio miikoR olftar 
to ns tlic Inquisition, the Conquest of Gra-
nada, and the ancient butcheries of Alva and 
Pizarro. 
As Havana is an unco uncertain place for 
accommodation.s, wc do not go on shore, the 
first night, but, standing close beside the bul-
warks, feel a benevolent pleasure in seeing our 
late companions swallowed and carried off 
like tidbits by the voracious boatmen below, 
who squabble first fur thcin and then "with 
them, and so gradually disappear in the dark-
ness. On board the " Karnak" harmony 
reigns serene. The custom-house wretches 
are gone, and wc are, on the whole, glad we 
did nol; murder them. Our littio party enjoys 
tea and bread-and-butter together for the last 
time. After so many mutual experiences of 
good and evil, the catguts about our tough old 
hearts are loosened, and discourse the pleasant 
music of Friendship. An hour later, I creep 
up to the higher deck, to have a look-out for-
wnt-d, whero thn wiilorn aro ploying lonp-frog 
and dancing fore-and-afíers. I have a genuine 
love of auch common sights, and am quite 
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abaorbiííl by lhe good fmi before me, whoa a 
solemn voice sounds at my left, and looking 
round, I perceive Can Grande, who has come 
itp to explain to mc the philosophy of the 
HiiilorV diuicoH, mid to ituloid IIÍH lln-ory oí' 
amusements, as far as the narrow area of onet 
little brain (mine, not his) will permit.,. His 
monologue, and its interruptions, ran very 
much as follows : — 
L — This is a pleasant sight, isn't it? 
Can Grande, — It has a ccHain interest, as 
exhibiting the inborn ideal tendency of the 
human race ; — no tribe of people so wretched, 
so poor, or so infamous as to dispense with 
amusement, in some form or other. 
Voice from below.— Play up, Cook! That's 
but a slow jig ye're fluting away at. 
Can Grande. —. I went once to the Five 
Points of New York, with a police-oflicer 
and two philanthropists; — our object was to 
investigate that lowest phase of social exist-
ence. 
Bang, whang, go the wrestlers below, with 
loud shouts and laughter. I give them one 
eye and ear, — Can Grande has me by the 
other. 
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Can Orando. — 1 went into imo of their 
miserable dance-saloons. I saw there the 
vilest, of men and the vilest of women, meet-
ing with the worst; intentions ; but even for 
llilti I liny luid I I I K litMlo, imirtlr mid ditm-ln ,̂ 
Without this little crowning of something 
higher, their degradation would have been 
intolerable to themselves and to each oth-
er. 
v Ilciro the man who gave the back in leap-
frog suddenly went down in the middle of the 
leap, bringing with him the other who, rolling 
on the deck, caught the traitor by the hair, and 
pommelled him to hia heart's content. I ven-
tured to laugh, and exclaim, " Hid you see 
that?" 
Can Grande.— Yes; that is very common. 
— At that dance of death, every wretched 
woman had sueh poor adornment as her 
circumstances allowed,— a collar, a tawdry 
ribbon, a glaring false jewel, her very rags 
disposed with the greater decency of the finer 
sex, — a little effort at beauty, a sense of 
it. The good God puts it there; — H e does 
not allow the poorest, the lowest of his hu-
2 * 
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jiiivn cliildnm ilm Umiî tiMnHH iiidilllimm'.o of 
brutes. 
And there \va9 the boanliful tropical sky 
above, starry, soft, and velvet-deep, — the 
placid waters all around, and at my side the 
Man who is to speak no more in public, but 
whose words in private have still the old thrill, 
the old power to shake the heart and bring the 
good thoughts uppermost. I put my hand in 
his, and we descended the companion-way 
together, and lefl; the foolinh willom to their 
play. 
But now, on the uRor-deek, Uie Cap-
tain, entreated and in nowise unwilling, takes 
down his violin, and with pleasant touch 
gives us the dear old airs, " Home, Sweet 
Home," " Annie Laurie," and so on, and we 
accompany him with voices toned down by 
the quiet of the scene around. He plays too, 
with a musing look, the merry tune to which 
his little daughter dancen, in the TCngliflh 
dancing-school, hundreds of leagues awày. 
Good-night, at last, and make the most of it. 
OooliuiBS and quiet; on the wider l.o-nighi, and 
heat and moBquitoes, howling of do/̂ H and 
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IIavn.ua. 
Tlic next morning allowed us to accomplish 
our transit to the desired laud of Havana. 
"Wo pana the Oustoin-house, wlioro un ofíicíal 
in a cage, with eyes of most oily sweetness, 
and tongue, no doubt, to match, pocketa our 
gold, and imparts in return a governmental 
pennisaion to inhabit the island of Cuba for 
the space of one calendar month. W e go 
truiliiiK through the umrltet, whnre wo buy 
peeled oraiigoH, and tlimiigh !,li<; stroula, whoro 
we. (Mil, ilii'in, Mt'cn ii IH I rcco^ni/nd afar ttM 
Yankees by our hats, bonnets, and other feat-
ures. We stop at t l ic Café Dominica, and 
refresh w i t h cofToe and buttered rolls, for we 
have still a drive of three miles to accomplish 
before breakfast. All the hotels in Havana 
are full, and more than full. Woolcut, of the 
Corro, three miles from the gates, is the only 
landlord who will take us in; so ho seizes us 
fairly by the neck, bundles us Into an omnibus, 
swears that his hotel is but two miles dis-
tunl, fmiilcH mvhly when wo find lho two miios 
hmg, brings IIH where he wants to have u», the 
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Spaniards in the omnibus pufling and staring 
at the ladies all the way . Finally, we arrive 
at his hotel, glad to be somewbere, bul hot, 
tired, hungry, and not in raptures with our 
first experience of tropical life. 
I t must be conicHsed tliai; our long-tried 
energies fall somewhat flat on the quiet of 
Woolcut's. We look round, and behold one 
long room with marble floor, witli t w o large 
doors, not windows, opening in front upon 
the piazza and the Btreet, and other openitigH 
into a large court behind, surrounded by small, 
dark bedi-oomti. Thu large room is I'virnished 
with two dilapidated cane sofas, a few chairs, 
a small table, and three or four indiflbrent 
prints, which we have ample time to study. 
For company, wo see a atray New York or 
Philadelphia family, a superannuated Mexican 
who smiles and bows to everybody, and some 
dozen of those undistinguishable individuals 
whom we class together as Yankees, and who, 
taking the map from Maine to Georgia, might 
aa well come from one place as another, tho 
Southerner being as like the Northerner as a 
dried pea is to a green pea. The ladies begin 
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to hang their heads, and question a little:-* 
" VVliiit arc we to do here? and where is the 
perfeetly ddiglil.fiil Ildvnna you told U8 of?" 
Answer: — « There is nothing whatever to do 
liere, at ihis hour of the day, but to undress 
and go to sluej); — the heat will not Jet you 
stir, the glare will not let you write or read. 
Go to bed; dinner is at four; and after that, 
we will make an cflbrt to find the Havana of 
the poetical and Gan Eden people, praying 
Ilenven it may not liava iU only oxlfttonec in 
their brains" 
Still, the pretly ones do not brighten. They 
walk up and down, eyeing askance the quiet 
boarders who look so contented over their 
children and worsted-work, and wondering in 
what part of the world they have taken the 
precaution to leave their souls. Unpacking 
is then begun, with, rather a flinging of the 
things about, interspersed with little peppery 
hints as to discomfort and dulness, and de-
jected stage-sighs, intended for hearing. But 
this cannot go on, — the thermometer is at 78° 
in the shade, — an intense and contagious 
Btillness reigns through the house, — some 
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good genius waves a bunch of poppies near 
those little fretful faces, for which a frown is 
rather heavy artillery. The balmy breath of 
sleep blows off the lightly-traced furrows, 
and after a dreamy hour or two all is bright, 
smooth, and freshly dreysed, as a husband 
could wish it. The dinner proves not intol-
erable, and nffcor it wc HÜ; on ihr. piuzzii. A 
refreshing breeze springs up, and presently the 
tide of the afternoon drive sets in from the 
cily. The volantes dash by, wit-h siiver-stud-
ded harnesses, and postilions black and boot-
ed ; within sit the pretty Señoritas, in twos 
and threes. They ure attired moslly in mus-
lins, with bare necks and arms; bonnets they 
Jcnow not,—their heads arc dressed witli 
flowers, or with jewelled pins. Their faces 
aro whitened, we luiow, with powder, but in 
the distance the effect is pleasing. Their dark 
eyes are vigilant; they know a lover when 
they see him. But there is no twilight in 
these parts, and the curtain of the dark falls 
upon the scene as suddenly as the screen of 
the theatre upon the dénouement of the trag-
edy. Then comes a cup of truly infernal tea, 
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the masticiition of a stale roll, with butter, 
also siule, — then, more sitting on tlie piaz-
za ,— then, retirement, and a wild hunt after 
mosquitoes, — and so cads the first day at 
Woolcut's, on the Cerro. 
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CUÀPTEK V. 
HAVANA. TIIE HOTELS. 
" SHALL I not take mine ease in mine inn?" 
Yes, truly, if you can get it, Jack FalstafF; 
but it is one thing to pay for comfort, and 
another thing to liavo it. You m-l-ainly pay 
for it, in Havana; for the $3 or $3.50 jwr 
dievij which is your simplest hotel-charge 
there, should, in any civilized part of the 
world, give you a creditable apartment, clean 
linen, and all reasonable diet. What it does 
give, the travelling public may like to learn. 
Can Grande has left "Woolcut's. The first 
dinner did not please him, — the cup of tea, 
with only bread, exasperated, — and the sec-
ond breakfast, greasy, peppery, and incon-
gruous, finished his disgust; so he asked for 
his bill, packed his trunk, called the hotel 
detestable, and wont 
Now he was right enough in this; the house 
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is dotestiiblc; — but as all bonsnfl of entertain-
imint. l l iroii i i l iout. Ilic wmnlry an; nhoni equal-
ly so, il is semrcly lair lo uonipluin of out*. 1 
shall not fear to be more inclusive, in my stntc-
meiit, and to afiirm tliat i n no part of the 
world does one get so little comfort for so 
much money aa on the Island o f Cuba. To 
wit: an early cup o f black coflee, ofteneet 
very bad ; bread not to be had -without an 
extra'sputtering of Spanish, and darkening of 
tho countenance; — to wit, a brcukfusb be-
tween nine and ten, invariably consisting of 
fish, rice, beefsteak, fried plantains, salt cod 
with tomatoes, stewed tripe and onions, indif-
ferent claret, and an after-cup of coflee or 
green tea; — to wit, a dinner at three or four, 
of which i he inventory varicth not, — to wit, a 
plate of soup, roast beef, tough turkeys and 
chickens, tolerable ham, luunelcHs stews, cayo-
ta, plantains, salad, sweet potatoes; and for 
dessert, a spoonful each of "West India pre-
serve, — invariably the kind you do not like, 
— oranges, bananas, and another cup of cof-
fee;— to w i t , tea of the sort already de-
scribed;— to w i t , attendance and non-attend-
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ance of negro and half-breed waiters, who 
mostly speak no English, and neither know 
nor care what yon want; — to wif, a room 
whose windows, reaching from floor to ceiling, 
inclose no glass, and are defended from the 
public by iron rail», and lYom tin; ou ler air, at 
desire, by clumsy wooden shutters, which are 
closed only when it rains; — to wit, a bed 
with a mosquito-netting; — to wit, a towel 
and a pint of water, for all ablutions. This 
is the sum of your comforts as to quantity; 
but as to their quality, experience alone can 
enlighten you. 
Taking pity on my exile at the Cerro, Can 
Grande and his party invite me to come and 
spend a day at their hotel, of higher reputa-
tion, and situated in the centre of things. I 
go; — the• breakfast, to my surprise, is just 
like Woolcut's; the dinner idem.) but rather 
harder to get; preserves for tea, and two tow-
els daily, instead of one, seem to constitute 
the chief advantages of this establishment. 
Domestic linens, too, are fairer than else-
where ; but when you have got your ideas 
of cleanliness down to the Cuban standard, 
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a shfido or two either way makes no material 
diflcrcncc. 
Curt Grande cotnos and goes; for etny in 
the hotel, behind those prison-gratings, he 
cannot. He goes to the market and comes 
hark, goeH |,o tin; «híHtiiíi (•'ollcgu and vtmwH 
back, goes to the Banker's and gets money. 
In his encounters with the sun he is like a 
prize-fighter coming up to time. Every round 
finds him weaker and weaker, still his pluck 
ia first-rate, and he goes at it again. It is not 
until three, P . M., that he wrings out his drip-
ping pocket-handkerchief, slouches his hat 
over his brows, and gives in as dead-beat. 
They of the lovely sex meanwhile undergo, 
with what patience they may, an Oriental 
imprisonment. In the public street they must 
on no account set foot. The Creole and Span-
ish women are born and bred to this, and the 
hardiest American or English woman will 
scarcely venture out a second time without the 
severe escort of husband or brother. These 
relatives are, accordingly, in great demand. 
In the thrifty North, Man is considered an in-
cumbrance from breakfast to dinner,—^and the 
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sooner he is fed and got out of Mie way in the 
morning, the better the work of the household 
goes on. If the master of the house return at 
an unseasonable hour, he is held to an excuse, 
and must prove a headache, or other suitable 
indisposition. In Havana, on the contrary, 
the American woman suddenly becomes very 
fond of her husband: — " he must not leave 
her at homo alono; whore does he go? she 
will go with him; when will he come back? 
Remember, now, she will expect him." The 
secret of all this is that she cannot go out 
without him. The other Ángel of deliverance 
is the volante, with its tireless horses and 
caleseroy who seems fitted and screwed to the 
saddle, which he never leaves. He does not 
even turn his head for orders. His senses are 
in the back of his head, ov wherever his Mis-
tress pleases. " José, Calle de la Muralla, es-
quina â los oficios," — and the black machine 
moves on, without look, word, or sign of in-
telligence. In New York, your Irish coach-
man grins approval of your order; and oven 
an English flunkey may touch his hat and 
aay, « Yes, Mum." But in the Cuban negro 
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of service, dumbness is the complement of 
d.'U'kiies.s. You K|>t;a!t, nml lho puUenl right 
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while the other gathers up the reins of lhe 
nigh, and the horses, their tails tightly braided 
and deprived of all inoveiiient, seem as me-
chatiicat as the driver. Happy are the ladies 
at the hotel who have a perpetual volante at 
Üioír Norviee! for Uiey drcBH i l l llmir host 
clothes three times a day, and do not soil 
them by contact with the dusty street They 
drive bufuro breakfast, uml shop before dinner, 
and after dinner go to ilirt their fans and re-
fresh their robes on the i'ttseo, where the fash-
ions drive. At twilight, they stop at friendly 
doors and pay visits, or at the entrance of the 
ca/c, where ices arc brought out to them. At 
eight o'elock they go to the Plaza, and hear 
the band play, sitting in the volante; and at 
ten they come home without fatigue, having 
all day taken excellent care of Number One, 
beyond which their arithmetic docs not ex-
tend. " I and my vofmta" is like Cardinal 
Wolsey's " Ego et Rex meus" 
As for thoae who have no volantes, modesty 
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becomes them, nnd qiiiH-neHs of thrm mid do-
incauor. They g(;t a little walk before break-
fast, and stny (it liome nil day, or ride ¡11 an 
omnibuH, which .is perhaps worne ;— t hey pay 
a visit now and then in a hired ciirriage, the 
bargain being made with diflieult.y; —they 
look a good deal through the bars of the 
windo-WH, and remember U K ; free North, find 
would, perhaps, envy the uotaic-command-
ing women, did not; drutulful Monos forbid. 
One alleviation of the tedium of hotel-life 
in the city is the almost daily visit of the 
young man from the dry-goods' shop, who 
brings samples of lawns, linen dresses, pina 
handkerchiefs, and fans of all prices, from 
two to seventy-five dollars. The ladies cluster 
like bees around these flowery goods, and, 
after some hours of bargaining, disputing, 
and purchasing, the vendor pockets the golden 
honey, and marches off. As dressmakers in 
Havana are scarce, dear, and bad, our fair 
friends at the hotel make up ' these dreBses 
mostly themselves, and astonish their little 
world every day by appearing in new attire. 
"How extravagant!" you say. They reply, 
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" Olí! if. (iOHt nothing for ihc making; I mado 
i(, my.si;li '," Hilt wo ruimwiibiT to huvo Imurtl 
ROI]H'\VIHM-(! t l i i i t " Timi; is Monny." At four 
in the nitomoon, u iiogruHrt vÍHita in turn every 
boihoom, ttwoupn ou t the inoHquil.ocH from tlio 
curtfiins with a fcathcr-brush, and lets down 
ihc irio«quito-iiet, which aha tucks in around 
I,li<t IMMI. Al'lrr MMM, do not innditln will) your 
bed until it is time to get into it; then put the 
light nvviiy, o|M!i] the not emiLlouHiy, nutor -with 
a dexterous swing, and close up immediately, 
leaving no smallest opening to help them after. 
In tlris mosquito-net you live, move, and have 
your being until morning; and should you 
venture to pull it aside, even for an hour, you 
will appall your friends, next day, with a face 
whieh suggests the early stages of small-pox, 
or the spotted fever. 
The valuable information I have now com-
municated is the sum of what I learned in 
that one day at Mrs. Almy's; and though our 
party speedily removed thither, I doubt wheth-
er .L slmll bo nblu to add to It uuythlng of 
importance. 
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HAVANA. TOUlt UANKEK. OUR CONSUL, T H E 
r i t l E M D L Y GUI* O F T K A . 
O N R is apt to arrive .in ILiviimi with n Imnri; 
elated by the prospect of sucli kindnesses and 
hospitalities as axe poetically supposed to be 
the perquisite of travellers. You count over 
your letters as so many treasures; you regard 
the unknown houses you pass as places of 
deposit for the new acquaintances and delight-
ful Mondahipe which await you. In Engknd, 
say you, each of these letters would represent 
a pleasant; family-mansion thrown opon to 
your.view, — a social breakfast, — a dinner of 
London wits,'—a box at the opera, — or the 
visit of a Liord, whose perfect carriage and 
livery astonish the quiet street in which you 
lodge, and whose good taste and good man-
ners should, one thinks, prove contagious, at 
once soothing and shaming the fretful Yankee 
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ooncoit But your Cuban lottcrH, like fairy 
money, soon turn to withered leaves in your 
poflKCH.sion, miil, having íleJivorrí] f,\vo or threo 
of them, you employ the others more advan-
tageously, as shaving-paper, or for the lighting 
of cigars, or any other useful purpose. 
Your Banker, of course, stands first upon 
the list, — and to him accordingly, with a 
boaming eouutenanee, you present yourself. 
For him you have a special letter of recom-
mendation, and however others may fail, you 
consider him as sure as the trump of the deal 
at whist. But why, alas, should people, who 
have gone through the necessary disappoint-
ments of life, prepare for themselves others, 
which may be avoided? Listen and learn. 
At the first visit, your Banker is tolerably glad 
to see you, — he dincounts your modeflt letter 
of credit, and pockets his two and a half per 
cent, with the best grace imaginable. If ho 
wishes to be very civil, he offers you a seat, 
offers you a cigar, and mumbles in an indis-
tinct tone that he will be happy to serve you 
in any way. You call again and again, keep-
ing yourself before his favorable remembrance, 
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— always the same seat, the same cigar, the 
same desire to serve you, carefully repressed, 
und prevented from breaking out into any 
overt demonstration of good-will. At last, 
emboldened by the brilliant aceounl,H of for-
mer tourists and the successes of your friends, 
you RiiggoBt that yon would liíte to floe a plan-
tation,— you only ask for one, — would he 
give you a letter, etc., etc. ? He artsuines an 
abstracted air, wonders if he knows anybody 
who Ima a plantal.ion, — tim fnet being that he 
scarcely knows anybody who has not one. 
Finally, he will try, — cull nguhi, ami ho 
will let you know. You call again, — " Next 
week," he says. You call after that interval, 
— " Next week," again, is all you get. Now, 
if you are a thorough-bred man, you can 
afford to quarrel with your Banker; so you 
say, "Next week,—-why not next year?" — 
make a very decided snatch at your hat, and 
wish him a very long " good-morning." But 
if you are a Snob and afraid, you take his 
neglect quietly enough, and will boast, when 
you go home, of his polite attentions to your-
self and family, when on the Island of Cuba. 
OUlt CONSUL. fíl 
Our Consul ia tlio next post in the weary 
journey o f your hopes, and to Mm, with such 
iiHHuranr.i! you W.wv, left, you now bolnlce 
yoursiilf. Tcmdiing liiin pemoimlly I Imvo 
ituf.liin^ to miy. f will only rnnnrlt, in gni-
eral, that thu traveller w l i o can i i i u l , in any 
p:tri. of l.hc worl/1, an Amnntiiin Gonaul not 
disabled from all service by ill-lieallh, want of 
ine;nisf ignumnr.e of foreign lim^uiigen, or 
unpleasant relations w i t h the representatives 
of foreign powerH, — that travclier, we Ray, 
ftliould in Meuruh of ihc WMi-Hurpoiikj ami 
f.ho ptiHHngo tif lho IVoi'lli Miih', for hn Imti 
proved himself able to find what, to every 
one but him, is undiscoverable. 
But who, sctiing these asido, is to show yon 
any attention? Who will lift you from the 
wayside, and set you upon his own horse, or 
in his own volantê  pouring oil and wine upon 
your wounded feelings ? Ah! the breed of 
the good Samaritan is never allowed to be-
come extinct in this world, where so much is 
left for it to do. 
A kind and hospitable American family, 
long resident in Havana, takes us up at last 
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They call upon UP, and we lift up onr 
houda; ihoy take n» out in Uicir carriage, 
and we step in with a little familiar flounce, 
intended to show that we are used to such 
things j finally, they invite us to a friendly cup 
of tea, — all the hotel knows it, — we have 
tarried at home in the shade long enough. 
Now, people have begun to iiud us out,— 
we are going- out to lea! 
How pleasant the tea-table was, how good 
the tea, how more than gogd the bread-and-
bntier and plum-cuke, how ijunint the houae 
of Spanish construction, all open to the air, 
adorned with flowers like a temple, fresh and 
fragrant, and with no weary upholstery to sit 
heavy on the sight, how genial und prolonged 
the talk, how reluctant the separation, — im-
agine it, yc who fling the songs of homo 
in a strange land. And ye who cannot im-
agine, forego the pleasure, for I shall tell yon 
no more about it. I will not, I, give names, 
to make good-natured people regret the hospi-
tality they have afforded. If they have enter-
tained unawares angels and correspondents 
of the press, (I use the two terms as synony-
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inons,) ilmy HIIIIII not; ho rnfulo nwnrn of it by 
ilu! sncriiico of Ihcir (lomi'sUu prlvnoy. All 
celebrai rd peoplr do this, luid tliaf, wc do it 
not answers for our obscurity. 
The cup of tea proves the precursor of 
many kind MerviecH inul piciiHunl, lumrH, Our 
new friends assist ns to a deal of sight-seeing, 
and introduec IIM to cathedral, college, and 
garden. Wc walk out with thorn at snnrino 
and at sunset, and sit under the stately trees, 
and think it almost utmngn to be at homo with 
people of our own race and our own way of 
thinking, so -far from the home-surroundings. 
For the gardens, they may chiefly be described 
as triumphs of Nature over Art, — onr New 
Knglnnd horlicultum being, on tho contrnry, 
the triumph of Art over Nature, after a hard-
fought battle. Here, the avenues of palm and 
cocoa are magnificent, and the flowers new to 
us, and very brilliant. But pruning and weed-
ing out are hard tasks for Creole natures, with 
only negroes to help them. There is for the 
most part a great overgrowth and overrunning 
of tho least desirable clemcnls, a general air 
of slovenliness and u nth rift. In nil artificial 
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arrangements decay seems imminent, and the 
want of idea in the laying out of grounds is a 
striking feature. In Italian villas, the feeling 
of the Tienutiful, which han produced a mni 
of artistB, is everywhere manifest,—-every-
where arc beuutiful fornis nnd pieiurestiiie 
eflecis. Even the ruins of Rome seem to be 
held together by this fine bond. No stone 
dares to drop, no arch to moulder, but with an 
exquisite and touching grace. And the weeds, 
oh ! the weeds that hung their lil-lle pmiinn on 
the Coliseum, how graciously do they lloat, as 
if they said, — " Breathe softly, lest tins crum-
bling vision of the Past go down before the 
rude touch of the modern world !" And so 
one treads lightly, and speaks in hushed 
accents; lest, in the brilliant Southern noon, 
one should wake the sleeping heart of Rome 
to the agony of her .slow extinction. 
liul; -what, in all thin l Wu uro drmuuing 
of Rome, — and this is Cuba, where the spirit 
of Art has never been, and where it could 
not pass without sweeping out from houses, 
churches, gardens, and brains, such trash as 
has rarely been seen and endured elsewhere. 
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They sliow us, for example, some mutilated 
statues in the ruina of wlmt is called the 
Bishop's Garden. Why, the elements did a 
ri^hl.coiiH work, when Uiey ofliiocd the outlinca 
of these con ran and trivial shapes, unworthy 
even the \nn\v luiuliín on whleh they wrro 
imposed. Turning from these, however, we 
find lovely tilings enough to rebuke this sav-
age mood of eriiieistn. The pulm-irees nro 
unapproachable in beauty, — they stand iu 
rows like Ionio eohunns, straight, strong, and 
regular, with their plumed capitnls, Thoy 
talk solemnly of the Pyrmniils mid the Dcncrt, 
whose legends have been whispered to them 
by the winds that cross the ocean, freighted 
with the thoughts of God. Then, these huge 
white lilies, deep as goblets, from which one 
drinks fragrance, and never exhausts, — these 
thousand unknown jewels of the tropics. Hero 
IN a Inrgo tank, whoso watorn urn eovered wllli 
the leaves and /lowers of beautiful aquatic 
plants, whose Latin names are of no possible 
consequence to anybody. Here, in the very 
heart of the garden, is a rustic lodge, curtained 
with trailing vines. Birds in cages are hung 
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about it, and a fjwoot voinc, H Í M ^ Í I I ^ •wii;íi¡rt) 
tells us tbat the lodge is tlio cage of a yet 
more costly bird. We stop to listen, and the 
branches of the trees seem to droop more 
closely about us, the twilight lays its cool, 
soft touch upon our heated foreheads, and 
we whisper, — "Peace to his soul!" as we 
leave the precincts of the Bishop's Garden. 
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CHAPTER V I L 
HAVANA TUB .7JÍSU1T C O L L K Q B . 
T U B gentlemen of our party go one day 
io visil, thn .IcHuil; College in Havana, yclept 
" Universidad do Belen" The ludios, weary 
of dry goods, manifest some disposition to 
neeonipnny them. T I I Í H ÍH at once frowned 
down by the mifuirer HCX, and Can Grande, 
appealed to by the other side, shakes Ids 
shoulders, and replies, " No, you are only 
miserable women, and cannot be admitted 
inlo any Jesnit cmtfibliflhrncnt whatever." 
And so the male deputation departa witb 
elation, and returns with airs of superior op-
portunity, and is more insuflerable than ever 
at dinner, and thereafter. 
They of the feminine faction, on the other 
hand, eotmult; with more direct authorities, and 
discover that the doors of .Belen are hi nowlso 
closed to them, and that everything within 
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those doors is quite at their disposition, saving 
and oxeiipting tho sluupmg-iijmrimciiís of the 
Jesuit fathers, — to which, even in thought, 
they -would on no account draw near. And 
so they went and saw Belen, whereof one of 
them relates as follows. 
The building is spacious, inclosing a hollow-
square, and with numerous galleries, like E u -
ropean cloisters, where the youth walk, study, 
and play. W e were shown up-stairs, into a 
pleasant reception-room, where two priests 
soon waited on us. One of these, Padre 
Doyaguez, seemed to be the decoy-duck of 
the establishment, and soon fastened upon 
one of our party, whose Protestant tone of 
countenance had probably caught his atten-
tion. "Was she a Protcstiint ? Oh, no! — 
not with that intelligent physiognomy!—not 
•with that talent! "What was her name ? 
Julia (pronounced jfTuIia). Hulia was a Ro-
man name, a Catholic name; he had never 
heard of a Hulia who was a Protestant; — 
very strange, it seemed to him, that a Hulia 
could hold to such unreasonable ideas, The 
other priest, Padre Lluo, meanwhile followed 
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wiUi Mwi»fítl t¡ni(*f; vyr.n, WIIOHO pilrnt lonkfl had 
more pcrsunslon in llitMn ilmu nil the limooont 
cajoleries of the elder man. Padre Doyagucz 
was a man eminently qualified to deal with 
tho sex in general,— a coaxing voice, a pair 
of vivacious eyes whose cunning was not 
unpJeasing, tireless good-humor and persever-
ance, and a savor of sincerity. Padre Lluc 
was the sort of man that one recalls in quiet 
moments with a throb of sympathy, — the 
earnest eyes, the clear brow, the sonorous 
voice. One thinks of him, and hopes that he 
is satisfied,—4 that cruel longing and more 
cruel doubt shall never spring up in that 
capacious heart, divorcing his afFections and 
convictions from the system to which his life 
is irrevocably wedded. No, keep still, Padro 
Lluc! think ever as you think now, lest the 
faith that seems a fortress should prove a 
prison, the mother a step-dame, — lest the 
high, ehivalrous spirit, incapable of a safe 
desortion, should immolate truth or itself on 
the attar of consistency. 
Between those two advocates of . Catho-
licity, Hulia Protestante walks slowly through 
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the halla of the Univoraity. Hho firM; a 
Oiihinol; of NuUmil HinLnry, Including nüllor-
áis, shells, fossils, and insects, all well-arranged, 
and constituting a very respectable beginning. 
Padre Lluc says some good words on the 
importance of scienüíie education. Padre 
Doyaguez laughs at the ladies' hoops, which 
he calls MalakofFs, as they crowd through the 
doorways and among the glass cases; he 
repeats occasionally, " Ilidia Protestante ? " 
in a tone of mode astonislimenl, and receives 
for answer, " <S£, Hnlia Protestante" Then 
comes a very creditable array of scientific 
apparatus, — not of the order employed by 
the judges of Galileo, — electric and galvanic 
batteries, an orrery, and many things beside. 
The Library interests us more, with some lux-
urious Classics, a superb Dante, and a prison-
cage of forbidden works, of which Padre Lluc 
certainly has the Ifcy. Among those were fine 
editions of Konsscau and Voltaire, which ap-
peared to be intended for use; and we could 
imagine a solitary student, dark-eyed and 
palo, exploring their depths at midnight with 
fi Htolen candle, and omlnuvoring, with noif-
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iorinriif, í;o rrconriJtí th*; intolcnmcc of hia 
(loclrino wlfli tin* clinrltli'H of bin lumrt, Wn 
imagine audi mi one lost in the philoaopliy 
and sentiment of the " Nouvelle Hdloise," 
and suddenly smnmoncd by the convent-bell 
to the droning of ttio JNIUHB, lho moelíory of 
Holy Water, the fable of (he Real Presence. 
Such eonfrasts iriiglit ho. nfrnnge and danger-
ous. No, no, Tiidre Lluc! keep these un-
Jinown spells from your henrt, — let the forbid-
den books (ilone. InRtead of the ConfoMnions 
of Jean Jacques, read the Confessions of St. 
Augustine, — read the new book, in three vol-
umes, on the Immaculate Conception, which 
you show me with such ardor, telling me that 
Can Grande lias spoken of it with respect 
Beyond the Fathers you must not get, for 
you have vowed to be a child all your life. 
Those clear eyes of yours are never to look 
up into the face of lhe Eternal Father; tha 
show-box of the Church must content them, 
with Mary and the saints seen through Its 
dusty glass, — the august figure of the Sou, 
who sometimes reproved IIÍH Mother, crowded 
qulln out of nî ht behind tlm woumn, whom 
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it is so much easier to dress up nntl oxhiliii 
'Wlmt ifi thitt oilier book which I'urJcer lias 
read ? Padre Doyaguez says., " Hulia, if you 
read this, you must become a Catholic." 
Padre Lluc says, " If Parker has read this 
book, I cannot conceive that lie is not a Cath-
olic." The quick Doyaguez then remarks, 
l( Parker is going to Rome to join the Romish 
Church." Padre lilnc rojoiim, " Tlioy Miiy HO." 
Hulia Protestante is inclined to cry out, " The 
day that Parker becomes a Catholic, T too 
will hecome one"; but, mneinborin*; lho rash-
ness of vows and the fnllihility of men, she 
docs not adopt that form of expressing Never. 
Parker might, if it pleased God, become a 
Catholic, and then the world would have two 
Popes instead of one. 
We leave at last the disputed ground of the 
Library and ascend to the Observatory, which 
commands a fine view of the city, and a good 
sweep of the heavens for the telescope, in 
which Padre Lluc seemed especially to de-
light. The Observatory is commodious, and 
is chiefly directed by an attenuated young 
priest, with a keen eye and hectic cheek; 
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HiioMipr irt orrnpiiul in worltinpf ont mntlio-
maticul lublcs; — ibr these Falliera observe 
the stars, and are in scientific correspondence 
with Astronomers in Europe. This circum-
stance gave us real pleasure on their account, 
— j'or science, in all its degrees, is a posilive 
good, and a mental tonic of the first impor-
tance. EanicKlly did we, in thought, com-
tnend it to thimn wearied milids which Imvo 
undergone the dialectic dislocations, the de-
niitumlimtioiiB of truth and of thought, which 
etiuhle rational men to heconin III-BI. CUÍIIOMCB, 
mid llicii JCMU'IIH. VOV let he no lltimlotití 
about strength of mind and so on, — this is 
efTected by means of a vast machinery. As, 
in the old siory, the calves were put in at 
one (Mid of the rylhider mid lidien out leiilher 
breeches at the other, or as glass is cut and 
wood carved, so does the raw human material, 
put into the machine of the Catholic Church, 
become iashioned according to the will of 
those who guide it. Hulia Protestante! you 
have a free step and a clear head; but once 
go into the machine, and you will come out 
carved and embossed according to the old tra-
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ditional pattern,.— you as well aa another. 
Where the material is hard, they put on more 
power, — where it is soft, more care; where-
fore I caution you here, as I would in a mill 
at Lowell or Lawrence,—Don't meddle with 
the shafts, — don't go too near the wheel, — 
in short, keep clear of the machinery. And 
Ilulia docs so ; for, at the last attack of Padre 
yUtfii<>.'/, HIIM Htiddmily luniM upon him uml 
says, " Sir, you are a Boctrinary and a Propa-
gandiflt," And the good Father Hufl'ew lun* to 
dopurl; in pcaco. J-iufc liral Micro Ls tiic chupei 
to be Hcen, with its tawdry mid poor onmmun-
tation, — and the dormitories of the scholars, 
with long double rows of beds and mosquito-
ncttings. There are two of these, and each 
of them has at one end a raised platform, with 
curtains and a bed, where rests and watches 
the shepherd oí" the little sheep. Lastly, wc 
have a view of the whole flock, assembled in 
their play-ground, and ouo of them, looking 
up, sees his mother, who has kindly accompa-
nied our visit to the institution. Across the 
distance that separates us, we see his blue 
eyes brighten, and, as soon as permission is 
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given, he bounds lilto a young roc to her arms, 
sliy and tender, his English blood showing 
through his Spanish skin, — for lie is a child 
of mixed race. We arc all pleased and 
touched, and Padre Line presently brings us 
a daguerreotype, and says, " It is my mother." 
To us it IB an indiíTcrent portrait of an elderly 
Spanish woman,— but in him, how much! 
Willi kiiiilcnl. iniihml regurd we lultn UMIVM,— 
a .little surprised, perhaps, to see that Jesuit 
prh'rtlH have ninLhcm, and reinemher thein. 
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CHAPTER V I I I . 
SAN ANTONIO 3>lí I-OS ISAÍÍO.S. 
" F a r from my tliouglitJ, \n\n world, bcgouo! " 
H O W E V E R enchanting Havana may prove 
when seen through the moonlight of memory, 
it seems as good a place io go away from as 
any other, after a stifling night in a net, the 
wooden shutters left open in the remote hope 
of air, and admitting the music of a whole 
opera-troupe of (logs, including JSass, Tenor, 
Soprano, and Chorus. Instead of bouquets, 
you throw stones, if you arc so fortunate as to 
have them,—âf not, boot-jacks, oranges, your 
only umbrella. You are last seen thrusting 
frantic hands and feet through the iron bars, 
your wife holding you hack by the flannel 
night-gown which you will persist in wearing 
in this doubtful climate. At Just il. is over,— 
the fifth act ends with a howl which makes 
you hopo that Homo OJIO of Ihn prrformoro 
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has come to grief. But, alas! it is only a 
stago dr.noucmcnt., wliosc hero will die again 
livery nielli; whtln tlm nonson luntfl. You full 
asleep, but lho welcome cordial has scarcely 
been tasted when you are aroused by a knock 
at the door. It ia the night-porter, who wnkes 
yim ni; livn 1>y !i|i|)niiit.iueh(, (lint you may 
enjoy your early col Ice, tumble into a hired 
vot/tnlfi, and roarli, half dead with sleep, the 
ubition in limu lot lho. triiin IJial, go(!H to Sun 
Antonio. 
Now, whether you are a partisan of early 
rising or not, you must allow that sunrise and 
the hour after is the golden time of lho day in 
Cuba. Ho ihÍH hour of Hlnrf mg, — nix o'clock, 
— so distasteful in our latitudes, is a matter 
of course in tropical climates. Arriving at the 
station, you encounter new tribulations in the 
registering and payment of luggage, the trans-
portation of which is not included in the 
charge for your ticket. Your trunks are 
recorded in a book, and, having paid a real 
apiece for Ihein, you rcrclvu u paper whloh 
entitles yoii to demand them again at your 
jonnmy'H end. The Cuhiin rnílwnyH aro good, 
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but dear, — the charge being ten cents a mile; 
wliet'ons in our more favored Innd one goes for 
three cents, and has the chance of a collision 
and surgeon's services without any extra pay-
ment. The cars have windows which are 
always open, and blinds which are always 
closed, or nearly so. The seats and backs of 
seats are of cane, for coolness, — hardness 
being secured at the same time. One reaches 
San Antonio in an hour and a half, and finds 
a pleasant village, with a river ruuiiing Uimugh 
it, several streets of good houses, several more 
of bad ones, a cathedral, a cockpit, a volante^ 
four soldiers on horseback, two on foot, a mar-
ket, dogs, a bad smell, and lastly, the Ameri-
can Hotelj — a house built in a hollow square, 
as usual, — kept by a strong-minded woman 
from the States, whose Yankee thrift is unmis-
takable, though she has been long absent from 
the great centres of domestic economy. 
Mrs. L , always on the watch for arri-
vals, comes out to receive us. "We are very 
welcome, she hints, as far as we go; but why 
are there not more of us ? The smallest fa-
vors ahonld be (hmikfully rrceived, but alio 
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)nmr« ih'.ú TTnvnim ÍH iuil of fltrnngorfl, ntvl BIIO 
wondora, for lior pari;, why people will stay in 
that hot place, and roast, and stew, and have 
the yellow fever, when she conkl make them 
so comfortable in San Antonio. Tins want 
of custom she continues, during our whole 
visit, to complain of. Would it be uncharita-
ble for us to aver that we found other wants 
in her establishment which caused us more 
astonishment, and which went some way 
towards accounting for the deficioncy corn-
piaincd of? wants of breakfast, wants of din-
ner, wants of something good for tea, wants 
of towels, wants of candles, wants of ice, or 
at least of the cooling jars used in the coun-
try. Charges exorbitant, — the same as in 
Havana, where rents are an ounce a week, 
and upwards; volaiUca difficult, — Mrs. L . 
having made an agreement with the one liv-
ery-stable that they shall always be furnished 
at most unreasonable prices, of which she, 
supposably, pockets half. On tho other hand, 
the village is really cool, healthy, and pretty; 
there are pleasant drives over dreadful roads, 
if one makes up one's mind to tho volante^ and 
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delightful river-baths, shaded by roofs of palm-
tree thatch. One of the best of these is at 
the foot of Mrs. L.'s inclosure, and its use is 
included in the privileges of the house. The 
water is nearly tepid, clear, and green, and 
the little fish float hither and thither in it, 
— tliongh men of nelive mÍH(ln nre Honiel/inieH 
reduced to angle for them, with crooked pins, 
for mmiñemont. At the hour of one, dnily, 
the ladies of the house betake thetuselves to 
this refreshment; and there is laughing, and 
splashing, and holding of hands, and simula-
tion of all the Vcimses that over were, from 
the crouching one of the bath, to the trium-
phant Cytherea, springing for tine first time 
from the wave. 
Such are the resources of the house. Those 
of the neighborhood are various. Foremost 
among ihcin is the cafclal, or collee-plani/ation, 
of Don Juan Torres, distant a league from the 
village, over which league of stone, sand, and 
rut you rumble in a volante dragged by three 
horses. You know that the volaiUe cannot 
upset; nevertheless you experience some anx-
ious moments when it leans at an obtuse 
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anglo, one wheel in air, one sticking in a hole, 
the horses balking and kicking, and the pos-
tilion swearing his best. But it is written, 
the volante shall not upset, — and BO it does 
not. Long before you see the entrance to the 
plantation, you watch lho tall palms, planted 
in a liiH-, Unit HIIÍCM ils bordors. An nvenmi 
of like growth loads you to the house, where 
biirliing dô H nimoiinri; you, and Don Jmm, an 
elderly gentleman in slippers and a Punaina 
hat, his hair, face, and eyes all faded to one 
hue of grayness, comes out to accost us. 
Here, again, i luha Protestante becomes the 
subject of a series of attacks, in a new kind. 
Don Juan first exhausts his flower-garden 
upon her, and explains ail that is new to her. 
Then she must see his blind Chino, a sightless 
Samson of a Cooly, who is working resolutely 
in a mill. " Cania! " says the master, and the 
poor slave gives tongue like a hound on the 
scent. " B a i l a ! " and, a stick being handed 
him, he performs the gymnastics of his coun-
try, a sort of war-dance without accompani-
ment. l i E l can!" and, giving him a broom, 
they loose the dog upon him. A carious 
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tussle then ensues, — the dog aitaclting furi-
ously, and the blind man, guided by his bark-
ing, dcfemling hiinRoJf lustily. Tim Chino 
laughs, the master laughs, but the visitor feels 
more ineliiiud to cry, having bren bred in 
those Northern habits which respect infirmity. 
A real dismisses the poor soul with a smile, 
and then begins the journey round the cafetal. 
The coiTee-blossom is just in its perfection, 
and whole acres in sight arc white with its 
flower, which nearly resemblos that of the 
small white jasmine. Its fragrance is said to 
be delicioua after a rain ; but, the season being 
dry, it is scarcely discernible. As shade is a 
great object in growing coffee, the grounds are 
laid out in lines of fruit-trees, and these are 
the ministers of Hulia's tribulation; for Don 
Juan, whether in kindness or in mischief, in-
sists that she shall taste every unknown fruit, 
— and as he cuts them and hands them to 
her, she is forced to obey. First, a little negro 
shins up a cocoa-nut tree, and flings down the 
nut, whose water she must drink. One cocoa-
nut she endures, — two, — but three? no, alio 
must rebel, and cry out, " No mi gnsia!" 
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Thon RIIC muHt try ÍI bitter orange, then a sour 
bitter one, then a sweet lemon, then a huge 
fruit of triplo verjuice flavor. " "What fa it 
good for ?" she aaliH, after a Bhiukloring 
pliin^n ¡ 11 (0 ÍIH nci id (lepllm. '< Oil," myn fhn 
Don, "they eat it in the castors instead of 
vinegar." Then come sapotas, mamey) Ota-
hcitc gooseberries. " Does she iike bananas?" 
he cuts a (rcc down with his own hand, and 
,seuds the bunch of fruit to her volante; — 
" Suf<ar-eanc ? " he bestows a huge bundle of 
stieka for iier leisurely rode» la lion; — ho fills 
íier podtel-' with eoral bcmiH for her childron. 
Having, at last, exhausted every polite atten-
tion, and vainly oil'ered gin, rum, and coflee, 
as a parting demonstration, Huiia and her 
partner escape, bearing with them many 
strange flavors, and an agonizing headache, 
the combined result of sun and acida. Really, 
if there exist anywhere on earth a Society for 
the promotion and encouragement of good 
manners, it should send a diploma to Don 
Juan, admonishing him only to omit the 
vinegar-fruit in his further walks of hos-
pitality. 
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'W« take the Sunday -to visit the nearest 
Sugar-plantation, belonging to Don Jacinto 
Gonzales. Sun, not shade, being the desid-
eratum in sugar-planting, there are few trees 
or shrubs bordering the sugar-fields, which 
resemble at a distance our own fields of 
Indian corn, the green of the leaves being 
lighter, and a pale blue blossom appearing 
here and there. The points of interest here 
are the machinery, the negroes, and the work. 
Entering the sugar-house, we find the Ma-
quinista (engineer) superintending some re-
pairs in the machinery, aided by another white 
man, a Cooly, and an imp of a black boy, 
who begged of all the party, and revenged 
himself with clever impertinence on those who 
refused him. The Maquinista was a fine-
looking man, from the Pyrenees, very kind 
and obliging. He told us that Don Jacinto 
was very old, and came rarely to the planta-
tion. We asked him how the extreme heat 
of Ins occupation suited him, and for an 
answer he opened the boaom of his shirt, and 
showed us the marks of innumerable leeches. 
The machinery ifl not very eompliealed. It 
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consists of it whool and brnul, to throw tlm 
canes under the powerful rollers -which crush 
them, and these rollers, three in number, all 
moved by the steam-engine. The juice flows 
into large copper caldrons, where it is boiled 
and slummed. As they wcro not at work, we 
did not sec the actual process. Leaving the 
sugar-house, we went in pursuit of the May-
or al) or Overseer, who seemed to inhabit com-
fortable quarters, in a long, low house, shielded 
from the sun by a thick screen of matting. 
We found him a powerful, thick-net man, of 
surly and uncivil manners, girded 'with a 
sword, and further armed with a pistol, a 
dagger, and a stout whip. He was much 
too important a person to waste his words 
upon us, but signified that the major-domo 
would wait on us, which he presently did. 
We now entered the Negro quarter, a solid 
range of low buildings, formed around a hol-
low wpmrr, whom1 Hl.mn/; eufnuico Is ohinod at 
nightfall, and its inmates kept in strict con-
fimmient i ill the morning hour of work comes 
round. Just within the doorway we encoun-
tered Mm Irndri, who VIHÍIH Mm phnihiMoiiH ov-
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ery Sunday, to tempt the stray cash of the 
negroes by various commodities^ of which 
the chief seemed to be white bread, calicoes, 
muslins, and bright cotton handkerchiefs. He 
told us that their usual weekly expenditure 
amounted to about twenty-five dollars. Bar-
gaining witli him stood llio Negro-Driver, a 
tattooed African, armed with n, whip. .All 
within the court swarmed the black bees of 
the hive, — the men with lilile clothing, the 
sniull children naked, Uus women derent All 
had their little charcoal fires, with p<>(s boiling 
over them ; the rooms within looked dismally 
dark, close, and dirty; there are no windows, 
no air and light save through the ever-open 
door. The bods are flonietiinnH partil.ioned off 
by a screen of dried palm-leaf, but I saw no 
better sleeping-privilege than a board with a 
blanket or coverlet. From this we turned to 
the Nursery, where all the children incnpuhlo 
of work arc kept. The babies are quite naked, 
and sometimes very handsome in their way, 
black and shining, with bright eyes and well-
formed limbs. No great provision is made for 
their amusement, but the little giils nurse thorn 
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tenderly enough, and now and then the elders 
fling them a bit of orange or chaimitOj for 
which they scramble like so many monkeys. 
Appeala are coiiHhanily made to the pockets 
of visitors, by open hands stretched out in all 
directions. To these " Nada " — " Nothing " 
•—is the nafe reply; for, if you give to one, 
Uie OMK'I'H clofie nhoiil; yuii with IVimLui goHÍ lo-
ulation, and you have to break your Avny 
through them with BOHÍO violence, which hurts 
your own foelingH moro than it doos theirs. 
On strict pUuilaUons HUH is not allowed ; but 
Don Jacinto, like Lord Ashbttrton at the time 
of the Maine treaty, is an old man, — a very 
old man; and where discipline cannot be 
muml.íiíncd, ju'iu-e. imisl. be secured on any 
terms. We visit next the Sugar-house, whore 
wc find the desired condiment in various 
stages of color and relinctnent. It is whitened 
with rlny in Inrgo l'unni'l-sliaped vessels, open 
at the bottom, to allow the molasses to run off. 
Above are hogsheads of coarse, dark sugar; 
below is a huge pit of fermenting molasses, 
in which rats and small negroes occasionally 
commil; involiiiilnry suicido, and from which 
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rum i.s made. — N. li . Hum is not a wick-
ed word in Cuba; in Boston everybody is 
shocked when it is named, and in Cuba no-
body is shocked when it is drunk. 
And here endelh lho dcHoi-ipUon of our viHÍt 
to the sugar-plantation of Don Jacinto, and in 
good time, too, — for by this it had grown so 
hot, that we made a feeble rush for the volante, 
and lay back in it, panting for breath. E n -
countering a negreas with a load of oranges 
on hoi' htiiul, wo bought and ate the fruit with 
eagerness, though the oranges were bitter. 
The jolting over three milet) of stone and rut 
did not improve the condition of our aching 
heads. Arriving at San Antonio, we thank-
fully went to bed for the rest of the morning, 
and dreamed, only dreamed, that the saucy 
black boy in the boiling-house had run after 
ns, had lifted the curtain of the vofewilC} 
screeched a, last impertinence after us, and 
kissed his hand for a good-bye, which, luckily 
for him, is likely to prove eternal. 
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CUAVTKtt IX. 
T H E MOUnO FOUTHESS — T H E UNIYEI19ITT OP 
HAVANA TIIK UKNKKIGBNZA. 
T H E Spanish government experiences an 
nttwillhigncss to ndmit foreigners into the 
Morro, Uicir greul. Hirongholil, tlio CHUHCB of 
which may not bo altogellicr mysterious. 
AmmruiiH havu IHMMI of hiln OHjxuslfilly ex-
cluded from it, and it was only by a fortunate 
chance that we were allowed to visit it, A 
friend of a friend of ours happened to have a 
friend in the garrison, and, after some delays 
and ncgotiiitloiiH, an early morning hour was 
fixed upon for the expedition. 
The Fort is finely placed at the entrance 
of the harbor, and is in itself a picturesque 
object. It is built of a light, yellowish stone, 
•which in nrcii, iiH you dniw mrnr, In Htrong 
contrast with the vivid green of the tropical 
waters. We approached it by water, taking 
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a row-boat from the Alameda. As we passed, 
we had a good view of a daily Havana spec-
taclej the washing of the horses. This being 
by far the easiest and most expeditious way 
of cleaning the animals, they are driven daily 
to the sea in great numbers, those of one 
party being tied together; they disport them-
selves in the surge and their wet backs glis-
ten in the sun. Their ilrivura, nenrly naked, 
plunge in with them, and bring them safely 
back to the shore. 
But for the Morro. "We entered without 
difficulty, and began at once a somewhat 
steep ascent, which the heat, even at that 
early hour, made laborious. After some 
climbing, wc reached the top of the parapet, 
and looked out from the back of the Fortress. 
On this side, if ever on any, it will be taken, 
— for, standing with one's back to the harbor, 
one sees, nearly on the right hand, a point 
where trenches could be opened with advan-
tage. The Fort is heavily gunned and gar-
risoned, and seems to be in fighting order. 
The outer wall is separated from the inner 
by a paved space some forty feet in width. 
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The height of hoi li walls makes t his point a 
formidable one; but seiiling-lixdders could bo 
thrown across, if one had possession of the 
outer wall. The material is the coralline rock 
common in this part of the island. It is a 
soft stone, and would prove, it is feared, some-
thing like the cotton-hag defence of New 
Orlenns momory, — as the baila Ihrown from 
without would ulnk In, and not Hpllulor tho 
$tone, which for the murderous work were to 
bo wiflhod. A little perfloveranco, with rtuioh 
perspiration, brought us to a high point called 
the Lantern, which is merely a small room, 
where the telescope, signal-books, and signals 
are kept. Here we were received by an ofli-
cial in blue spncfaclcs and with a hole in 
his boot, but still with that air of being the 
chiefest thing on God^ earth common to all 
Spaniards. The best of all was that we had 
brought a sack of oranges with us, and that 
the time was now come for their employment. 
With no other artillery than these did we take 
the very heart of the Morro citadel, — for on 
oiTering them to the oflicial with the hole, he 
surrendered at once, smiled, gave us seats, and 
4 * 
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sitting down with us, indeed, was soon in the 
midst of his half-dozenth orange. Having 
refreshed ourselves, examined the flags of all 
nations, and mudo all the remarks whioh our 
limited Spanish allowed, we took leave, re-
dcBficnded, and recmbarked. One of our 
party, an old soldier, had meanwhile been 
busily scanning the points and angles of the 
fortress, pacing off distances, etc., etc. The 
result of his observations would, no doubt, be 
valuable to men of military minds. But the 
writer of this, to be candid, was especially 
engaged with the heat, the prospect, the or-
anges, and the soldiers' wives and ohildrcn, 
who peeped out from windows here and there. 
Such trifling creatures do come into such mas-
sive surroundings, and trifle still! 
Our ladies, being still in a furious mood of 
sight-seeing, desired to visit the University of 
Havana, and, having made appointment with 
an accomplished Cuban, betook themselves to 
the College buildings with all proper escort. 
Their arrival in the peristyle occasioned some 
excitement. One of the students came up, 
and said in good English, " "What do you 
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tvant?" Others, not so polite, stared and 
whispered in corners. A mcsBage to one of 
the professors was attended witli some delay, 
mui our Oiibn» írimid, linviug gmio to coiirtiilfc 
with him, returned to say, witli some embar-
niRHment, tlml; the profeRHor would 1)0 happy to 
RIIOW the cHtabliHlnncnt to the ladies on Sun-
day, at two r. M., wlien every mulo creature 
but hiinseU' would bo out of it; but ns for 
tlioir ^oinp; through tlio roomn wliilo tho un-
dergraduates were about, tliat was not to be 
thought of. " Why not ? " asked the ladles. 
" For your own sake," said the messenger, and 
proceeded tò explain that the appearance of 
the skirled in these halls of learning would be 
followed by such ill-conduct and indignity 
of impertinence on the part of the shifted as 
might be intolerable to the one and disadvan-
tageous to the other. Now there be wotnen, 
we know, whose horrid fronts could have âwed 
these saucy little Cubans into decency and 
good behavior, and some that we wot of, 
whether possessing that power or not, would 
have delighted in the fancied exercise of it 
What strong-minded company, under these 
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circumstances, would have turned back ? 
What bolting, tramping, and rushing would 
they not have made through the ranks of the 
astonished professors and students ? The An-
niversary set, for example, who sweep the 
pewa of men, or, coming upon one forlorn, 
crush him as a boa does a sheep. Our siily 
little flock only laughed, colored, and retreated 
to the volantes) where they held a council of 
war, and decided to go visit some establish-
ment where possibly better manners might 
prevail. 
Returning on the Sunday at the hour ap-
pointed, they walked through the deserted 
building, and found spacious rooms, the pul-
pits of lho proftiKBorrt, tlio hcimlioH of lho HIn-
dents, the Queen's portrait, a very limited li-
brary, and for all consolation, some pleasant 
Latin sentences over the doors of the various 
departments, celebrating the solace and de-
lights of learning. This was seeing the Col-
lege, literally; but it was a good deal like 
seeing the Lion's den, the Lion himself being 
absent on leave, — or like viniting tho Hippo-
potamus in Regent's Park on those days in 
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which he remains steadfastly buried in his 
tank, and will show only the tip of a nostril 
for your entrance-fee. Still, it was a pleasure 
to know that learning was so handsomely 
housed; and as for the little rabble who could 
not be trusted in the presence of the sex, we 
forgave them heartily, knowing that soberer 
manners would one day come upon them as 
inevitably as baldness and paternity. 
* Let me here say that a few days in Havana 
make clear to ono tho seclusion of women in 
the East, and its canses. Wherever tho ani-
mal vigor of men is so large in proportion to 
their moral power as in those countries, 
women must be glad to forego their liberties 
far I.IK* prolrelion of llm Htrotlg imu , OlIO 
master is better for them than many. What-
ever tyranny may grow out of such barbarous 
manners, the institution springs from a verita-
ble necessity and an original good intention. 
The Christian religion should change this, 
which is jiiHtifiiililo only in a Molmmmcdnn 
country. But where that religion is so loose-
ly adminislcrcd HB in Cuba, where its teachers 
themselves frequent the cockpit and the gam-
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ing-tablc, one must not look for too much of 
its power in the manners and morals of men. 
The Beneficenza was our next station. It 
is, as its name signifies, an institution with a 
benevolent purpose, an orphan asylum and 
foundling hospital in one. The State here 
charitably considers that infants who are 
abandoned by their parents are as much or-
phaned as they can become by the interposi-
tion of death, — nay, more. The death of 
parents oftenest leaves a child with some 
friend or relative; but the foundling is cut 
off from all human relationship, — he belongs 
only to the hand that takes him up, where he 
has been left to die. Despite the kind cruelty 
of modern thcoricH, which will not nllow of 
suitable provision for the suilerer, for fear of 
increasing the frequency of the crime by which 
lio suflora, our 1IOÍHÍ;B revolt at the uiiscmble 
condition of these little creatures in our groat 
cities, confounded with hopeless pauperism in 
its desolate asylums, or farmed out to starve ' 
and die. They belong to the State, and the 
State should nobly retrieve the world's offence 
against them. Their broken galaxy shows 
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many a bright star here and there. Such á 
little wailing creature has been found who has 
commanded great actions and done good ser-
vice among men. Let ns then cherish the 
race of foundlings, of whom Moses was the 
first and the greatest The princess who 
reared him saw not the glorious destiny which 
lay hid, as a birth-jewel, in his little basket 
of reeds. She saw only) as some of us havo 
seen, a helpless, friendless babe. When he 
dedicated to her his first edition of the Penta-
teuch But nay, he did not; for neither 
gratitude nor dedications were in fashion 
among the Jews. 
We found the Bcneficcnza spacious, wcll-
veiiMliiifd, find mtininiHi.M'fd with great order. 
It stands near the sea, with a fine prospect 
in view, and nniflt command n cool brcojio, 
if Hiero bo uuy. The children enjoy aea-
bnUiing in HUtmmT. The Buporlnlondoiit re-
ceived us most kindly, and presented us to the 
Sisters who have charge of the children, who 
were good specimens of their class. We 
walked with them through the neat dormito-
ries, and observed that they were much more 
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airy than thoHo of tho JemiH; Collog», laioly 
described. They all slept on the sackings 
of cots, beds being provided only in the 
infirmary. In the latter place we found but 
two unnutiis, — one Hiiflnrhig from ordiimvy 
Cuban fever, the other from ophthalmia.— 
N. B . Disease of the, eyes does not seem to 
be common in Cuba, in spite of the tropical 
glare of the sun ; nor do people nurse and 
complain of their eyes there, as with us. 
We found a separate small kitchen for the 
sick, which was neat and convenient. The 
larger kitchen too was handsomely endowed 
with apparatus, and the Superintendent told 
us, with a twinkle in his eye, that the children 
lived well. Ooflbc at six, a good breakfast at 
nine, dinner at the usual hour, bread and 
coffee before bed-time; — this seemed very 
suitable as to quantity, though differing from 
our ideas of children's food; but it must be 
remembered that the nervous stimulus of 
coffee is not found to be excessive in hot 
climates; it seems to be only what Nature 
demands, — no more. The kind Nun who 
accompanied us now showed us, with some 
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pride, various large presses set In tlio wall, 
and piled to the top with clean and comfort-
ttblci children's clothing. Wo came presently 
to -where the boys were reciting their catc-
ehlsm. An .KeoleshisUu was bearing them ; 
•—they seemed ready enough with their an-
swers, but were allowed to gabble off the holy 
words in a manner almost unintelligible, and 
quite indecorous. They were bright, healthy-
looking little fellows, Tanging apparently from 
eight to twelve yours of ngo. Thny had good 
play-ground set off for them, and shady galle-
ries to walk up and down in. Coming from 
their quarter, the girls' department seemed 
quiHi enough. TTem WUH K0'nK 0" *''10 Cor-
nal task of needle-work, to which the sex has 
been condemned ever since Adam's discovery 
of his want of wardrobe. Oh, ye wretched, 
foolish women! why will ye forever sew ? 
" We must not only sew, but be thankful to 
sew ; that little needle being, as the sentimen-
tal Curtis has said, the only thing between us 
and the worst that may befall." 
These incipient women were engaged in 
various forms of sewing, — the most skilful 
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in a sort of embroidery, like that which forms 
the border of piña handkerchiefs. A few were 
reading and spelling. One poor blind girl sat 
amongst thorn, with melancholy arms folded, 
mid UHLNUKI uoUiIng,— (buy (old un, luilldng; 
for the instruction of the blind is not thought 
of in these parts. This seemed piteous to us, 
and made ua reflect how happy are our Blinds, 
to say nothing of our Deafs and Dumbs. Id-
iocy is not uncommon here, and is the result 
of continual intermarriage between near re-
lations ; hat it will be long before they will 
provide it with a separate asylum and suit-
able instruction. 
But now came the saddest part of the 
whole exhibition, — a sight common enough 
in Europe, but by some accident hitherto 
unseen by us. Here is a sort of recepta-
cle, with three or four compartments, which 
turns on a pivot. One side of it is open to 
the street, and in it the wretched parent lays 
the more wretched baby, — ringing a small 
bell at the same time, for the new admit-
tance. The parent vanishes, the receptacle 
turns on its pivot, — the baby is within, 
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and, we are willing to believe, in merciful 
hands. 
The sight of this made, for the first time, 
the crime real to me. I saw at a flush the 
whole l.mgtuly of duHiTllon,- (ho oauUoua 
approach, the frightened countenance, the 
furtive act, and the great avenging pang of 
Nature- after its consummation. What was 
Hester Prynne's pillory, compared to the heart 
of any of these mothers ? I thought too of 
RousscaUj bringing to such a placo as this 
children who had the right to inherit divine 
genius, and .deserting them for the sordid 
reason that he did not choose to earn their 
bread ; — the heipless mother weeping at 
home, and begging, through long years, to 
be allowed to seek and reclaim them. 
Well, here were the little creatures kindly 
cared for; yet what a piteous place was their 
nursery! Some of the recent arrivals looked 
as if ill-usage had been exhausted upon them 
before they were brought hither. Blows and 
drugs and starvation liad been tried upon 
them, but, with the tenacity of infancy, they 
clung to life. They would not die; — well 
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tlioiij fclioy RIIOHUI llvo (,() 'rngríH; J(:. Homo of 
them lay on the floor, deformed and helpless; 
the older ones formed a little class, and were 
going through some elementary exercise when 
we passed. The bkbies had a large room 
allotted to them, and I found the wet-nurses 
apportioned one to each child. This appeared 
a very generous provision, as in such estab-
lirihmontet elHcrwhorn, three and oven four chil-
dren are given to one nurse. They had com-
fortable cribs, on each of which was pinned 
the name of its little inmate, and the dato of 
its entrance; — generally, the name and age 
of the child are found written on a slip of 
paper attached to its clothing, when it is left 
in the receptado. I saw on one, " Cecilio, 
three weeks old." .He had been but a few 
days in the establishment. 
Of course, I lingered longest in the babies' 
room, and longest of all near the crib of the 
little Cecilio. He was a pretty baby, and 
seemed to me the most ill-used of all, because 
the youngest. " Could they not bear with 
you three weeks, little fellow ? " I said. " 1 
know those at whose firesides such as you 
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would litwn boon weluomo gucmta. 'I'lmfc Now 
York woman whom I met lately, young, rich, 
and childless, —• I could commend you to her 
in place of the snarling little spaniel fiend who 
was her constant care and companion." 
But here the Superintendent made a polite 
bow, saying, — "And now your Worships 
have seen all; for the chapel is undergoing 
rcpiiirH, nnd e.iuuinl; bo VÍHIUHI." And BO WO 
thanked, and departed. 
9i A TRIP TO CUÍÍA. 
C H A P T E R X . 
C A N G I l A K f D E ' S D E P A R T U R E . — T H E D O M I N I C A . 
L O T T E R Y - T I C K E T S . 
I i i A v r c not told you how Can Grande took 
leave of the Isle of Rogues, as one of our 
party christened the fair Queen of tin; An-
tilles. I could not tell you how he loathed 
the goings on at Havana, how hateful he 
fouml the BpmimrdH, and how villanoufl the 
American hotel-keepers. His superlatives of 
censure were in such constant employment 
that they began to have "a threadbare sound 
before he left us; and as he has it in prospec-
tive to run the gauntlet of all the innkeepers . 
on the continent of Europe, to say nothing of 
further lands, where innkeepers would be a 
relief, there is no knowing what exhaustion his 
powers in this sort may undergo before he 
reaches us again. He may break down into 
weak, compliant good-nature, and never be 
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iibli! to n h m n nnyUody (iffaiii, nw loiiff ftN he 
llvoti. In Unit enscj his past lifo and 1)Í3 future, 
taken together, will make a very respecta-
ble average. But the climate really did not 
suit him, the company did not satisfy, and 
there came a moment when he said, " I can 
bear it no longer!" and we answered, " Go 
in peace!" 
It now becomes me to speak of Sobrina, 
who has long been on a temperance footing, 
and who forgets even to blush when the for-
mer toddy is mentioned, though she still shud-
ders at the remembrance of sour-sop. She 
is the business-man of the party; and while 
philosophy and highest considerations occupy 
the others, with an occasional squabble over 
virtue and. the rights of man, she changes 
lodgings, hires carts, transports luggage, and, 
knowing half-a-dozen words of Spanish, makes 
herself clearly comprehensible to everybody. 
W e have found a Spanish steamer for Can 
Grande; but she rows thither in a boat alid 
secures his passage and state-room. The 
noontide sun is hot upon the waterá, but her 
zeal is hotter still. Now she has inade a 
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curious bargain with her boatmen, by which 
they are to convey the whole party to the 
steamer on the fourth day. 
" What did you tell them ? " we asked. 
" I said, tres noches (three nights) and un dia, 
(one day,) and then took out my watch and 
showed them five o'clock on it, and pointed 
to the boat and to myeelf. Tlmy mutarutood 
perfectly." \ 
.And HO, in truth, they did ; for, going to tlm 
wharf on the day and at the hour appointed, 
we found the boatmen in waiting, with eager 
faces. But here a new difficulty presented 
itself; — the runner of our hotel, a German 
whose Cuban life has sharpened his wits 
and blunted his conscience, insiHtnd that tho 
hiring of boats for the lodgers wag one of his 
(many) perquisites, and that before his sov-
ereign prerognlivo all other ugrcomcniB wore 
null and void. —x N. B. Thnro was always 
something experimentative about this man's 
wickedness. He felt that he did not know 
how far men might be gulled, or the point 
where they would be likely to resist. This 
was a fault of youth. With increasing years 
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and cxperionee lie will grow bolder and more 
s lúlfnl , i ind bids fair, wc Hhould say, to be-
come one of the most dextcrona operators 
known in bis peculiar line. On the present 
occasion he did not heed the piteous plead-
ings of the disappointed boatmen, nor Sobri-
na's explanations, nor Can Grande's argu-
mciilH. Mnl when the whole Jive oí* us Jixed 
upon him our mild and scornful eyes, some-
thing wlMiin lihtt guve way, Uc fulfc a Utile 
bit of the moral pressure of Boston, and fee-
bly broke down, saying, " You bettor do as 
you l ike, then," and so the point was carried. 
A pleasant row brought us to the side of the 
steamer. It was dusk already as wc ascended 
her fitcep gnngway, rind from that to drirltneHfl 
there is, at this season, but the interval of a 
breath. Dusk loo were our thoughts, at part-
ing from Can Uraude, the mighty, tho vc-
i inmrii l , lho gtvnl, iigliUu*. How were we to 
miss his deep music, here and at home! "With 
his assistance we had made a very respectable 
band; now wc were to be only a wandering 
drum and fife, — the fife particularly shrill, and 
the drum particularly solemn. Well, we went 
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below, mid examined kho lililu dm WIKMH C'tm 
Grande was to pass the other seven days of 
his tropical voyaging. The berths were ar-
ranged the wrong way, — across, not along, 
the -vessel,— and we foresaw that his head 
would go up and his feet down, and vice 
versáf with every movement of the steamer, 
and our weak brains reeled at the bare thought 
of what lie was to suíler. lie, good HOUI, 
meanwhile was thinking of his supper, and 
"Wmuloring if ho could gel. tíüi, eoílhe, mid 
chocolate, a toasted roll, and the touch of cold 
ham which an invalid loves. And wc beheld, 
and they were bringing up the side of the ves-
sel trays of delicious pastry, and festoons of 
fowls, with more literal butcher's meat. And 
we said, " There will be no famine on board. 
Make the most of your supper, Can Grande ; 
for it will be the last of earth to you, for somo 
time to come." And now came silence, and 
tears, and last embraces) we slipped down the 
gangway into our little craft, and looking up, 
saw bending above us, between the slouched 
hat and the silver beard, the eyes that we can 
never forget, that seemed to drop back in the 
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(Iniltin'Mn wUh tin' nnloniiiU)' (if n Inni furtuvoll. 
Wo went home, and the drum hung himself 
gloomily on his peg, and the little fife shut up 
for the remainder of the evening. 
Has Mr. Dana described the Dominica, I 
wonder? Well, if he has, I cannot help it. 
He never can have eaten HO many ices there 
as I have, nor passed so many patient hours 
ninid Mm Mei-ocf-luiiK, ehiiMoritif^ nttd clnvoilfiittf, 
which make it most like a cage of sÍTange 
bmln, or the monkey department in the Jnrdin 
des Plantes. — Mem. I always obamed that 
the monkeys just mentioned neemed far moro 
mirthful than their brethren in the London 
Zoological Gardens. They form themselves, 
so to speak, on a livelier model, and feel 
themselves more at home with their hosts. 
But the Dominica. You know, probably, 
that it is the great cafe of Ilavmm. All the 
day long it is full of people of all nations, 
sipping ices, chocolate, and so on ; and all 
night long, also, up to the to me very ques-
tionable hour when its patrona go home and 
its garçons go to bed. We often found it a 
welcome refuge at noon, when the douche of 
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Bunliglii; on one'n cvrmx Ixiwildm-H (.ho fnetil-
ties, and confuses one's principles of gravita-
tion, toleration, etc., etc. You enter from the 
Tophet of the street, and the intolerable glare 
is at once softened to a sort of golden shadow. 
The floor is of stone; in the midst trickles a 
tiny fountain with gilded network; all other 
available space is crowded with marble tables, 
square or round; and tbey in turn are scarce-
ly visible for the swarm of black-coats that 
giiihev romul them. The mnoke of innnmera-
ble cigars gives a Rembrandtic tinge to the 
depths of ilio picture, and (,hu rows nucí 
groups of nodding Panama hats are like very 
dull flower-beds. In the company, of course, 
the Spanish-Cuban element largely predomi-
nates; yet here and them the Klmrper Jjnglitth 
breaks upon the ear. 
" Yes, I went to that plantation; but they 
have only one thousand boxes of sugar, and 
we want three thousand for our operation." 
A Yankee, you say. Yes, certainly; and 
turning, you see the tall, strong Philadelphian 
from our hotel, who calls for everything by its 
right name, and always says, "Mas! mas!" 
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when (he wnilfr helps him io ivo. Some one 
near ns is speaking a fuller English, with a 
richer and deeper intonation. See there! 
that is our own jolly captain, Brownless of 
ours, the King of the " Karnak"; and going 
up to the British lion, we shake the noble 
beast heartily by the paw. 
The people about us arc imbibing a variety 
of cooling liquids. Our turn comes at last. 
, The garçon who Bays, " I speke Ainglifisy 
bringH UH oiicli ii dcliiiloiiH orango granizada^ 
a sort of half-froxen •\vnfcr-icn, fnmilinr to 
Italy, but unknown in America. It is ice in 
the first enthusiasm of freezing,—-condensed, 
not hardened. Promoling its liquefaction with 
the npoon, yuii enjoy il. iJimngh lhe tnedíntiou 
of a straw. The unskilful make strange noises 
and gurglings through this tenuis avena; but 
to those who have not forgotten the accom-
plishment of suction, as acquired at an early 
period of existence, the modus in quo is easy 
and agreeable. 
You will hardly weary of watching the 
groups that come and go, and sit and talk in 
this dreamy place. If you are a lady, every 
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blade eye directs its full, tiresome stare at your 
face, no matter how plain that face may be. 
; But you have learned before this to consider 
those eyes as so many black dots, so many 
marks of wonder with no sentence attached; 
and so you coolly pursue your philosophizing 
in your corner, strong in the support of a com-
pamon who, though deeply ]minanif;armu mid 
peaceful, would not hesitate to punch any 
number of Spanish heads that should be 
necessary for the maintenaueo of your com-
fort and his dignity. 
1 The scene is occasionally varied by the 
appearance of a beggar-woman, got up in 
great decency, and with a wonderful air of 
pinched and faded gentility. She wears an 
old shawl upon her head, but it is as nicely 
folded as an aristocratic mantilla; her feet are 
cased in the linen slippers worn by the poorer 
classes, but there arc no unsavory rags and 
dirt about her. " That good walk of yours, 
friend," I thought, "(loca not look like nturva-
tion." Yet, if ever there were a moment 
when one's hearl fdjonhl soffen towards an 
imposing fellow-creature, it is when one is 
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in the midst of the orange granizada. The 
beggar circles slowly and rnournfnlly round 
all the marble tables it) turn, holding out her 
hand to each, as the plate is offered at a 
church collection. She is not importunate; 
but looking in v.iwXx one'n face, Rocms to 
divine whether he wi l l give or no. A Yan-
kee, Hitting with a Bpnnmrd, oflbrB her hin 
cigar. The Spaniard gravely pushes the cigar 
a w a y , and gives her a medio. 
More pertinacious is 1ho Reller of lottery-
tickets, male or female, who has more at 
stake, and must run the risk of your dis-
pleasure- for the chance of yonr custom. 
Even in your bed you arc hardly safe from 
the ticket-vender. You stand at your win-
dow, and he, waiting in the street, perceives 
y o u , and with nods, winks, and showing of 
his wares endeavors to establish a communi-
cation with you. Or you stop and wait some-
where in your volante^ and in the twinkling 
of an eye the wretch in at your Bide, to bear 
y o u company ti l l y o u drive off again. At 
the Dotninieii he is especially persevering, and 
stands and waits with as much zeal as if he 
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knew tho saintly line of Milton. Like the 
beggar, however, he is discriminative in the 
dioico of IIÍR vietiniH, und ijerHeeuioH the RÍony 
Yankee U-RH than tho oily Fí|>:iii¡íi.ril, WIIOHO 
inbred superstitions force him to believe in 
luck. 
Very strange stories do they tell about the 
trade in lottery-tickets y — strange at least to 
us, Avho consider them the folly of follies. 
Here, as in Italy, the lotteries are under the 
core of the Stale, und their ndiniiiiHtnilion ia 
as careful and important as that of any other 
branch of finance. They are a regular and 
even reputable mode of investment. The 
wealthy commercial houses all own tickets, 
sometimes keeping the same number for years, 
but more frequently changing after each un-
euccessful experiment. A French gentleman 
in Havana assured me that his tickets had 
already cobt him seven thousand dollars. 
" And now," said he, " I cannot withdraw, for 
I cannot lose what I have already paid. The 
number has not been up once in eight years; 
its turn must corne soon. If I were to sell 
my ticket, some one would be sure to draw 
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the great prize with it the week after." This, 
perhaps, is not very unlike the calculations 
of hiiKincsH riflkfl moat in vogue in our groat 
cities. A single ticket costs an ounce (aeven-
tfon dollm-rt) ; luil, you nw oonalunUy oilerod 
fractions, to an eighth or a sixteenth. There 
are ticket-brokers who accommodate the poor-
er classes with interests to the amount of ten 
cents, and so on. Thus, for them, the lottery 
replaces the savings-bank, with cnliro uncer-
tainty of any return, and the demoralizing 
process of expectation thrown into the bar-
gain. The negroes invest a good deal of 
money in this way, and we heard in Matanzas 
a curious anecdote on this head. A number 
of negroes, putting their means together, had 
commissioned a ticket-broker to purchase and 
hold for them a certain ticket. After long 
waiting and paying up, news came to Matan-
zas that the ticket had drawn the $100,000 
prize. The owners of the negroes were in 
despair at this iiUoliigcnco. " Now my cook 
will buy himself," says one ; " my calesero will 
be free " says another; and so on. The poor 
slaves ran, of course, in great agitation, to get 
5* 
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their money. But, lo ! tlic oilicc was shnt up. 
The rascal broker had absconded. He had 
luivcr run the rink of pnrclmniiig the ticket; 
but hud coolly iipproprintcd ih'm and Hittii-
lar investments to his own use, preferring 
the bird in the hand to the whole aviary of 
possibilities. He was never heard of more ; 
but should he ever turn up anywhere, I com-
mend him as the fittest subject for Lynch-
law on record. 
Well, as I have told you, all these gold-
en chancos wait for you at the Dominica, 
and many Americana buy, and look very 
foolish when they acknowledge it. The 
Nassauese all bought largely during their 
short stay; and even their little children 
held up with exultation their fragments of 
tickets, all good for something, and bad for 
something, too. 
If you visit the Dominica in the evening, 
you find the same crowd, only with a sprink-
ling of women, oftenest of your own country, 
in audacious bonnets, and with voices and 
laughter which bring the black eyes upon 
them for a time. If it be Sunday evening, you 
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will flwi liciT. muí ihcfii groupa of ladies in full 
ball-dress, fresh from the Pasco, the volante 
wíiiüng for tluiii) onlBÍdc, AW is then at its 
KnyoHt nn<l biiHicHi;; hui. your fuvorito Wfllhir, 
witli disappointment in Ids eyes, will tell you 
that there is " ?io mas" of your favorite gran-
izada, and will persuade you to take I know 
not what nauseous substitute in its place; 
for all ices are not good at the Dominica, and 
somô are (excufic the word) nasty, People Bit 
and sip, prolonging their pleasures with dila-
tory flpoon and imlofatigablo tongue, Gro?tp 
follows group; but the Spaniards are what I 
should call heavy sitters, and tarry long over 
their ice or chocolate. The waiter invariably 
bringH to ovciry tnblo a rhnfing-diHh wHh ft 
burning coal, which will light a cigar long 
after its outer glow has subsided into ashy 
white. Some humans retain this kindling 
power; — vide Ninon and the ancient Goe-
the;— it is the heart of fire, not the flame 
of beauty, that does it. When one goes 
home, tired, at ten or eleven, the company 
shows no aign of thinning, nor does ono im-
agine how the ground is ever cleared, so as to 
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allow an JnUirvnl of HIOĤ ) IRÍI.WÍMMI j.hti IIIHL Juo 
at night and the first coffee in the morning. 
It is the universal siesta which makes the 
Cubans so bright and fresh in the evening. 
With all this, their habits are soberj and the 
evening refreshment always light. No suppers 
are eaten here; and it is even held dangerous 
to take fruit as late as eight o'clock, p. M . 
The Dominica has still another aspect to 
you, when you go there in the character of 
a Citizen and Head of family to order "West 
India sweetmeats for home-consumption. 
You utter the magic word dulces^ and are 
shown with respect into the establishment 
across the way, where a neat steam-engine 
is in full operation, tended by blacks and 
whites, stripped above the waist, and with 
no superfluous clothing below it. Here they 
grind the chocolate, and make the famous 
preserves, of which a list is shown you, with 
prices affixed. As you will probably lose 
some minutes in perplexity as to which àre 
best for you to order, let me tell you that the 
guava jelly and marmalade are first among 
themiv and there is no second. You may 
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llii'uw In ii linio pliio-iimild, nmiiioy, lluu», tviul 
cocoa-plum; but the guava is the thing, and, 
in case of a long run on the tea-table, will 
give the ÍIIOHI; eíleoi.unl support. The limes 
used to be famous in our youth; but in these 
days they make them hard and tough. The 
marmalade of bitter oranges is one of the 
most useful of Southern preserves; but I do 
not remember it on the list of the Dominica. 
Having given your order, let me further ad-
vise you to remain, if practicable, and see it 
fulfilled ; as' you will otherwise find divers 
trifling discrepancies between the bill and 
the goods delivered, which, though of course 
purely accidental, will all be, somehow, to the 
Dominica's advantage, and not to yours. If 
you are in moderate circumstances, order eight 
or ten dollars'. worth; if affluent, twenty or 
thirty dollars' worth; if rash and extravagant, 
you may rise even to sixty dollars; but you 
will find in such an outlay food for repent-
ance. One word in your ear: do not buy 
the syrups, for they are made with very bad 
sugar, and have no savor of the fruits they 
represent. # 
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And this is all I can iell about the Domin-
ica, which I recommend to all of you for re-
freshment and amusement. We have nothing 
like it in New York or Boston, — our salons 
of the same description having in them much 
more to eat) and much less to see. As I look 
back upon it, the place assumes a deeply-
Moorish aspect. I see the fountain, the gold-
en light, the dark faces, and intense "black 
eyes, a little softened by the comforting dis-
tance. O h ! to sit there for one hour, and 
help the garçoitis bad English, and be pestered 
by the beggar, and tormented by the ticket-
vender, and support the buttery of the won-
dering looks, which make it sin for you, a 
woman, to be abroad by day! Is there any 
Purgatory which does not grow lovely as you 
remember it? Would not Ü man be hanged 
twice, if he could? 
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CHAPTER X L 
COMPANY AT T U R H O T E L . SERVANTS. OUR 
DIU VIS. — DON r i i l ' E . 
I D O not mean to give portraits of the indi-
. viduals at our hotel. My chance acquaint-
ance with them confers on me no -right to ap-
propriate their several characteristics for my 
own convenience and the diversion of the 
public. 1 will glvti only micli gummit HltotohoH 
as one may make of a public body at a 
respectful distance, marking no features that 
can fix or offend. 
Our company is almost entirely composed 
of two classes, — invalids and men of busi-
ness, with or without their families. The 
former arc cafiily recognizable by their sad 
eyes and pallid countenances; even the hec-
tic of ÍHHCUHÍ! doca not doccívü you, — It lias 
no affinity to the rose of health. There is the 
cough, too, — the cruel cough that would not 
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be left at the North, that breaks out through 
all the smothering by day, and shakes the 
weak frame with uneasy rocking by night. 
The men of business arc apt to name their 
firm, when they introduce themselves to you. 
" My name is Norval, Sir, —. Norval, Gram-
pian, & Company. I suppose you know the 
firm." 
We do not, indeed; but we murmur, in 
return, that we have an Uncle or a Cousin in 
business, who may, very likely, know it. 
" What is your. Uncle's firm ? " will be the 
next question. 
« Philpots Brothers." 
"Excellent people, — we have often done 
business with them. Happy to make your 
acqu ai n ta n ce, Sir 
And so, the first preliminaries being estab-
lished, and each party assured of the other's 
solvency, we glide easily into a relation of 
chat and kind .little mutualities which causes 
the periods of contact to' pass smoothly 
enough. 
We found among these some manly, 
straightforward fellows, to whom one would 
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confide ono's fortunes, or even one's widow 
and orphans, with small fear of any flaw in 
their trustworthiness. Nor was the more slip-
pery class, we judged, without its representa-
tives ; but of this we had only hints, not expe-
rience. There were various day-boarders, Who 
frequented our table only, and lodged else-
where. A few of these were decorous Span-
iards, who did not stare, nor talk, nor gobble 
their meals with unbecoming vivacity of appe-
tite. They were obviously staid business-men, 
differing widely in character from the street 
Spaniard, whom I have already copiously de-
scribed. Some were Germans, thinned by the 
climate, and sharpened up to the true Yankee 
point of competition; very little smack of 
Father-land was left about them, — no song, 
no sentimentality, not much quivering of the 
heart-strings at remembrance of the old folks 
at home, whom some of them have not seen 
in twenty years, and will never see again. To 
be sure, in such a hard life as theirs, with no 
social surroundings, and grim Death meeting 
them at every corner, there is nothing for it 
but tó be un hard and tough as one's circum-
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stances. But give me mther the German 
heart in the little old German village, with the 
Hniiill on rn ingH and HjícndingH, the narrow 
sphere of life and experience, and the great 
vintage of geniality which in laid up fro in 
youth to age, and handed down with the old 
wine from father to son. I don't like your 
cosmopolitan German any better than I do 
your j'higlialmmn done l.o denl.h with (ravel. 
I prize the home-flavor in all the races that are 
(Mipnhlo of homo, There nre very many Ger-
mans scattered throughout Cuba, in various 
departments of businesa. They are generally 
successful, and make very good Yankees, in 
the technical acceptation of the word. Their 
original soundness of constitution enables 
them to resist the climate better than Amer-
icans, and though they lose flesh and color, 
they rarely give that evidence of a disordered 
liver which foreign residents in tropical coun-
tries are so apt to show. 
The ladies at the hotel were all our own 
countrywomen, as we POO thorn at home and 
abroad. I have alreády spoken of their dili-
gence in Hewing, and of l.helr t < i i l l i u H l n H m In 
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8li()p[)iiig. Thnir oihv.r diHlinr . l . ivc fntiinrrH nre 
too familiar to us to require illustration. Yet 
upon OIK! trait Í will wlveul.nrc. A group of 
i h e m sat peaceably together, one day, when a 
lile- iH 'vvHpiipei 'M nl'i'ivnd, wil.li full (IctuiU of 
a horrible "Washington scandal, and the murder 
consequent upon it. Now 1 must say that no 
swann of bees ever settled upon a bed of roses 
l iHirc c i i g c r l y tlian our fnir Htsldrfi pouucod up-
on the carrion of that foul and dreadful tale. 
II. ilew from hand to hand and from mouth to 
mouth, UH if it hud been glud tidlnga of groat 
j o y , " — n n d ' tlin uiiivnrHnl judjtçnwtnt upon it 
caused our heart to shudder with the remem-
brance that we had heard some one some-
where propose that female ofTenders éhould 
be fried by a j u r y of their own sex. 
It was a real comfort, a few days later, to 
hear this sad subject discussed by a circle 
of intelligent Englishwomen, with good senso 
and good feeling, and with true ttppreeintion 
of the twofold crime, the domestic treason and 
the public assassination. In passing, I must 
say of this Knglish circle that it ie charming, 
tvnd IhiU, Itrilitiihin (loiiftu! Imn thu key of 
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it ill Illn potrkot W l i o r r f D m , it' miy (if you, 
my friends, would desire to know four of the 
most charming women in Havana, he is to lay 
hold upon Mr. Consul Crawford, and compel 
him to become his friend. 
Mr. Dana recounts his shopping in Havana, 
whereof the beginning and ending were one 
dress, white and blue, which he eotmnendably 
purdiiiHod Cor MH wife. liiil. doi'H Dunn, know 
what he had to be thankful for, in getting off 
with one dress? Tell him, ye patient Inm-
bandsj whose pockets seem to be made like 
lemons, only to be nqueened ! Tell hinij ye 
insatiate ones, who have new wants and new 
ideas every day ! Dana's dross was, probably, 
an holan boiist^ which he calls t£ Bolan "; — 
it was, in other words, a lignrcd linen cambric. 
But you have bought those cambrics by the 
piece, and also piñaS) thin, gossamer fabrics, of 
all degrees of color and beauty, sometimes 
with pattern floimces, — do you hear ? And 
you have bought Spanish table-cloths with 
red or blue edges, with bull-fights on them, 
and biilloon-ascerisions, and platoons of sok' 
dicry in review, and wHh bull-iighling and 
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hullooii ln^ impkiMM io niixich. Anil you linvo 
secured such bales of tmnspurcnt whito mus-
lins, iliat one w o u l d think you intended to fur-
nish a whole iroupo of ballet-girls with saucer 
pelUeouis. Cntalnti luec you have got, io 
tr im curtains, sheets, pillow-eases, and kitchen-
towels "with. And as Tor your faiifi, wo only 
hope Unit the slories you iell about them aro 
Ini'1, :iiid Unit KiHy, .lul'm, und Junihua ut 
home are to divide them with you; for we 
mhrewdly RUHpeet that yon menu, nfloi' nil, io 
keep them, and to have a fan for every day in 
thr yrnv. i^nt a m a n reiloot upon all this, 
added to the .inevitable three dollars and fifty 
cents per diem, wilh [ho frequent rofrcslunenfc 
of volantes and ices at the Dominica, and then 
say whether it pays to take a parlner, not of 
a frugal mind, to Havana for the season. 
I had intended to give some account of the 
servants at Mrs. Almy'e; but my gossip runs 
to such lengths that I must dismiss them with 
a few words, llamón, the porter, never leaves 
the vestibule ; he watches there all day, takes 
his meals there, plays cards there in the even-
ing with his fellow-servants, and at night 
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spreads his cot there, and lies down to sleep. 
He is white, as are most of the others. If I 
have occasion to go into the kitchen at night, 
I find a cot there nlso, with no bed, and a 
twisted sheet upon it, which, I am told, is the 
elirynnlís of (he e.oolc. Rnid enok í.s a froe 
yellow, from Nassau, who has wrought in this 
kitchen for inuny ymrn puni. 11 r u t , Imnl 
work, and they say drink, have altogether 
brought him to a bad pass. His legs are 
frightfully swollen, and in a few days he 
leaves, unable to continue his function. 
Somebody asks after his wile. " She lias 
got a white husband now," he tells us, with 
a dejected air. She might have waited a lit-
tle, — he is to die soon. 
Garcia is the kind waiter with tlie rather 
expressive face, who is never weary of bring-
ing us the rice and fried plantain which form, 
after all, the staple of our existence in Cuba. 
The waiters all do as well as they can, consid-
ering the length of the tabic, and the extreme-
ly short staple of the boarders' patience. As 
a gcncrnl rulo, they undcrHtand good English 
better than bad Spanish ; but comparative phi-
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lology has obviously been neglected among 
them. 
Luis is a negro boy of twelve, fearfully 
black in the face and white in the eye ; his 
wool cropped to entire bareness. l ie is chiefly 
#ood at dodging your ordern, — riiflappnars 
•when anything is asked for, but docs not 
t v l i n i t w i l l i ¡ I , 
Royalia is the eliambermaid, of whom I 
have already spoken, as dexterous in sweeping 
the mosquitos from the nets, — her afternoon 
service. She brings, too, the morning cup of 
cofl'ee, and . always says, <£ Good morning, Sir; 
you wani; coilee?" — the only JÜnglish a he can 
speak. Her voice and smile are particularly 
sweet, her person tall and well-formed, and her 
face comely and modest. She is not alto-
gether black, — about mahogany color. I 
mention her modesty because, so far as I 
saw, the good-looking ones among the black 
"women have an air of assumption, and al-
most (if impudence,— probably the result of 
flattery. 
With all thifi array of very roBpectablo 
" help," our hostess avers that flhc has not a 
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single person about her whom she can trust. 
Heuce the weary look about her eyes and 
brow, speaking- of a load never laid down. 
She attends to every detail of business her-
self, and is at work over her books long after 
her boarders have retired to rest. 
But the one of all the servants who interests 
us most is Alexander, M i s . Aliny's own slave. 
He ifi, like Rosalia, of tnuliognny color, willi 
a broad forehead and intelligent eyes. His 
proud, impatient nature is little suited to his 
position, and every day brings some new 
account of his petulant outbreaks. To-day 
he quarrelled with the new cook, and drew 
a knife upon him. Mrs- Almy threatens con-
tinually to sell him, and at this the hearls of 
some of us grow very sick,—-for she always 
says that his spirit must be broken, that only 
the severest punishment will break it, and thai; 
she cannot endure to send him to receive that 
punishment. "What that mysterious ordeal 
may be, we dare not question, — we who can-
not help him from it; we can only wish that 
he might draw that knife across his own throat 
before he undergoes it. He is trying to buy 
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his own freedom, and has something saved 
towards it. He looks as if he would do good 
service, with suiTicient training. As it is, he 
probably knows no law, save the two conflict-
ing ones, of necessity and his own wild pas-
sions. One of the sad thoughts we shall carry 
away from here will be that Alexander is to 
be sold, and his spirit; broken. Good Mrs. 
Ahny, do have a litfje patience with him! 
Enlighten his dark mind; let Christianity be 
tangid; him, which will show him, even in Ids 
slave's estate, that he can conquer his fellow-
servant better than by drawing a knife upon 
him. Set him free ? Ah! that is past pray-
ing for; but, as he has the right to buy him-
self, give him every chance of doing so, and 
we, your petitioners, will pray for him, and for 
you who need it, with that heavy brow of 
care. 
I have called the ncgrocH of Nassau ugly, 
clumsy, and unserviceable. The Cuban ne-
groes make, so far, a very different impression 
upon me. One sees among them considerable 
beauty of form, and their faces are more ex-
pressive and better cut than those of the Nas-
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m u i MiU'ltrt. M'Un w m t t c i i ucu w d U i u i u l o , m u l 
particularly well-poisod, standing pcrfecily 
straight from top to toe, with no hitch or 
awing in their gait. Beauty of feature is not 
so cominou among them; si ill, one meets 
with it here and there. There is a massive 
sweep in the bust and arms of the women 
which is very striking. Even in their faces, 
there is a certain weight of feature and of 
darkness, which makes its own impression. 
The men have less grace of movement, though 
powerful and athletic in their make. Those 
who are employed at liard work, within-doors, 
wear very liíth; elolliing, being nirippcd lo Í.IKÍ 
loins. One often has a glimpse of them, in 
passing the open smithies and wheelwrights' 
shops. The greatest defect among the men is 
the want of calf. The nnrrow bootn of the 
postilions make this particularly discernible. 
Such a act of spindleshanks I never saw, not 
even in Trumbull's famous Declaration of In-
dependence, in which we hayc the satisfaction 
of assuring ourselves that the fathers of our 
Jibcriy had two lega npiece, and crossed them 
in concert with the utmost regularity. One 
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mighl. Ihiiik, ut. IITHI, ílmi ihvm imrrow boots 
A v o r e us uncomfortable to the calesero ns the 
Scottish instrument of torture of that name; 
Imfc his little swiiggcr when he is clown, and 
his freedom in kicking when he is up, show 
that he has ample room in them. 
Very jolly groups of Spanish artisans does 
one see in the open shops at noon, gathered 
nrouiul* a table. The board is chieily adorned 
with earthen jars of an ancient pattern filled 
•with oil and wine, platters of bread and sau-
sage,— and the ever fragrant onion is gener-
ally perceptible. The personal qualities of 
tlusfcui men arc (piik; unluinwn to us ; but i.hoy 
have an air of good-fellowship which gives 
pleasure. 
We hired a carriage this afternoon, — we 
nud two othem from JJoHtoii. We had a four-
wheeled barouche, with two horses, which costs 
two dollars an hour; whereas a volante can be 
hired only at eight dollars and a half per whole 
afternoon, •— no less time, no less money. As 
it holds but two, or, at the utmost, three, this 
is paying rather dear for the glory of showing 
one's self on the Paseo. The moment we 
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worn in the (mrrmgo, our ennchnmii nodded l;t) 
us, and saying, " à la tropa" galloped off with 
us in an unknown direction. We soon fell in 
with a line of other carriages, and concluded 
that there was something to be seen some-
where, and that we were going to see it. Nor 
were we mistaken ; for in due time, ascending 
a steep acclivity, we came upon " la tropa" 
and found some ten thousand soldiers* under-
going review, in their seersucker coats and 
Panama hats, which, being very like the cos-
tume of an easy Wall-títrect man in August, 
had a very peaceful appearance on so military 
an occasion. The cavalry and infantry had 
nearly concluded their evolutions when we 
arrived. The troops were spread out on a 
vast plateau. The view was magnificent. 
The coachman pointed to one immovable 
figure on horseback, and said, " Concha." 
W e found it was indeed the Captain-Gen-
eral ; for as the different bands passed, they 
all saluted him, and he returned their cour-
tesy. Unluckily, his back was towards us, 
and so remained until he rode off in an oppo-
site direction. He was mounted on a white 
l iomr, it nd WMH (In-HHcd I i Un i lu» olliofH. ITtí 
sccinotl erect and well-mude; but Ins back, 
after all, was very like any one else's back. 
Query,—• Did wo see Concha, or did wo not.,? 
When all WHH over, Ihc oonehman enrefully 
descended the hill. He had come hither in 
haste, wishing to witness the sport himself; 
bat now he drove slowly, and indulged in 
every sort of roundabout to spin out his time 
and our money. We met with a friend who, 
on our complaint, expostulated with him, and 
said, — " Señor, these gentlemen say that you 
drive them, very slowly (tnnij^ poco ã poco)." 
To the which he,—-"Señor, if gentlemen will 
hire a carriage by the hour, and not by the 
afternoon, they must expect to get on very 
softly." — Mem. A white driver is always 
addressed as Señor, and I have occasionally 
heard such monologues as the following: — 
"Señor, why do you drive me this way? 
Curse you, Señor! You don't know any-
thing, Señor! You are the greatest ass I ever 
encountered." The coachman takes it all 
coolly enough ; the " Señor" spares his dig-
nity, and he keeps his feelings to himself. 
12C A TRIP TO CUBA. 
TIKI wrllor ill' Milrt luirt nli-ciuly Hjxtlicn 
various disappointments, in the way of seeing 
things, incidental to the position of the sex in 
Cuba. She came abroad prepared for micro-
scopic, telescopic, and stereoscopic investiga-
tion, — but, hedged in on all sides by cus-
tom and convenience, she often observed only 
four very bare walI» and two or three very 
fltllpid people. Wlint r n u l d nhe Hen 1 1'rÍH-
ons ? No. Men naked and filthy, lying about, 
Using very nnedifying Inngnsige, and tohilly 
mmcciitítoined to lho presence of Lmly-via-
itors. Rhn invoked t h e ninnory of TVIIH. Vry 
and the example of Miss Dix. " Oh, they 
were saints, you know." " Only because they 
went to prisons, which you won't let me 
do."— Bull-fight? No. "How could you go 
back to Boston after seeing a bull-fight, eh ? " 
" As if married life were anything else, eh ? " 
And so on. — Negro ball? " Not exactly the 
place for a lady." " Miss Bremer went." 
" Very dificrently behaved woman from you." 
" Yes, virtue with a nose, impregnable." 
But there is soinething she can go to sec,— 
at least, some one, — the angelic man, Don 
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l'epe, Ihn wlrtô, lho g(Mifln, lho CiMU'ItthHt whom 
all the good praise. Yes, she shall go to see 
Don Pepe; and one burning Sunday noon she 
makes a pilgrimage through the seorohing 
streets, and eomes where he may be inquired 
for, and is shown up a pair of stairs, at the 
bead of which stnmls lhe angelic man, mild 
and bland, with great, dark eyes, and a gra-
r i o i t M rounlrnimce. He imhrt'H UM Int.n a mnln 
furnished with nothing but boolts, and finds 
two cimirn f o r UR and one for himnelf, not 
wil.hout reHe.iireh. 
Now ,i will l i c i t pi-cb'iid lo pay thnt Don 
Pepe occupied himself with me after the first 
kind greeting, nor that my presence occasioned 
him either pleasure or surprise. My compan-
ion was a man after his own heart, and, at 
first sight, the two mounted their humani-
tarian hobbies, and rode them till they were 
tired. And when this time came, I went 
away and said nothing. Yet I knew that I 
had seen a remarkable man. 
Don Pepe de la Luz is a Cuban by birth, 
and hif) ngo may number some sixty years. 
He inherited wealth and its advantages, hav-
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ing riicftivn*! PoirunvlnM-o \\ ílrMi-rnLo tidiumílon, 
to which be has copiously added in subsequent 
years. He is a Liberal in politics and relig-
ion, a man of great reason and of great heart. 
In aiTairs of state, however, lie meddles not, 
but. contents himself with making statesmen. 
Lilcc all wise Philanthropists, he sees the 
chief source of good to man in education, and 
devotes his life, and in a degree, his fortune, to 
this object. The building in which we found 
him was a large school, or rather college, 
founded by himself, and carried on in a great 
measure through his e flor I a. This college i* 
upon the same literary footing as the Univer-
sity of Havana; and Don Pcpc's graduates 
pass examinations and receive diplomns in 
the last-named instíliition. He hunself rarely 
leaves its walls; and though tie has house and 
•wife elflcwhere, and the great world is every-
where open lo him, he leads here a more 
congenial life of ascetic seclusion, Hl.udy, and 
simplicity. 
" Oh, noble insLuict of good men, to stay and do their 
duty I 
'HUH let us (Mtluhrnlo nhovo all dítntifç, wit, and bwiuly." 
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Dmv Pepo linn tmt'iv iihvond us muolv í\B iíl 
profits a man to be, — but has not lost his 
own soul there, as a n American is apt to do. 
He has known the best men in Europe and 
America. The best languages, he possesses 
them ; the best books, here they are, piled all 
about his room. The floor is carpeted with 
them; there are cases all around the walls; 
ami a large purallelogramic arrangement in 
the middle of the room, stuck all with books, 
as a pineushion with pins. True, thero is not 
in their arrangement that ornatenesn of order 
observable in Norlhern libmrics; dust even 
lies and blows about; and 1 hough he can find 
his favorites, wc should be much puzzled to 
find any volume where it ought to be. But it 
looks as if the master were happy and undis-
turbed here, and as if the housemaid and her 
lulled broom were HH fur oil' aH tho snow and 
frost. 
In person, Don .Popo is not above lho mid-
dle height. He is a fairly developed man, but 
looks thin and worn, and his shoulders have 
the stoop of age, which scholars mostly an-
ticipate. Ttis face ÍH much corrugated, but it 
i; * 
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b c f i r H tho tracofl of VÍVÍICÍOIIH l i t o n g l i í ; and 
emotion, not the "withering print of passion. 
Of his eyes I have alreiuly spoken ; they are 
wise, kind, and full of SouUirm fire. 
Dou Pepe has had some annoyances from 
the government, — probably in the more san-
guine period of his life. The experience of 
years has taught him the secret of living 
peaceably •with all men. .lie run bo gvv.wl 
and good himself, -without perpetually quar-
reliing with those who can be neither. Tie 
spoke with warm interest of his seliolais. 
"They have much capncHy," he naid ; 11 bul. 
we want a little more of that a i r you spoke 
of just now, Doctor." That air was Liberty. 
Header, have you ever been in a place where 
her name was contraband ? All such places 
arc alike. Here, as in Rome, men who have 
thoughts disguise them; and painful circum-
locution conveys the meaning of friend to 
friend. For treachery lies hid, like the scor-
pion, under your pillow, and your most trusted 
companion will betray your head, to save his 
own. I am told that this sub-treason reached, 
in the days of the Lopez invasion, an incredi-
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bio poiiii. Aflrr evnry wmmi incnihig of (}\om 
afl'ectcd to the invaders, each conspirator ran 
to save himself by deííouncing all the others. 
One Cuban, o f large forl.uiie and small reputa-
t i o n , being implicated in ihcec mntters, brought 
General Concha a list o f all his confederates, 
•wliich Concha, burned before IIÍH face, unread, 
Piteous, laughable spectacle! Better be mon-
keys than such men ; yd, s u c h work doos 
Absolutism in government and religion make 
of the nohlo human creature! Üod preservo 
us ever from tyrants, spies, and Jesuits! 
Don l.Vpo doud n o t l e l i UH llils; but wo 
have much pleasant talk with him. about 
books, about great men in Europe, and lastly 
about Prcscott, whom he knew and honored. 
W e took leave of him l y i t h regret. He ac-
companied us t o the h e a d of the stairs, and 
then said, " A h ! my dear Madam, my liver 
will not suffer me to go down." " I am glad 
it is not your heart," I rejoined, and we 
parted, — to meet again, in my thoughts, 
and p n r h n p H elsewhere, in the dim vista of 
the future. 
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ClIAPTEtt X I I . 
MATANZAS. 
A HOT and dusty journey of some six hours 
brought us to Matanzas at high noon. Our 
companions were Cubans, Spaniards, Ameri-
cans, and game-chickens, who travel exten-
sively in these parts, sometimes in little bas-
kets, with openings for the head and tail, 
sometimes in the hands of their owners, se-
cured only by a string fastened to one foot 
and passed over the body. Thoy seem to be 
objects of tender solicitude to those who carry 
them; they are nursed and fondled like chil-
dren, and- at intervals are visited all round by a 
fiogro, who fills hia mouth with wul.ev, and 
squirts it into their eyes and under their feath-
ers. They are curiously plucked on the back 
and about the tail, where only the long tail-
feathers are allowed to grow. Their tamcness 
in the hands of their musters ÍH quito remark-
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nltlc; Mioy Hiiílor iJionifioh'tm í,o bo fcurnod and 
held in any direction. But when set down, ut 
any stage of the journey, they stamp their 
little feet, stretch their necks, cvow, atid look 
about them for the other cock with most bel-
ligerent eyes. As wc have said that the negro 
of the North is an ideal negro, so wo must 
say that the game-cock of Cuba is an ideal 
chicken, a fowl that is too good to be killed, 
— clever enough to fight for people who are 
too indolent and perhaps too cowardly to 
fight for themselves, — in short, the Gladiator 
of the Tropics. 
Well, as wo have said, we and they arrived 
at our journey's end in the extreme heat of 
the day; mid lumu/; niiown our ptrpnr mnl 
demanded our trunks, we beat an instantane-
ous retreat before the victorious Monarch of 
the skies, and lo! tiie Ensor House, dirty, 
buro, and comforüotís, was to us as a fortress* 
and a rock of defence. 
Here I would gladly pause, and giving vent 
to my feelings, say how lovely I found Matan-
zas. But ever since Byron's time, the author 
is i d w i t y H het imi/ç lile piihlto ruty, " IhmM. 1)0 
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pooticfil," etc., etc.; and in thcHc dnys both 
writer and reader seem to have discovered 
that life is too short for long descriptions,— 
so that when the pen of a G. P. R. James, 
waiting for the inspirations of its master, has 
amused itself with sketching a greater or 
less extent of natural scenery, the rule of the 
novel-reader is invariably, " Skip landscape, 
etc., to event on thirty-second page." Nev-
ertheless, I will say that Matanzas is lovely, 
— wiih the fair Imrbor on one luind and the 
fair hills on the other, sitting like a mother 
between two beautifu! daughters, who looks 
from one to the other and wonders which she 
loves best. The air from the water is cool 
and refreshing, the sky is clear and open, and 
the country around seems to beckon one to 
the green bosom of its shades. " Oh, what a 
relief after Havana ! " one says, drawing a full 
breath, and remembering with a shudder the 
sickening pufi's from its stirring streets, which 
make you think that Polonius lies unburied 
in every house, and that you nose him as 
you knows not, as you pass the door and 
window-grnt ingH. With this nxrlnnmtion and 
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reinembmnoe, you lowrr youi'Hcir \ \ \ \ X ) ono 
of Mr. Ensov's rocking-chairs, — twelve of 
which, with a rickety table and a piano, 
four crimson tkHcs and- six white ones, form 
the furniture of the iEnsor drawing-room,— 
you lean your head on your hand, close 
your eyes, and wish for a comfortable room 
with a bod in it. A tolerable room you shall 
have; but for a bed, only a cot-bedsicad with 
a siicliitig boUoin, — further, nothing. Now, 
If you uro HOMIO ÍOIIÍH that I know, you 
will be able to establish very comfortable 
rrpose on (.his NIOIUIÍT foundaUon, Natura 
having so amply furnished you that you are 
your own feather-bed, bolster, sofa-cushion, 
and easy-chair, a moving mass of upholstery, 
wanting only a fmme to be set down in and 
supported. 13ut if you should be one of Bos-
ton's normal skeletons, pinched in every mem-
ber with dyspepsia, and with the mark of the 
beast Neuralgia on your forehead, then your 
skin will have a weary time of it, holding 
your bones, and you will be fain to entreat 
with tears the merciful mediation of a mat-
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Now I know very well that those of my 
readers who intend visiting Cuba will be 
much more interested, in statistics of hotels 
than in any speculations, poetical or philo-
sophical, with which I might be glad to 
recompense their patience. Let mc tell them, 
therefore, that the Bnsor House is neither 
better nor worse than other American hotels 
in Cuba. The rooms are not very bad, the 
attendance not intolerable, the table almost 
commendable. The tripe, salt-fish, and plan-
tains were, metí i ought, much as at other 
places. There were stews of meat, onions, 
sweet peppers, and ochra, which deserve 
notice. The early coilee was punctual; the 
tea, for a wonder, black and hot. True, it 
was served on a bare pine table, with the 
accompaniment only of a bit of dry. bread, 
— no butter, cake, nor dulces. But Mr. 
33nsor has heard, no doubt, that sweet things 
are unwholesome, and is determined, at 
whatever cost to his own feelings, to keep 
them out of the wo y of his guests, who are, 
for the time, his children. Then there is an 
excellent English servant called John, whom, 
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tliougli lhe fair línsor did bomio liitn, wo 
irmsi; onnmoríito among the comforts of the 
csfablishment.- There is a dark corner about 
volantes, which they are disposed to order 
for you at a very unreasonable profit; but as 
there arc plenty of Jivery stables at hand, and 
street volantes passing all the time, it will be 
your own fault if you pay six dollars where 
you ought to pay three. 
The first tiling to be done at Matanzas is 
to drive out and sec the CumbrCj a hill in 
the neighborhood, and from it the valley of 
the Ynmori. The road is an improvement 
on those already described; — the ruts being 
much deeper and the rocks much larger, 
the jolting is altogelher more complete and 
efleelive. Still, you remember the doctrino 
that the volante cannot upset, and this blind 
faith to which you cling carries you through 
triumphantly. The Cumbre is lofty, the view 
extensive, and the valley lovely, of a soft, 
light green, like the early leaves and grass of 
spring, dotted everywhere with the palms and 
their dark ehisíers. .It opens fur, Jar down 
at your feet, and on your left you see the 
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harbor quiet and bright in the afternoon sun, 
with a cheering display of masts and pennons. 
"Vou would look and linger long, but that 
the light will wane, and you are on your way 
to Jenks his sugar-plantation, the only one 
within convenient distance of the town. 
Here the people aro obviouidy ncountoined to 
receive visitors, and are decently, not super-
fluously, civil. The major-domo hands you 
over to a negro who speaks English, and 
who salutes you at once with, " Good-bye, 
S i r ! " The boiling hero is eondueted in one 
huge, open vat. A cup and saucer are 
brought for you to taste l.he juice, which in 
dipped out of the boiling vat for your ser-
vice. It is very like balm-tea, unduly sweet-
ened ; and after a hot sip or so you return 
the cup with thanks. A loud noise, as of 
cracking of whips and of hurrahs, guides 
you to the sugar-mill, where the crushing of 
the cane goes on in the jolliest fashion. The 
building is octagonal and open. Its chief 
feature is a very Inrge horizontal wheel, which 
turns the smaller ones that grind the cane. 
This wheel is turned after the following 
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manner. In lhe cenl.ru of lho building, and 
as it were in the second story, stands a stout 
post, to "which are attached, at equal dis-
tances, six horizontal bars, which are dragged 
round by six horses, vehemently flogged by 
the like number of aluvcfl, male and female. 
ThÍK ¡H rnnlly n. tiovol ruid pictnriiM(]UC3 Right. 
Each negro is armed with a short whip, 
and their attitudes, as they stand, well-bal-
anced on the revolving wheel, are rather 
striking. Liberal as they were of blows and 
of objurations to the horâes, all their cries 
and whipping produced scarcely a tenth of 
l.ho Inhor rui n i l i M i l l y prrlommd ,by Win ÍUVIH-
ible, noiseless slave that works the steam-
engine. From this we wandered about the 
avenues, planted with palms, cocoas, and 
manifold fruit-trees, — visited the sugar-fields, 
where many staves were cutting the canos 
and piling them on enormous ox-carts, and 
came at last to a great, open field, where 
many head of cattle were quietly standing. 
Our negro guide had not been very lavish or 
intelligible iu his answers to our numerous 
questions. We asked him about these cat-
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tío. "Doy COWH," luí nipliod. Wo uHko.d if 
they gave milk, and if butter w a s made on 
the plantation. He seemed quite puzzled 
and confused, and finally exclaimed, —11 Dat 
cows no got none wife." Coming nearer, 
we found t h a t the cows were draught o x e n , 
employed in dragging the canes a n d other 
produce of the plantation. Jenks his garden 
we found in g o o d o r d e r , und bcimliful wilh 
many plants in full blossom ; but Jenks his 
l i o i i H O Heemed dreary and dcnolnte, with no 
books, a wretched print or so, dilapitated 
furnRure, a n d beds t h a t l o o k e d l i k e the very 
e s R c n c c o f nightmare. Nothing suggested 
domestic life o r social enjoyment, or a n y -
thing ; but as Jenks is perfectly un-
known to us, either by appearance or repu-
tation, wc give only a guess in the dark, and 
would suggest, in case it m a y displease him, 
that he should refurnish and repaint a little, 
and diifuse an air of cheerfulness over his 
HolHury villa, remembering t h a t ; Americans 
have i n m g i n a i i o n H , imd that v i t i i io t 'H w i l l bn 
very apt to construct an unknown host from 
his Surroundings. 
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Tlin areoml thing to bo dono la Mufmiziis, 
if you arrive on Saturday, is to attend mil-
itary mass at the Cathedral on Sunday morn-
ing. This commence:-! at eight o'clock; but 
the hour jjrovioiiH may be advantageously em-
ployed in watching the arrival and arrange-
ment of the female aristocracy of Matanzas, 
These cntor in groups of twos and threes, 
c iuTying their [n'nyer-books, nml followed by 
slaves of either sex, who bear the prayer-
rni'pnl; of their UIÍHIVCHRCH. The IIHIÍOH aro 
wonderfully got up, considering the early 
horn-; and their toileMes suggest that they 
may not have undressed since the ball of the 
night before. All that hoops, powder, and 
puilery can do for them has been done; they 
walk in silk attire, and their hair is what is 
technically termed dressed. Some of them 
bring their children, bedizened like dolls, and 
mimicking mamma's gestures and genuflec-
tion in a manner more provoking to sadness 
than to satire. Jf the dressing is elaborate, 
the oroHsing is aluo. It doou not consist of 
one simple cross, " in nomine Patris" etc.; 
they seem to make three or foür crosses from 
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forehead to chin, and conclude by kissing the 
thumb-nail, in honor of wlisit or whom we 
could not imagine. Entering the middle aisle, 
which is divided from the rest by a row of 
senis on cither side, they choose their po-
sition, and motion to the dark attendant to 
spread the carpet. Some of them evince con-
siderable strategic skill in the selection of 
their ground. All being now in readiness, 
they drop on their knees, spread their flounces, 
cross themselves, open their books, and look 
about them*. Their uttendnnfH rclire a little, 
spread a handkerchief on, the ground, and 
modestly kneel behind them, obviously expect-
ing to be saved with the family. These are 
neatly, sometimes handsomely dressed. In 
this stains things remain until the music of 
the regiment is heard. "With u martial sound 
of trumpets it enters the church, and fills 
the aisles, the ofllccrs taking place within the 
chancel, and a guard of honor of eight sol-
diers ranging on either side of the officiat-
ing priest. And now our devotions begin in 
good earnest ; for, simultaneously with the 
regiment, the jeunesse dorée of Matanzas has 
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made its appearancej a n d has ranged itself 
alon^ ihi; two lonjç lino» of d i M i m r c n l l u i i w h i c h 
separate tlio fair penitenls from llie rest of 
the congregation. The l a d i e s n o w spread 
their flounces again, and their eyes find other 
occupation than the dreary Latin of their 
in¡HHnln. TIHTH ÍH, HO l.o Hpnnlc, n lively and 
refreshing t i m e between the youths of both 
sexes, while the band plays its utmost, a n d 
Evang-elj Ifyric, and Credo are recited to t h e 
music of Trovatore a n d Traviata. That child 
of four ynara o l d , dreHHod in whito a n d g o l d 
Üonnecs, and white satin boots with h e e l s , 
handles licr veil m i d usos her eyes like Mam-
ma, eager for notice, and delighted with t h e 
gay music and uniforms. The moment comes 
to elevate the Host, — thnmp goes the drum, 
ill*! guard proHrnln arniH, and tho B o l d l c r a , 
instead of kneeling, bend forward, i n a m o s t 
uncomfortable manner. Another thump, a n d 
a l l that is over; the swords are returned to 
their sheaths, and soon, the loud music com-
ing to an end, lho regiment marches o u t of 
church, very much as it marched in, its devo-
tional experiences being known to Heaven 
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alone. Ladica and lovers look their last, the 
/lounces rise in pyramids, the pmyer-earpets 
are rolled up, and with a silken sweep and 
rush, Youth, Beauty, and Fashion forsake 
the church, where Piety has hardly heen, and 
go home to breakfast. To that comfortable 
meal you also betake yourself, musing on 
the small heads and villanous low foreheads 
of the Spanish soldiery, azid wondering how 
long it would take a handful of resolute 
Yankees to knock them all into But 
you are not a Filibuster, you know. 
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Ü11ÁPTEK XIII . 
TUR PAS BO TIIIO PLAZA — m N I N G OUT. 
" As this Sunday ia Carnival, you cannot 
do better than drive about the city, and then 
go to the Plaza to see the masks. My part-
ner's wife, with whom yon have now so com-
fortably breakfasted, will call for you in her 
volante this afternoon, between five and six 
o'clock. She will show you the Paseo, and 
wo will go and sec the masks afterwards." 
So H p o h n u biinker, who, though not onr 
banker, is our friend, and whose kind atten-
tions we shall ever recall, when we remember 
Cuba. So he spoke, and so it befell. The 
pretty American lady, Cubanized into pale-
ness, but not into sallowness, called at the 
appointed hour, and in her company wc 
visited the principal streets, and the favorite 
drive of the Matanzasts. The Paseo is short-
er than that of Havana, but much prettier. 
7 
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W c found it gay with volmiles, whose fair 
occupanta kept up an incesaant bowing and 
smiling to their friends i n carriages and on 
horseback. The Cubans arc generally good 
riders, and their Baddle-liorHen hiive Urn ejiHienf; 
and plcasantest gait imaginable. The heat 
of the climate docs not allow the severe ex-
ercise of trot and gallop, and so these crea-
ture» go nlong JIH nmooUily mid (MVHily im tlm 
waves of the sea, and are much better broken 
1o obedience. The ladies of MatanzaR Bcem 
to possces it great deal of beauty, bul they 
nbuBO the privilege of powder, and whitrn 
themselves with cascarilla to a degree that is 
positively ghastly. This cascarilla is formed 
by the trituration of egg-shells; and the oval 
faces whitened with it resemble a larger egg, 
with features drawn on it in black and red. 
In spite of this, they are handsome; but one 
feels a natural desire to rush i n amongst 
them with a feather duster, and lay about 
one a little, before giving an available opin-
ion of their good looks. 
If the Pasco was gay, the streets of the 
city were gay also ; the windows filled with 
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fucoH and fignros in full clroas, with litfrlo 
groups of children at the feet of the grown 
people, like the two world-famous cherubs 
at the feet of the Madonna di San Sisto. 
'.PI Kirn wei 'c c m w d H oT promcnndiH-H too, 
everywhere, interspersed with parties of 
rnaskcra, who went about screaming at the 
public with high, shrill voices. Leaving the 
lu>/imfr} \vn dnncetit l In MIM TMnzn, wluH'O In 
now the height and centre of movement 
We, find if; flanked on all sidoB with little 
inovuble IdteheiiH, where good things aro 
cotilicd, -mid w iih bihlc-ij where limy im> Hold 
and eaten. Fried cakes, fish, and meats seem 
the predominant bill of fare, with wine, cof-
fee, and fruits. The nmaks arc circulating 
with great animation ; men in women's 
clothes, white people disguised as ncgroea, 
and negroes disguised as whites, prodigious 
noses, impossible chins and foreheads; the 
stream of popidar fancy ran chiefly in these 
channels. W e met processions consisting 
of a man carrying a rat in a eagc, and 
shouting out, "Catch this rat!" followed by 
a perfect stampede of wild creatures, all yell-
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ing, "Cufcli Unit ml;!" ul; llw iiop <»f iholr 
voices. The twanging of the guitar is heard 
everywhere, accompanied by the high nasal 
voices of the natives, in various strains of 
monotony. In some spots the music is more 
lively, accompanied by the shaking of a gourd 
filled with dry seeds, which is called g-hirra^ 
and whose " chick-a-chick, chick-chick " takes 
thu pliUMi of tini n inm jtocl.íntl c.UFil.nncí.t!;- — 
here you find one or more couples exhibiting 
their skill in Cuban dances, with a great deal 
of applause and elmU-eriiig from Uie awwd 
around. Beside thoso of the popultwo, iiuvny 
aristocratic groups parade the Plaza, in full 
dress, crowned with flowers and jewels; — 
a more motley scene can hardly be imag-
ined. Looking up, one sees in curious con-
trast the tall palms with which the Plaza 
is planted, and the quiet, wondering stars set 
in the deep tropical heavens. 
But in our evening's programme, tea has 
been omiitcd ; now, what availeth a Bosto-
nian wiihout his tea? By eight o'clock, we 
are pensive, " most like a tired child at a 
show," — by half-past eight, stupid, — by 
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n i n e , i u r l o t i y . T w o houra o í i\t\\y) (alcon o n 
an ompt.y stomach, alarm us for o u r constitu-
tion. .A visit to the cafe is suggested a n d 
adopted. It proves to b e crowded with peo-
ple i n fancy attire, who have laid aside their 
masks to indulge in beer , orgeat, a n d sherbet. 
While o u r Cuban i'riendH regale tliernsclves 
with soursop a n d zapóle ice sweetened with 
b r t i w n H i i ^ n r , w n c u l l Cor n cup til' do l l c loUN 
Spanish chocolate, which is served with a 
buttered toasUxl r o l l , worthy o f all imitation. 
OUy h o w much comfort; in in a little cup o f 
chorolntnJ w h n t n u imdorpiiming doou It; nf-
f o r d o u r spiritual house, a material basis for 
o u r mental operations! In its support, w e 
g o it a little longer on the Plaza, sec m o r e 
masks, hear more guitars a n d " catch this 
rat! " a n d finally return, in a hired volante^ 
to the Ensor House, where rest and the bed-
less cots await u s . 
But wc have friends in Matanzas, real 
born Cubans, w h o will not sulier us to re-
main forever in the Ensor House. They 
send their volante for us, o n e day, and w e 
visit them. Their house, o f the inevitable 
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Cuban pattern, is richly fnrnÍHhcd; the mar-
bles of the floor ave pure and smooth, the 
rug ample and velvety; the wainscotijig of 
the walls, so to speak, is in handsome tiling, 
— not in mean, washy painting ; the cane 
chairs and sofas are fresh and elegant, and 
there is a fine Erard piano. The Master of 
the house is confined to his room by illness, 
but will be happy to see us. His son and 
daughters speak English with fluency. They 
inform us, that the epidemic colds which pre-
vail in Cuban winters are always called by 
the name of some recent untoward occurrence, 
and that their father, who suffers from severe 
influenza, htiñ got the Preflidenl.'M Mfwrmgi', 
We find Don Jos6 in a bedroom darkened 
by the necessary closing of the shutters, there 
being no other way of excluding the air. 
The bedstcadrt* arc of gilded iron, with 
luxurious bedding and spotless- mosquito-
nettings. His head is tied up with a silk 
handkerchief. He rises from his rocking-
chair, reeoives us with great nrhnnily, and 
expresses his appreciation of the American 
nation and their country, which he himself 
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Ima vÍMifed. AfLíir ii Bliorl; iniorviow wo 
leave liim, but not until lie 1ms placed bis 
house and all it contains ** á la disposición 
de Usted." We are then shown the pretty 
bedroom of the young ladies, whose toilettes 
arc furnished in silver, the bath lined with 
tiling, ihe nliidy, and the dining-room, whrro 
luncheon awaits us. We take leave, with a 
kind invitation to return and dine the next 
clay, which, upon mature duliboration, wo 
accept. 
The volante comes for us next day, with 
Hoque, brightest of all living caleseros, fixed 
in Ids boots and saddle. After a pleasant 
drivn wn nUniu Mm honflf, and are veenlvcd by 
its hospitable inmates as before. The inter-
val before dinner, a tolerably long one, i* filled 
up by pleasant chitchat, chiefly in English. 
Tin; lady of the house does not, however, pro-
fess our vernaeulnr, and to her understanding 
we lay siege in French, Italian, and laughter-
provoking Spanish. Before dining we pay a 
Hccoiid visit 1o the host, who is still busy 
digesting the President's Message. Obvious-
ly, the longer he has it under consideration, 
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the worse he finds it. He has nausea from 
its bragging, his head aches with its loudness, 
and its emptiness iills him with wind. We 
are at our wits' end to prescribe for him, and 
take our leave with grave commiseration, tell-
ing him that we too have had it, but that 
the symptoms it produces in the North are 
a reddening in the cheek and a spasmodic 
contraction of the right arm. Now. comes 
great dinner on. A slave announces it, and 
with as little ceremony as may be we take 
our places. And here we must confess that 
our friend the banker had iTiulnrcrl nn MM 
important service. For lie had said, — " Look 
not upon the soup when it is hot, neither 
let any victuals entice thee to more than a 
slight* and temporary participation ; for the 
dishes at a Cuban dinner be many, and the 
guest must taste of all that in presented; 
wherefore, if he indulge in one dish to his 
special delectation, he shall surely die before 
the end." And it came to pann llmt we re-
membered this, and walked through the din-
ner as on egg-shells, gralifying curiosity on 
the one hand, and avoiding satiety on the 
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other; with the fear of fulness, as it were, 
h u f o m our cyo.B. For oh, my frientlft ! wliat 
p a n g is comparable to too much dinner, save 
the distress of being refused by a young 
w o m a n , o r t h o comfortloHH w i n y t i t i o n , in times 
of economy, of having p a i d away a five-dollar 
g o l d piece in placo of a silver quarter of a 
dollar ? 
But you, Header, would l i k e more circum-
stantiality in the account of this dinner, 
w h i c h united many perfections. It was hand-
some, but. not splendid, — orderly, but not 
n l . n f e l y , -— H i K H M i I c n i : , bul; n o t iiiioLmtttfl. !U¡ 
k e p t the word of promise to the smell and 
did not break it to the taste. It was a din-
ner s u c h a s wc s h a l l w i s h only to our best 
friends, n o t to those acquaintances who ask 
how wc do when t h e y meet us, and wish we 
were dead be Joro we part. AB for particulars, 
wc should be g l a d to impart much useful in-
formation and many choice receipts; but the 
tnui.si lory n u t n v c of t m c h an entertuínineut 
d o c s not a l l o w one to improve it as one 
could w i s h . One feature we remember, which 
is that the whole dinner was placed on the 
7 * 
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table at once, and so you liad i-hc advantage 
of seeing your work cut out before you. 
None of that hope deferred, when, after be-
ing worried through a dozen stews and 
entries, you are rewarded at last with an 
iniinitcsimal fragment of the râlú Nor, on 
the other hand, the unwelcome surprise of 
three supplementary courses and a dessert, 
when you have already dined to repletion, 
and feel yourself at peace with all the world. 
Here all was fair play; you knew what to 
expect and what was expected of you. Soup, 
of course, came first,— then fish, — then meat 
stewed with potatoes and onions, — then other 
meat with ochra and tomatoes, — then boiled 
chicken, which is eaten with a pilaff of rice 
colored with saffron, — then delicious sweet 
potatoes, yams, plantains, and vegetables of 
every sort, — then a kind of pepper brought, 
wo think, from the 3<iUKt Indies, and intonnrly 
1 topical in its taste, — then a splendid roost 
turkey, nnd 1mm B l r e w c d with HIUUII colorrd 
sugar-plums, — then well, is not that 
enough for one person to have eaten at a 
stretch, and that person accustomed to a 
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Boston diet ? Then came such n display of 
sweetmeats us would exercise the mind of- a 
New England housekeeper beyond all power 
of repose, — a pudding, — a huge tart with 
very thick crust, — cakes of yuca,) — a dish of 
cocoanut, made into a sort of impalpable pre-
serve, with eggs and sugar, — then a course 
of fruits, —then coffee, of the finest quality, 
from the host's own plantation, — and then 
we arose and went into the drawing-roomj 
with a thankful recollection of what we had 
had, and also a thankful assurance that we 
should have no more. 
A drive by moonlight was now proposed, 
to see the streets and the masks, it being still 
Carnival. So the volante was summoned, 
with its smiling, silent Eoqud, and the pretty 
daughter of the house took seat beside us. 
The streets around the Plaza proved quite 
iiííp»H8íibií¡ .from the crowd, whoHC wild move-
ments and wilder voices went nigh to scaring 
the well-(.rnined hornea. The lUllo lady was 
accustomed, apparently, to direct every move-
ment of her charioteer, and her orders were 
uttered in a voice high and sweet as a bird-
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cali, " Dobla al derecho^ R o q u é ! Roqué^ 
dobla al derecho ! " Why did not ítoquò go 
mad, and exclaim, — "Yes , Señorita, and to 
heaven itself, if you bid me so prettily!" 
But Roquó only doubled as he was bid, and 
took us hither and thither, and back to the 
nest of his lady-bird, where we left her and 
the others with grateful regrets, and finally 
back to the Ensor House, which on this 
occasion seemed to us the end of all things. 
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C H A P T E R X I V . 
GAME-CHIOKENS — DON KODItlG-UEZ D A T ON 
THE PLANTATION DEPARTURE. 
As there arc prejudices in Cuba and else-
where, tonching the appropriate sphere of 
woman, Hulia was not taken to the Cockpit, 
as she had demanded and expected, — not to 
see the . chickens fight, but to see the Span-
lurdrt mus H. 
Forgive her, ye Woman's-Righters, if on 
this occasion she was weak and obedient! 
You would have gone, no doubt, — those of 
you who have not husbands ; but such as have 
must know how much easier it is to deal with 
the article man in his theoretical than in his 
real presence. You may succeed in showing 
by every coiiviiicenient that you aro his nat-
ural master and superior, and that there is 
every reason on earth why you should com-
mand and direct him. "No! says the 
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wretch, shaking his fist, or shrugging his 
shoulders; and whatever your intimate con-
v i e t i o i i H muy Im, MUÍ ÍSIHI ÍH, UIUIÍ you t i o 
not. 
Propitiated by that ready obedience which 
is safest, dear Sisters, in these contingencies, 
the proprietor of Hulia takes her, one morn- , 
ing, to see the establishment of a man of 
fortune in the neighborhood, w'here one hun-
dred and forty game-chickens are kept for 
training and fighting. These chickens occupy 
two good-sized rooms, whose walls arc en- • 
tircly covered with compartments, some two 
feet square, in each of which resides a cock, 
with his little perch and drinking-vessel. 
They are kept on allowance of water and 
of food, lest they should get beyond lighting 
weight. Their voices are uplifted all day 
long, and on all moonlight nights. An old 
woman receives us, and conducts us to the 
training-pit, pointing out on the way the 
heroes of various battles, and telling us that 
this cock and the other have won mucho 
dinero, " much money." Each has also its 
appointed value; — this cock is worth forty 
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dollars, this four ounces, thia one six ounces,-— 
oli, IK: is a. splendid felloMi;! No periodal and 
K p o r i u l í o l u n i - í e v e r p r u v u l l s h e r o , but tho gallo-
mania is the chronic madness of the tropics. 
The training-pit is a circular spâce inclosed 
with boards, perhaps some twelve feet in di-
ameter. Here we find the proprietor, Don Man-
uel Rodriguez, with a negro assistant, up to 
the ears in business. Don Manuel is young, 
handsome, and vivacious, and with an air of 
good fnmily that astoniflhcfl m. Ho receives 
us with courtesy, finds nothing unusual in the 
visit of a - lady, but is too much engrossed 
with his occupation to accord us more than 
a passing notice. This is exactly as we could 
wish, — it allows us to study the Don, so to 
speak, au nature!. He is engaged at first in 
weighing two cocks, with a view to thoir 
Hiibseípionl; iightiiig. Having.naeertuinod thoir 
precise weight, which he registers in his pock-
et-memorandum, he proceeds to bind strips of 
linen around their formidable spurs, that in 
their training they may not injure each other 
with them. This being accomplished, — he 
all tho while delivering himself with great 
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volubility to his blnc.lc flnrnml, — lho twc» 
coclts aro taken into the a r e n a ; one is let 
loose there; the negro holds the other, and 
knocks the free fowl about the head with it. 
Sufficient provocation having been given, they 
are allowed to go at each other in Iheir own 
fashion, and their attacks and bveathing-spella 
are not very unlike a bout of fencing. They 
flap, fly at each other, fly over, peek, BOÍKO by 
lho neck, let go, rcHfc a m o m o n t , and begin 
again, getting more and more excited with 
oiuih round, Tim iwgm B q m m t o H Uioni, when 
about to draw blood. And ns for Don Miui-
uel, lio goes inad over them, like an Italian 
maestro over his favorite pupil. " Hombre, 
hombre!" he cries to the negro, "what a 
cock! By Heaven, what a couple! Ave 
María santísima / did one ever see such 
spirit ? Santísima Trinidad! is there .such 
fighting in a l l Matanzas 1 " Having got 
pretty well through with the calendar of the 
saintsj he takes out his watch ; — the fight has 
lasted long enough. One of the champions 
retires to take a little repose ; another is 
brought in his place; the negro takes him, 
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and h o x c H him uhnt i l ; Mio unra of i.ho ro-» 
maining fowl, — brushing him above his head, 
and underneath, and on his back, to accustom 
him to every method of attack. Don Manuel 
informs us that the cock made use of in this 
way is the father of the other, and exclaims, 
with an air of mock compasaron, Pobre 
padre ! " Poor father! " The exercise being 
eoiicludedj he l.nken a Htimll feather, and cleans 
out therewith the throat of cither chicken, 
which pmvefl to be full of the fmnd of 
the at'cnu, and which he calla porquería, 
"dh-l." , 
We leave Don Manuel about to employ 
himself with other cocks, and, as before, too 
much absorbed to give our departure much 
notice. Strange to say, Hulia is so well sat-
isfied with this rehenrsalj that sho expresses 
no further desire to witness the performance 
itself. We learn subsequently that Don Man-
uel is a man of excellent family and great 
wealth, who has lavished several fortunes on 
his favorite pursuit, and is hurrying along oh 
the road to ruin as fast as chickens' wings carl 
carry him. W e were very sorry, but couldn't 
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possibly interfere. Meantime, he appeared 
cxce«Bive!y jolly. 
Our kind friends of the dinner were deter-
mined to pay us, in their persons, all the debts 
of hospitality the island might be supposed 
to contract towards strangers and Americans. 
Arrangements were accordingly made for us 
to pass our last day in Matanzas at a coflec-
plantation of theirs, some four miles distant 
from town. They would send their travelling 
volante for us, they said, which was not so 
hnmlfloine m the eiiy volanlt', hut siroiigcr, 
as it had need to be, for the roads. At eleven 
o'clock, on a very warm morning, tins vehicle 
made its appearance at the door of the Ensoc 
House, with Roqué in the saddle, — Roque 
with that mysterious calesero face of his, 
knowing everything, but volunteering nothing 
until the word of command. Don Antofiico, 
he tells us, has gone before on horseback; 
— we mount the volante^ and follow. Roque 
drives briskly at first, a slight breeze refreshes 
us, and we think the road better than is usual. 
But wait a bit, and we come to what seems 
an uuworked quarry of coral rock, with no 
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pcrccptíblo way over H, uiul Jtoquó fítill goes 
on, slowly itulrctl, but without; stop or remark. 
The strong borscs climb the rough and slip-
pery rocks, dragging the strong volante after 
them. The calesero picks his way carefully; 
the carriage tips, jolts, and tumbles ; the cen-
tre of gravity appears to be nowhere. The 
breeze dies away; the vortical sun seems to 
pin us through the head ; we get drowsy, and 
dream of an uneasy sea of stones, whoso 
harsh waves induce headache, if not sea-sick-
IICHH. We wish lor a photogmph of the road ; 
— lirst, to illustrate the inclusive moaning of 
the word; second, to serve as a remembrance, 
to reconcile us to ali future highways. 
Why these people are content to work out 
their road-tax by such sore travail of mind 
and body appeareth to us mysterious. The 
breaking of stone in state-prison is not harder 
work than riding over a Cuban road ; yet this 
extreme of industry is endured by the Cubans 
from year to year, and from one human life 
to another, without complaint or effort. An 
hour or more of these and similar reflections 
brings us to a bit of smooth road, and then to 
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the gate of the plantation, where a fine avenue 
of pttlniH coiuluds un io the house. Here 
resides the relative and partner of our Ma-
tanzas friends, a man of intelligent and 
humane aspect, who comes to greet uñ, with 
his pleasant wife, and a pretty niece, their con-
stant guest. The elder lady has made use of 
her retirement for the accomplishment of her 
mind. She has some knowledge of French 
and Italian, and, though unwilling to speak 
English, is able to translate from that lan-
guage with entire fluency. The plantation-
house is very pretty, situated just at the end 
of the palm-avenue, with all the flowers in 
sight, — for these are planted between the 
palms; — it has a deep piazza in front, and 
the first door opens into one large room, with 
sleeping-apartments on either side. Opposite 
this door is another, opening upon the court 
behind the house, and between the two our 
chairs are placed, courting the draught. — 
JV. B . In Cuba, no one shuns a draught; 
you ride, drive, sit, and sleep in one, and, 
unless you are a Cuban, never take cold. 
The floor of this principal room is merely 
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of rliiy rnl>l)(!(l with a rod povvdnr, which, 
mixed willi wnlur, hardens into a Jirin, pol-
ished surface. The houso has but one story; 
the timbers of the roof, unwhitenéd, forming 
the only coiling. The furniture consists of 
cane easy-ehairs, a dining-tabJe, and u pretty 
hammock, swung across one end of the room. 
Here we sit and talk long. Our host has 
many good books in French and Spanish,— 
and in English, Walter Scott's Novels, which 
his wife fully appreciates. 
A walk is proposed, and wc go first to visit 
los negros chiquitos, — Angiicè) " the small 
niggers," in their nursery. W c find their 
cage airy enough ; it is a house with a large 
piazza completely inehmod in coarse lattice-
work, so that the pequcvuetos cannot tumble 
out, nor the nurses desert their charge. Our 
lady friend produces a key, unlocking a small 
gate which admits us. W e found, as usual, 
Ule gírln of eight and upwnrdn tending Mm 
babies, and one elderly woman superintending 
them. On our arrival, African drums, formed 
of logs hollowed out, and covered with skin 
at the end, were produced. Two little girls 
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proceeded to belabor these primitive insfm-
inimt.H, and made ¡i sorl; of rhyUimic sirmii-
rningj which kept time to a jnonoio-noiis 
chant. Two other girls executed a dance to 
this, which, for ita slowness, might be consid-
ered an African miuiitil. Tin; damiing chil-
dren were bright-looking, and not ungracefu]. 
"Work stops at noon for a recesH; and the 
mothers run from the field to visit the impris-
oned babies, whom they carry to their own 
homes and keep till the afternoon-hour for 
work comes round, which it does at two, p. M. 
W e went next to the negro-houses, which 
are built, as we have described others, contig-
uous, in one hollow square. On this planta-
tion the food of the negroes is cooked for 
them, and in the middle of the inclosed 
square stood the cooking-apparatus, with sev-
eral large caldrons. Still, we found Utile 
fircfl in most of the houecu, and the inmatea 
employed in concocting some tidbit or other. 
A. hole in the roof «erves for a chimney, where 
there is one, but they as often have the fire 
just before their door. The slaves on this 
plantation looked in excellent condition, and 
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liad, on ÍIHÍ wliolo, OIHMM'ÍYII «onnloimimoH. 
Tht) good pmporUou oi' their increase showed 
thni, ihvy were w e l l treated, as on eetates 
where they are overworked they increase 
scarcely or n o t a t nil. We found «orne of 
the m e n e n j o y i n g a n a p between a board and 
a blanket. Most of t h e women seemed busy 
about their household operations. The time 
from twelve to two is given to the negroes, 
besides an hour or two after work in the 
evening, before they are locked up for the 
night. This time they improve mostly in 
planting and watering their little gardens, 
which are their only source of revenue. The 
negroes on this estate had formed a society 
amongst t h e i n f l e l v e H for the ueoumulntion of 
money; and our friend, the Manager of t h e 
plantation, told us tliat they had on his books 
two thousand dollars to their credit One 
man alone had amassed six: hundred dollars, 
a v e r y eoimtdrvnbln num, iiorior MUÍ oirunni-
stances. "We visited also the house of the 
mayoral, or overseer, whose good face seemed 
in keeping with the general humane arrange-
ments of the place, — as humane, at least, as 
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the system permits. The negroes all over the 
ÍHlaiiíl havn Buuduy iui- M U ' I I I K C I V ^ H ; mid on 
Sunday afternoons they hold their famous 
bulls, which sometimes last until four o'clock 
on Monday morning. Much of the illness 
among the negroes is owing to their impru-
dence on these and like occasions. Pneu-
monia is the prevalent disease with them, as 
with the slaves in our own South ; it is often 
acute and futid. líveryUung in Cuba has such 
a tendency to go on horseback} that we could 
not forbear asking if dead men did, and were 
told that it was so, — the dead negroes being 
temporarily inclosed in a box, and conveyed 
to the cemetery on the back of a horse. Our 
friend, seeing our astonishment, laughed, and 
told us that the poor whites were very glad to 
borrow the burial-horse and box, to furnish 
their own funerals. 
Dinner was served at four o'clock, quite 
informally, in tjie one sitting-room of the 
house, Á black girl brushed off the flics with 
a paper fly-brush, and another waited on tahle. 
The dinner was excellent; but 1 have already 
given so many bills of fare in these letters, 
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l.liul. 1 will cdiHicni; inyHcIC wif.li mentioning 
the novelty of a Cuban country-dish, a sort 
of stew, eomposed of ImtUj beef, mutton, 
potatoes, sweet potatoes, yaca,) and yams. 
This is called Ayacco, and is a characteristic 
dish, like eel-soup in Hamburg, or salt codfish 
in Boston; — as is usual in such cases, it is 
more relished by the inhabitants than by their 
visitors. On the present occasion, however, 
it was only one among many good things, 
which were mmlo better by pleasant talle, and 
were succeeded by delicious fruits and cofTee. 
After dinner we visited the vegetable garden, 
and the well, where we found Candido, the 
rich negro who had saved six hundred dollars, 
drawing water with the help of a blind mule. 
Now the Philanthrope of our party was also 
a Phrenologist, and had conceived a curiosity 
to inapect the head of the very superior negro 
who had made ail this money; so at .his re-
quest Candido was summoned from the well, 
and ordered to take oil his hat. This being 
removed diHcloned the covering of a cotton 
handkerchief, of which he was also obliged to 
divest himself. Caudido was much too well 
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Imwl io HIHIW n,liy MÍ̂ IIH of rniilniiiiH*^ ; bul, 
the expression of his countetiance variedj 
under the observation of the Phrenologist, 
from wonder to annoyancej and from that 
to the extreme of sullen, silent wrath. The 
reason was obvious, — he supposed himself 
brought up with a view to bargain and sale; 
and when itiforined that he liad a good head, 
he lonlced i r n i í i h inclined l.o içivti B<>ine|>ody 
else a bad one. He was presently allowed to 
go back to his work; and our fiympaihies 
went with him, ue it would probably take 
some c l a y H to elTnee f r o m h i n m i n d i,ho p n i n f n l 
impression that he was to be sold, the last 
calamity that can happen to a negro who is in 
kind hands. "We now wandered through the 
long avenues of palm and fruit trees with 
which t h e estate was planted, and saw the 
stout black wenchca at their out-door occupa-
tions, which at this time consisted chic/ly in 
raking and cleansing t h e ground about t h e 
roots of the trees and flowers. Their faces 
brightened as their employers passed, and t h e 
smaller children kissed hands. Returned to 
the house, wc paused awhile to e n j o y t h e 
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nv fit lug I't'd, lor (lio rtiih WMM ntl'omly bolow 
the horizon. Then came the volante^ and 
with heartfelt thanks and regrets we suffered 
it to talco us away. 
And who had been the real hero of this 
day ? Who b u t Roque, fresh from town, 
with IUH experienee o f Carnival, a n d his own 
accounts o f t h e masked ball, t h e Pasco, and 
l,hc Hei'iorilu'H heimx ? All ilini; dut'st fol-
lowed him to t h e g a t e , and kissed hands 
after him. " AdioSj l loquh! Roqnh} adiou!" 
resounded on all B i d e s ; and Roquô, the tnys-' 
i o r i o i i H n)H<, ttni.unlly miillnd h i noimohitm su-
periority, a s he n o d d e d farewell, a n d galloped 
off, dragging us after him. 
As we drove back to Matanzas in t h e moon-
light, a sound of horses' f e e t m a d e us aware 
t h a t Don Antoñico, t h e young friend who had 
planned and accompanied our day's excursion, 
was to bo our guard of honor on the lonely 
road. A body-Hemui i ; aeeoinpnnled him, HUó-
wise mounted. Don Antoñico r o d e a milk-
white Cuban pony, whose gait was soft, swift, 
a n d stealthy as that of a phantom horse. 
His imiater might have carried a brimming 
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glass in cither band, without ppilling a drop, 
or might have played chess, or written love-
Jettors on his bade, PO smoothly did he tread 
the rough, stony road. All its pits and crags 
and jags, the pony made them all a straight 
line for his rider, whose unstirred figure and 
even speech made this quite discernible. For 
when a friend talks to you on the trot, much 
gulping doth impede his conversation, — and 
there is even a good deal of wallop in a young 
lady's gallop. But our friend's musical Span-
ish ran on like a brook with no stones in it, 
that merely talks to the moonlight for compa-
ny. And such moonlight as it was that rained 
down upon us, except where the palm-trees 
spread their inverted parasols, and wouldn't 
let it! And fluch a gtorifieiiüon of all trees 
and shrubs, including the palm, which we are 
almost afraid to call again by name, lest it 
should grow " stuck up," and imagine there 
were no other trees but itself! And such a 
combination of tropical silence, warmth, and 
odor! Even in the night, we did not forget 
that the aloe-hedges had red in them, which 
made all the ways beautiful by day. O h ! it 
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was what good Bostonians call rt a lovely 
timo " ; and it was with a sigh of fulness that 
we nel; down (he goblet of enjoyment, drained 
to the lust drop, and getting, somehow, always 
sweeter towards the bottom. 
For it was set down at the Ensor House, 
which we are to leave to-night, half-regretful 
at not having seen the scorpion by which 
we always expected to be bitten ; for wc 
had heard such accounts of it, patrolling the 
galleries with its venomous tail above its 
head, that we had thought a sight might be 
worth a bite. It was not to be, however. 
The luggage is brought ; John is gratified 
with a p e s o ; and wc take leave with entire 
good-will. 
I rnentiou onr depuHnre, only bceatise It 
was Cuban and characleristic. Returning by 
boat to Havana, we were obliged to be on 
board by ten o'clock that evening, the boat 
starting at eleven. Of course, the steamer 
was nowhere but a mile out in the stream; 
and a little cockle-shell of a row-boat was our 
only means of attaining her. How different, 
ye good New Yorkers and Bostonians, from 
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your afternoon WJIIJC on bwml ihr, »Tiiiy 
Slaio," with valisi! :UK[ innbrcllu in haiicl, and 
all the flesh-pots of Kgypt in , well, in 
remembrance ! After tliat degree of squab-
bling among the boatmen which serves to 
relieve the feelings of that habitually disap-
pointed class of men, we chose our craft, and 
were rowed to the Htcamcr, whose Hides were 
steep and high out of water. The .arrange-
ments on board were peculiar. The body of 
the main deck was occupied by the gaHlc-
mcn's cabin; which wan large and luxurioim. 
A tiny after-cabin was fitted up for the ladies. 
Tn the region of the nmcliínery wom HÍX IUHT!-
ble staterooms, bare and dirty, the berths being 
furnished simply with cane-bottotns, a pillow, 
and one unclean sheet. Those who were de-
coyed into these staterooms ' endured them 
with disgust while the boat was at anchor; 
but when the paddle-wheels began to revolve, 
and disrnal din of clang and bang and whirr 
came down about their cum, and (hveiitencd K> 
unroof the fortress of the brain, why then 
they fled madly, precipitately, leaving their 
clothes mostly behind them. But I am an-
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l i o i p n l i t i f r . Th<\ pr i sHíMi^rf i aiTivcíl unci Jtept 
nrriving ; oml \vo wnk-l irt l , lenniiig ovor the 
R i d e , for Don Anioñiro, who wns to nccom-
pany our voyage. Each boat had its little 
light; and to soo them dancing and toppling 
on the water was* like a fit ivy scene. At Uxnt 
came our friend j and after a little talk and 
wfitelling of tlio H t a r H , "W(! betook ourselves to 
rest. 
Many of the Dona were by this time un-
dressed, and smoking in their berths. A s 
(hero wiiH no ÍI.CCÜHH to tlio ludicfi' cnfoiri, flavo 
through the larger one, she who went thither 
nwatled ti fnvornblo niiMiimil. mid hill, tooktll^ 
neither to the right hand nor the left. The 
small cabin was tolerably filled by Cuban 
ladies in full dress. — Mem. They always 
travel in their best clothes. — The first naviga-
tion among them was a real balloon-voyage, 
with coHiftionH; but they soon collapsed and 
went to bed. All is quiet now ; and she of 
whom wo wrlle IIUN Umuvn howmlf upon tlm 
first vacant bed, spreading first a clean napkin 
on the extremely serviceable pillow. Sleep 
comes; but what is this that murders sleep? 
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A dimiiiniivc male oíliciaí going to wich 
berth, and arousing its f:iir occupant will) 
lí Doña T c K ' s i t a , " or vhiilcvcr ilio name mny 
!>(!, " i'avur nit* wiih tliu ¡iinoitnl oi' your ]>as-
Ragc-inoncy," No comnicnl is nuccsHUiy ; 
\mtv-i no tickets, — here, no stewardess to 
mediate between the unseen Caplain and Ihc 
unprotected female ! The sanctuary of the 
sex invaded at midnight, without apology and 
without rebuke ! Think of that, those pas-
sengers who have not paid their fare, and, 
when invited to call at the Cnplain's of lice 
and settle, do so, and be tlinnlifnl ! The 
male passengers underwent a similar visita-
tion. It is the Cuban idea of a compendious 
and economic arrangement. 
And here ends our account of Matanzas, 
our journey thither, at ay, and return. Peace 
rest upon the fair city ! May the earthquake 
and hurricane spare it ! May the hateful 
Spanish government sit lightly on its strong 
shoulders! May the Filibusters attack it with 
kisses, and 001141101' it. with loving-kindness ¡ 
Bo might "it be with the whole Island — 
vale ! 
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I tKTUJtN TO H A V A N A . IAN A N T O N I O A G A I N . 
NOT many tlays did \v i ; (any in Ilaviina, on 
our return. W c found the city hot, the hotel 
full, the invalids drooping. The heat and the 
eon/imid life (many of Ihom never eroKflcd the 
fhrcnluild) hc^iwi In fell tipon thcni, and to 
undo the good work wrought by the mild 
winter. They talked of cooling breezes, 
and comfortable houses, with windows, car-
pets, and padded sofas. Home was become 
a sort of. watchword among them, exchanged 
with a certain subdued rapture. One of them 
was on the brink of a longer journey. He 
had been the worst case nil winter, and bince 
our arrival, had rarely left his room. A friend 
was now come to take him to his father's 
house, but he failed so rapidly, that it was 
feared the slender thread would be broken 
8 * 
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bufbre l h e s i i i l i t ig o f the s l c u m n r s h o u l d a l l o w 
h i m to t u r n h i s Í-.IVA' h o i i i c w a i d s . T h e c h a r -
i t i es of I h c C u b M U s , s u c h a s i l ioy aro, do n o t 
e x l e m l to i l io bod ies of d e a d P r o t e s t a n t s , — 
for t h e m ia n o t h i n g but. the P o l l e r ' s F i e l d . 
T h i s g r o s s P r i e s ) , t h a t s h a m e l e s s w o m a n s h a l l 
l ie in e o n s e e r a l e d g r o u n d , but, o u r poor c o u n -
t r y m a n , p a l e a n d p u r e a s ho l o o k e d , w o u l d 
def i le the s a i n t e d i n c l o s u r e , a n d m u s t be c a s t 
ou t , w i t h d o g s a n d here t i cs . S o there w a s a 
s o r t o f h u s h , e v e n i n the h e a r t l e s s hote l - l i fe , 
a n d an a n x i o u s i i u j u i r y e v e r y m o r n i n g , — 
" I s he y e t a l i v e ? " 
" J u s t ; a l i v e , " a n d for a m o m e n t , peop le 
w e r e r e a l l y i n t e r e s t e d . H u t the d a y of de -
par ture c a m e a t l a s t , a n d ho w a s c a r r i e d o n 
b o a r d i n a c h a i r , h i s eo i l in f o l l o w i n g h i m . 
H i s c l o s e d e y e s wore too w e a k to o p e n o n 
the g l o r i o u s t r o p i c a l n o o n , a n d t a k e a l a s t 
l e a v e of i t s b e a u t y , a n d o f the d ry l a n d h e 
w a s n e v e r to s e c a g a i n ; for he d i e d , w e af -
t e r w a r d s l e a r n e d , the d a y before the v e s s e l 
run ci ted N o w Y o r k , w i t h o u t p a i n or c o n s c i o u s -
n e s s . A n d m a n y t h u s d e p a r t . I n t h i s v e r y 
ho te l d i e d g l o r i o u s D r . K a n e , h a v i n g , l i k e a 
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few oilier iUusfrions men, cumj)rcsscc] all the 
merits of a long life in the short yenrn of 
youth. When he was carried from ihv.su 
walls, a great concourse rose up to attend him, 
and when (he; procession passed the Govern-
or's palace, the dark Concha himself, the 
cenfte of power and despotism, ylood at the 
gate, hat in hand, to do reverence to the noble 
corpse. A practical word apropos of these 
things. A flight to the tropics is apt to be 
like a death-bed repenlance, deferred to the 
last moment̂  and with no appreciable benefit 
Not only giving, — everything is done twice 
which is done quickly,'—Time and DÍBcase 
having between them a ratio too mynturious 
and rapid for computation. Ye who must 
ily, wounded, from the terrible North, lly h i 
season, before the wound festers und rankles, 
—-otherwise you escape not, bringing Death 
with you. Do not ruali moreover to a hotel 
in the heart of Havana, and falling down 
there, refuse to be removed. Pulmonary 
patients rarely profit m ítiivann, whose cli-
mate is lainted with the sea-board, und fur-
ther, with all the abominations of the dirtiest 
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of cities. Santa. Cruz has a better climate 
thnn Cubrí,— na lian NiiMKHii, but in Cuba 
i here nrc bHb-r pliu-cH lltnn I In vimn. Hun 
Antonio is better, — (iuincs, Guunabncon, 
even Matanzas, are all licaltliicr. Best of all 
is to reside on a coflec or sugar-plantation 
in the interior, but to attain this object, 
special letíers are necessary, — as before ob-
nervcd, neither i/our líanker, nor our Consul, 
will help ymi to it. 
We find little news in Havana. B. has 
gone to Trinidad dc Cuba,— 0. has gone to 
New Orleans. The Bachelor who daily treat-
ed to oranges is among the departed, and 
remembering his benefactions, we wish him 
a safe return and continuance of celibacy. 
Carnival lias been gay, — Concha gave a 
Ball, and our Consul plucked up heart and 
went, and introduced eigiit of our country-
women, elegantly dressed, no doubt, and not 
speaking a word of Spanish, nor the Consul 
neither,—one of the rctjuisitcs of an American 
foreign Oilicial being that he shall be capable 
of no foreign language. This rule has been 
rigorously adhered to by the Administration 
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for twenty years past, and in some instances, 
u tolerable jgnoniiice of i'lnglmh has been 
jiddi-d, MH u nn'iil. of HiiiKMcroyatlmi. How-
ever, to return to the Ball, one of the ladies 
performed in Bourding-sehool French, and 
as far as looks went, they made a decidedly 
good impression. The JiUIe English Lords 
¡iré rxpiv.led, — Tiiidirs, do not flutter HO! 
— it is not lhe fascina .ting Knglinh Lord 
*wlm haw glitlorud like a diamond for two 
years past on the fmger of Washington 
diplomacy. These arc Boys, and by all ac-
counts, good ones. 
There is an Englishman at the hotel al-
ready, and he quarrels with his victuals in a 
manner that is awful, quite reminding one 
of the stories of unthankful children, whom 
the wolves get. And he labors with the un-
known Spanish like a ship at sea, and steers 
for this dish and that with undistinguishable 
orders. Though I know him not, I must help 
him when I sec him struggling so for his din-
ner, winking, pointing, and pputtcring to the 
waiters without result. The wretch has been 
in Italy, and would make the softer idiom 
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s e r v e h i s t u r n here . " Riso, ch, riso, rizt rice," 
m y n ho, w i i h i -xiojul t 'd i m l c x . " Truc al arroz 
al firStor" r . o m c H l . i n x ' l y ( o i i t» n i d , n m t w í f h 
a fo.w moro h e l p i n g s h e is fc<I, t h o u g h n o t 
s a t i s f i e d . S o i r r a t i o n a l , so u n a p p e a s a b l e is 
lúa a p p e t i i e , tha t o n e c a n n o t help t h i n k i n g 
he lias h e a r d the s t o r y o f t h e B e l l y a n d t h e 
M e m b e r s i n h ia yonMi , m i d IKIH d r i e m i i n c d 
l o a v e n g o the i n j u r e d g a n g l i o n o f ÍÍH nneiciif; 
ioriuiMifinH. 
B u t a m o n g so m a n y f a c e s , r e m e m b e r e d 
a n d plcolched w i t h l i d i o p l n n u i r e , t h e m ¡H 
o n e w l u m e i r u i U I n m s t r e c o r d a s a lalxir 
of love , J(, belonged to o n e o f the n x e n t 
a r r i v a l s a t t h e ho te l , a n d w a s first s e e n i n 
s t r o n g c o n t r a s t w i t h the c o u n t e n a n c e o f t h e 
g l u t t o n o u s E n g l i s h m a n , w h i c h i t r e g a r d e d 
w i t h g r a v e w o n d e r . E x p r e s s i v e d a r k cye.s , 
f ine b r o w s , h e a v y b l a c k hai r , a n d a c l e a r 
s k i n , B u b d u e d b y i l l - h e a l t h , were: i t s p r i n c i p a l 
" p o i n t s of in te res t , b u t s u c h e n u m e r a t i o n c a n 
g i v e y o u n o move i d e a of i t s c h a r m t h a n a n 
a u c t i o n e e r ' s c a t a l o g u e o f f u r n i t u r e c a n s u g -
g e s t the f e a t u r e s o f a h a p p y h o m e . I h a d 
h e a r d of i t s o w n e r , b u t h a d n e v e r s e e n h e r 
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bríun-, y o l ini't somohow lilífi propio who 
Ji;ui known (:;u:h ofíior, UÍKI a fiíw common-
)>!¡u-e plirusus cmlt1».! In n dluluguo lilco thla i 
"Aro you A ? " — " Yes, — uro you B ? " — 
" Vos;"' and eíemal friciulsliip, ihougli not 
sworn, sot in immediately, and still perse-
veniH. Modnsly forljidn lift to praise our 
iriciid,— lho vory CJIÍI.IKÍI, 11 my frKínd," flnyH 
Mm ni tnonl. we en ii nil y for n ny one, Bo I 
must; not further celebrate my new-found 
Iri'nHiu'o, who from th'iH moment becamo tho 
compiiiiíoii of iili my HÍí'pK In (Jnhii. I will 
oiily niiy I tint film wim mi itjiplo-hlopfloin of 
our Northern Spring, grafted upon a noble 
Southern stock, ami turning her face now to 
the regions of the sun for healing warmth. 
Headers! you have all heard of her, — you 
would all give your ears to know her name. 
Keep them, you shall not. 
In this pleasant company we sought San 
Antonio again. My friend was not doing 
well in Havana, and the graceful head was 
bowed every day lower by pain and weak-
ness. But once out of the pent-np city, the 
head rose like a lily after rain, and all the 
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little jonrnoy wtw plcupurn tuirl riiM'¡n'l«('. Tin» 
innglt:(l fhieltütH, Mu: new trers, the strange 
flowers, filled her with admimfion. This w a s 
Cuba, Havana was, what is everywhere al-
most: alike, ( h e World. And s o o n w e c : ime 
to ( h e clear, low-ruiining river, with iis green, 
bushy banks. And the n e x t whisflo of the 
Htcnm-engino, liko a Jairy horn, ealled up the 
pretty village, with )(B HÍreelH nnd briil/^-n, 
i(H o n e ehurch, and its dimiuuUvc Haza. 
We walk along the newly paved s t r e e t , 
lined wifh Ninnll il\vrlliii((rt huill. o f palm and 
pla»l(;r. The naked children sue jilnying nt 
( h u dtvovs, lhe íathera and mothers a r c mak-
ing cigars, or smoking them, the soldiers arc 
walking vacantly about, and the s m a l l shop-
keepers are looking out from behind their 
dull counters, piled with the refuse of the 
better markets. Horn is the Ameríeaii Ilolcl, 
and just oppoaitc, the eternal piano is play-
ing " Norma," as it always d i d twelve honra 
out of twenty-four, and was a nuisance. 
But let me not grumble, for at the door of 
that house stand Mariquilla a n d Dolores, to 
welcome me baek, nnd, hearing their voices, 
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Noi-mti IMIUU-M HIM ItmlniMtnul of lior rnvnuHf*, 
and comos out to embrace me. It is pluas-
anl , is it not, to am'vo wiiíire somo one is 
glad to mu; you ? These Mml people quite 
wann my heart, with i heir wolcomc. Mrs. 
L . at the hotel, too, is always glad to see a 
boarder, especially if he have with him a trunk 
that looks Jike staying. Ho wo ure ietcd nil 
it nMI ml, mui hii-vn i lm ín'fit roolim ^ í v e u IIP, 
and are happy. 
In lhe evííiiin^, ! betake mynelf to tlio 
IHHIMI! oppoMlh^ wlileh WHM J'nnillinr to mo 
in my t'tirlifi* vinil, but of which f now Ftpettlt 
for the lirst time. Its inmates are in eom-
foriablc, tliougli moderate circumstanccs, and 
tlieir habits arc the type of Cuban village-
life. Here I meet the accustomed circle,— 
fie! they have no c ircle^ but sit in two long 
pamllel JineH, and .rock, mid mnoko at each 
other. Papa is a small, slight Spaniard, with 
good mtmnet's and no tenth. Mamma is not 
more than forty, — a massive, handsome wom-
an, with that dignity of expression which is 
beyond beauty,—• she is simple in her dress, 
and quiet in all her wayn, but her Ihonght-
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ful eyes make you rcmcmhv.r lior. Mnriquiila 
\H a Imxom girl, HOUIC thirl.y years of age, 
who uses ten cosmetics in her bail), and 
still preserves a tolerably fresh complexion. 
Dolores ia quiet and genile, and spends her 
days in taking care of two liille motherless 
children, whose father brings them every 
morning, and (alces them away at nighf. 
Maria Lmisn, whom 1 cull Norma, is i ho 
only daughter of the family. She is preity 
and modest, Blight and suudl, like her father, 
but with fine eyes. She is a great Belle, 
wc are told, in the neighborhood, and her 
musical accomplishment is considered prodig-
ious. Besides Ihese wc find Do tor Her-
nandez, the village Physician, an Aragoncsc, 
thick-wit and vigorous, with a good honest 
face, and Juanito, the Music-Master, a youth 
of eighteen, from Barcelona, with straight black 
hair, n pock-marked countenance, and a pair 
of as mischievous black eyes as ever looked 
demurely into the mysteries of the divine 
art. lie is just oflcring cigarettes to all 
lhe family. Mamma has taken one, so have 
Dolores and Mariquilla,—he hands me the 
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]¡UI<! pnuluH; wil-h: 11 Tu fuma, JTidüa?" n n d 
sccms ruLlicr surj)vise(.l at my refusal, sup-
jio.siiíg (loublh^s ihnt women of a certain 
;vge smoke, all over tlie world. One small 
a, 
lamp dimly illuminates this family party. 
When music is proposed, two candles, not 
of wax, w . lighted, and placed on the 
piano. J sing a song or two, which they 
are good enough to call " mny bonito ** and 
l.lim, Maria Luisa, invited in turn, tlmndcrs 
'Uirongh " Norma," from Overture to Finale. 
Olí! I have not described the piano, — it is 
a grand one, and bears the name of Stod-
dard. It should be about sixty years old, 
and would'scorn to have been through three 
^iiiieiafions and ten hoarding-schools. It is 
a sort of skeleton piano, empty of music, 
and the rattling of iln poor old bones makes 
mine ache. AfUir the Opera, dancing is pro-
posed. Jnanito is disabled witli a lame hand, 
and Maria Luisa volunteers to play the new 
contra-danza* It is christened " the Atlantic 
Telegraph," and is full of jerks and inter-
ruptions, having nothing very definite about it." 
We have learned the contra-danza of Dolores, 
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on a former occasion, hut now tlicy all say 
" Hnlita must danco wiih ilin Doofor," and 
to that consummate honor shti resigns hcr-
siOf. That (liHlin^nishi'd fniiclionary (IÍVCHIH 
himself of his cigar, poliahirs liia perspiring 
forohoad with his handkerchief, and oilers hirn-
Bclf as a candidate for lier hand. " Vamos" 
he says, and they begin a HIOW, circling IHCIIH-
ure, to a music which is nondescript. Quiet 
work this, none of your spasniodie Waitzen, 
Jciching Polkas, and teetotum jigmarigs. 'I'his 
gentle revolution seems imitated from the 
movement of tiic planets, or perhaps the 
dance of the seasons, — gravity pervades it, 
— it is a slow eternity. The rest of the 
family group lias re.Holved ilsclf into couples, 
— wc all go round and round, and suddenly 
confront each other for a right and left, and 
look delighted, and then go round again. 
Tliis dreamy performance goes on, until we 
have just sense enough left to remember 
that there is such a thing as bed-time. We 
break oil', inquire the hour, find it late, puy 
thnt we miiHÍ. go, which o c e u s i o u s no sur-
prise. The piano erases,— the candles arc 
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p u t o u t . Tlio'rc: i s a g d i t c m l Jí issing a n d 
" B u r . n a s nocJws , JTulita.11 Dotor ircrnnndoz 
s o c s n s h o m e . W c p a s s e v e r y e v e n i n g a t 
t i n ; l i o i i H o o p p o H i l c , m i d a l l t h e uvcn ingf l a ro 
liltc. t l l l H . 
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ciupTicu xvr. 
HAN ANTONIO — CUDltClI ON SUNDAY — TUB NORTH-
K B — T H E S. FAMILY. 
Tur, IfiiiHl; Hlirnb hnn H.H b l o H H o t n , if you 
only know how to fiml it. The dullest coun-
try town in Now Kngluiifl IIUH Í(M dítyn wlien 
j)oo|)lc hour spcochos uiul fiot drnnlt, ihn 
one l i e i . ilhiHl.raliiig flu: uionils, Uu: otliur the 
manners of the community. In Jiko. manner, 
the smallest village in Cuba has its Sunday, 
when the imprisoned women go to church in 
their best clothes, the men attend coeltfiglits, 
and in the evening there is ball or sermon, 
according as the Church makes feast or fast. 
The population of San Antonio docs not 
Bccin pnrtiouhtrly given to weekday devotion, 
nor indeed do you anywhere in Cuba find 
men and women praying in the churches, as 
you do in Rome. There is a degree of 
sobriety among the people in all things, 
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purlly Bpiinialij it muy lu?, ptirlly lho rosult 
of flu; t ' x i r c i T i n climate, — errfuin it is, tliat 
tiio Cuban Spaniiird has J i o t , cither in pleas-
ure or devotion, the extravagaiicc o f the 
French o r Italian. Tho ehurch at San An-
tonio was always open, hut I always found 
it empty, except o n the one Sunday morning 
when T went IliiMier to observe manners and 
ttUttUmiH. High masa w a s nt eight o'clock, 
an<l was in all respecls a miniature of the 
M a i m : c.eremoniul as describod at Matanzue, 
t!ie iiecompaiiirnent o f innrtial nuiflic and tho 
regiment being left o u t . The hotly of tho 
church was covered with pvaycr-carpets, which 
were closely occupied by kneeling figures. 
The display of good dresse« and good looks 
was cheerful and invigorating. There was 
less flouncing and fanning, methought, than 
in the larger town; but no doubt the usual 
telegraphy was carried on, only in a more 
covert manner, as became the severer exigen-
cies of village decorum. The priest went 
through his harmless little functions at tho 
altar with what seemed to be a calico Dal-
matique on his back, but wc have n o doubt 
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that it was a brocade of creditablo tliiekncHfl. 
"Wlmfc ho ati'id WUH, o f course, inautliblo. Jua-
nito was at the organ, perched sideways in 
ii high gallery, BO Uml, IIÍM impÍHh face an<l 
dancing eyes formed a part of flu; piulure. 
TlKitigli Jiennir heaven in IIÍM p o M i l i o i i , he 
looked more full of the devil (pardon the ex-
pression) than we had ever seen him. With 
him were three young choristers, laboring 
away at the " Kyrie Elcison," — he made the 
fourth in the Quarfctte, and played the ac-
wnnpaiiimonl;, i.oo, loHing, niotiutver, nolhing 
of what went on below. The music was 
good, very like something of Mozart's, but 
when subsequently interrogated, Juanilo de-
clared it to have been a Capriccio of his 
own. "We can only say, that if it was not 
Mozart's, we shall certainly hear of Juanito 
some day, as a composer. 
The two old beggars who take oil' their 
tattered hats with such stately humility all 
the week, were here to-day, but did not beg 
in church. Item, they do nol; chaUer like 
their Italian brethren in the trade, but com-
mence a slow statement of their grievances, 
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wliicli yon iiilornipt, wilh "nada,1" nothing) 
when iln.*y walk sadly away. A Cuban gen-
orally îvt'.H (hem somdhmg, and always with-
out ichiilííi. Jn tho clmrc.lL wus, too, a knuol-
¡iifr rif/nni o f ( ' l i r i n i , i i c i i i i n f d i v i l i n nor htlmttn, 
l a . s l c n t H l lo a jiliitl'onu, with lonr lanterns at 
the four corners, — it is carried through the 
streets on Fridays in Lent for devotion, and 
the priests chant, and bear candles before it. 
"Well, Mass is over, and we walk back to 
the hotel, — and here is our pretty neighbor, 
Alaria .liiiisn, wntclmig al. the, door to HOO iho 
people copie IVom elmivh. " What, not at 
Mass, Maria Luisa ?" " No, I'm so sorry, but 
I'fjpa is away, and Dolores has a cold, and 
Mampiilla has been sitting up with a sick 
friend, so there was no one to go with me." 
Clearly, there is n laxity in matters of religion 
in the house opposite. On the other hand 
public opinion, even in San Antonio, would 
never have permitted Maria Luisa, or any 
other female under sixty to have walked the 
qnici. slreels wRhottl, oneoH, upon whutovor 
errand of piety or of charity. Scarcely to the 
bedside of a dying mother might she go, 
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unattended by a suitable companion. "We 
pass the remainder of the Sundny in quiet 
resignation to the heat, the thermometer stand-
ing at 80 in the nhude, (wiy, on the fourth 
of March,) and letter-writing causing one to 
perspire Jikc a wood-sawyer, or a stout youth 
in the Polka. For the nobler sex, there is the 
cockpit, — all the caff's find billiaid.s too nro 
full of soldiers and countrymen, — one hears 
the click of the balls throughout the quiet 
streets. Towards sunset we walk out, and 
find the village alive with little groups of 
people, and the windows of the houses, at 
least the window-gratings, filled with the best 
women in the best dresses. Some of them 
are well got-up. All look cool, easy, and 
indolent. Here and there is seen amongst, 
them the glimmer of a furtive cigar. We 
pass the Cavalry Barracks, once a spacious 
monastery, and sec the horses gathered in 
from their wide pasture for the night. They 
obey the voice, and with a little driving, make 
a tolerable charge at the arched doorway, 
and carry it in style. The sense of smell too 
is regaled with the savory odors of the sol-
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clicrs' supper, and looking in at a grating, We 
soo lingo stowprms simmering over charcoal 
firos,— tho rcist in ilarknoHA, for it now grows 
lulo. Tho mon aro a stouter looking set than 
the regiment we saw at Matanzas, but the 
horses have not the bone and muscle requisite 
for heavy action, — they could only make re-
Hjiootiiblo ligh(-horse. Ileturning home, we 
moot our friends of tho liouso opposite going 
to " Sermon" as they toll us, for this is Lent, 
and not Carnival. Mamma wears a black 
veil, — the others are bareheaded. We have 
still tea to. look forward to, but under such 
difficulties! we have given a dollar for a tea-
pot which in Boston should cost twerrty-five 
cents. Our precious pound of black tea, 
brought from home, has not yet given out, 
but how hard is it to make Antonio, tho head-
waiter, put the tea in the pot, make the water 
boil, and pour it boiling over the tea. Yet 
this sacred rite we accomplish every evening. 
It has the solemnity of a religious observance, 
for whore the tea-table is, there is home. 
After tea, a chair by the well in the middle 
of the Court, and a silent feast of tropical 
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R t a r l i g h t . The lady o f t h e house is chatter-
i n g nothings w i t h that queer Californmn, 
who l o o k s a s much l i k e a P p o i l e d preacher 
as anything. The excitable Carolinian lias 
g o t some one io hear him abuse Cuba, and 
glorify Charleston. Yonder at the left angle 
the ilare of a lamp betrays the kitchen, and 
i n the next compartment of Hie picture Po-
lonia, t h e slave washer-woman, w h o has been 
kept at t h e ironing-table all day, vents h e r 
feelings in passionate anatehes of talk, shakes 
her kerchiefed head, tosses h e r arms about, 
IUHI r r l n n i H l o Die ironing w i l h n u n c d W < T -
mination t h a n ever. Poor slave, — a great 
debt w a s piled u p against h e r before s h e w a s 
born, and t h e labor of a l l h e r life cannot work 
it o u t . Bankrupt must s h e d i e , and hand 
down (he debt, sole inheritance, to her c h i l -
dren. So t h e world to the slave is a debtor's 
prison, with a good or bad Jailer, and f o r 
utmost alleviation, an occasional treat all 
round. And while the cooking, and chatter-
i n g , and ironing goes o n uboul; UH, Reader, 
you and I will ponder this, sitting by the 
well, under the stars s e t an hundred thousand 
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milos deep in the dark velvet of the tropical 
l lOí lVí i l lM. 
This wnfl Sunday, and with the next day 
came one of those changos which resemble 
in kind, not in degree, the caprices of our 
own Continental climate. The day has been 
ix litile less genial than usual, still we are all 
comfortably seated at dinner, when a sudden 
wind shakes the house, and blowing in furi-
ously at Hie blimlB, Ibrenfeufl to make the 
• tableclot h (ly over our heads. A fierce show-
er of rain follows, •— our table is set in a 
^idli'iy incUwd mi 0110 nMn only wllh Vont)-
tian blind-work, and through tins the rain 
rushes at us like a volley of canes flung into 
the pit of a theatre. It grows dark, and for 
an hour or so, very cold. There in an instan-
tiincous closing of doors and wooden window-
shutters, and we of the Dinner protect our-
selves from the wet and chill with the few 
warm garments we have with us, — fox is not 
the bulk of our solid clothing laid up at 
Tlava mi in that sea-irunk which wo could 
wisli never to open again ? We pass the 
remainder of the afternoon under hatches, as 
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it were. The rain soon cxlmuste itself, but 
the cold wind c o n l i m i r H for sonic duya. This 
is the Northrr, falivl U> yellow fever, but filial 
also to those who are ill of ii;, and dreaded by 
all patients whatever. To us, the storm being 
over, the wind is only chilly, bringing with it 
a dull slcy, and the desire for exercise, but the 
invalids shrivel up in it like rose-leaves in a 
frost,— the hectic gives place to deadly pallor, 
and the purple lines that mark (he orbit of (he 
eye come out, stronger than ever. Meeting, 
they interrogate each olIter's faces with anx-
ious looks, as if wishing io see what headway 
their little community conld keep against the 
common foe. The aspect of the streets is 
changed. The women .scarcely appear, save 
where you see the heads of three or four of 
Ihem in a row, looking through the small 
square breathing-hole cut in tin; window-shut-
ter8, and giving one the idea of HO many 
people standing erect in their coffins. The 
men walk moodily about, each one enveloped 
in the dark folds of a Spanish cloak, or capâ  
of which the material varies from fine to 
coarse, but the shape is always lhe same. 
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These soloinn,'BialJring figures so resemble 
Mm wysUrioua i>t.rs(»ttt<>TS of Mm Mirnlro, UUJ 
bundiis, n p i o R , dipguiscd Jovors, mut other 
varmint, that we saw lor once whore the 
stage has preserved a tradition of real life, 
these c o s t i u n o H having been, no doubt, long 
since imitated from Spain, and never changed. 
What, crime is this grave man meditating, 
with heavy brow and aphuidSd eyes ? Murder 
or (-onspimey, al, Icant. No, 1m only wnnta to 
purchase a string of onions at that shop at 
the corner. And thin inelaneholy hero with 
the pale olive complexion, dark a s t h e etage-
llomeo after h e has bought the poison ? He 
enters yonder door to refresh himself with a 
glass of ffg-fiarfliriiff'., nnd a grunc of billiard». 
At the house opposite, "Dolores complains o f 
" mudmima Jhtssion" — a m O K t nevero cold. 
" Is i t the Prenident'H Message ? " wo UHIC. 
"No, in Run Anionio they c a l l the cold 1 cl 
Polvorhij after the powder-magazine t h a t 
exploded, last year, i n Havana." We t e l l 
Dotor Ilornalulez t h a t h e must cure Dolores, 
a n d he promises h e r a "vomitivo" n e x t m o r n -
ing, t h e very mention of which considerably 
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hastens her convnlosccncc. The health of 
lho villngo ÍH fluñorintf from ihu Norlhcr, flic. 
Doctor has liis hands full. Mnriquilla must 
give tis some nncount of lhe sick friend she 
is nursing. " He has a CaloUitra, (fever of 
fho country,) wiih delirium. 'They I rent him 
wilii loeches, bleeding, borage tea, mustard 
nt Hie feet; around lho head broad wifh 
oil, vinegar, and popper, as a prevcnlivo." 
" "Why," cried one of us, "you have seasoned 
him and stufTcd him with herbs, fit for roast-
ing." Dotor Hernandez gravely explains and 
dofeiidH hifl pmelice. 
"While the Norther is in full force, we go 
to pay a visit to Don Juan Sanchez, a man 
of wealth and position in San Antonio, and 
proprietor of large estates in the neighborhood. 
Don Juan is not at home, — his wife, Doña 
Tomasita, and the Tutor, an elderly Fiench-
man, receive us. She. is young, hut the mol It-
er of seven children. At our request, the 
nursery is reviewed in the parlor, as follows: 
Enter Manuel, eight years of age, enveloped 
in the stage cloak, and with the utmost grav-
ity of countenance. lie marches up to us, 
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Í'UKI fctartl<:9 UH l)y inqniring after onr hualtli, 
in very good KiigUali. .lOnioi* '.romas Igmiüio, 
povcii yours of n^c, also in a cnyw, and grave. 
This infant addressed u s in French, and took 
a s e a t beside his brother. He was followed 
by L w o nobln MnpH, of nix mid livo, (II-OMMIMI 111 
t h e same manner, a n d with t h e same decorum. 
Thfw. four e r e a l i i i T H in linen HtdtH, with black 
cloaks, were positively imposing, and it was 
not until Dolorita, t h e baby, had begun to 
howl in her mother's arms, and Ricardo, the 
three-year old, t o tumble on the floor at her 
feci, that we could feel wo were in t h e pres-
e n c e o f lawless, spontaneous childhood. Be-
fore we departed, Doña Tomasita kindly 
placed her whole house, and all her earthly 
goods at our disposition, and wc, with great 
moderation, claimed only t h e right of exit at 
her front door. 
9 * -
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CJIAVTJOIÍ X V I I . 
IthlfOATION I.AHT IN HAN ANTONIO 
F A l t K W K L L . 
O N E of our number, visiting the public 
schools of San Antonio one day, found the 
course of studies for boys of very respectable 
pxteimion, — it ooinprmn! nil the imuul elc-
mcntury bmuches, including the lliHtory of 
Hpiiin, Hiicli it hintnry of Hint coitiifiy ni Ictinl. 
as is good for Cuban boys to learn. For 
the education of girls, a single hour was re-
served, and into this were crowded the neces-
sary reading and writing, a little instruction 
in accounts, and the geography of the island. 
My friend remonstrated against this unequal 
division of the spoils of time, but those in 
authority insisted that it was according to 
the rights of Nature, as follows. 
American. Do you mean to say that boys 
should be taught five or six hours a day, and 
girls only one ? 
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Salt nolmaslcr. Ce rtn i n l y . 
American. Why do you make this differ-
c m i e ? 
Hchoolmasicr. Uocaunc women need BO 
m i l c h hsm (MIIUMIIÍOII l . l m i i i n n t l . 
American. Why is ihat? 
Schoobmster. They have less mind, in the 
first place, and then their mode of life demands 
less cultivation of w h a t t h e y have. 
American* What knowlodgn do you con-
HMPI" iKHieHHn.ry for n woman? only roading 
and writing, T suppose, 
i<rhaoli\ut$tt:t: Vürt, m i d u llitln n f l t h u A D t l o . 
They must fill up t h e r e s t of their time with 
sewing, and household matters. 
American. But supposing you were re-
quired to add something to this small 
amount of instruction, what would it be ? 
Schoolmaster (after some reflection). I 
scarcely know, unless indeed a slight color-
ing of Grammar. 
Our American, now excited, brings in v i e w 
t h e g o o d of l h o r a c e . " Do you not think," 
he says, " t h a t b y elevating t h e organism of 
t h e mothers, y o u elevate t h e intellectual 
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clmiices of tho wholo race ? Stupid mothers 
will Iiuvn HI.npid KoiiH, — (In* ICHIIILM cif tMilliirn 
arc inherited." 
The master replies that that is not his 
business, but Don Juan, who happens to be 
present, being appealed to, assents, and thinks 
it might be as well if a mother could have 
an idea. So far, so good, but a jealous-hearted 
woman to whom the conversation was re-
ported smiled to observe how both American 
and Cuban made woman subservient to the 
inlercRfa of (.he rime. '* And if nlm nhouhl 
iiovui' ho it molher," tmki this one, "edúcale 
linr for liorHnlf, Mini, nhn mny ^ivn K«MKI ctHiiiMcl, 
and discern the noble and the beautiful. For 
women are good to inspire men, as well as 
to bear them, and for their own sakes, they 
have a right to know all that elevates and 
dignifies life." And this brings to mind 
another brief conversation overheard in one 
of our voyages. 
Young Wife (holding up a number of the 
"Atlantic Monthly"). Ought women to learn 
the alphabet, dear? what do you think? 
YoMtg Husbaiul. Oh ! certainly — don't 
they have to leach i t? 
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But the lime'draws nigh for us to leave 
Htm Anlonlo. Oiir rohim pnHungos uvo on-
gfigcd in the next Isabel. If this stenmer 
prove such a Bird of Gladness as the papers 
and her consignees say, then our once weary 
voyage will become, a vori table translation,— 
only three days of sunshine, smoothness, and 
tnrtlosoup for luncheon, and you land in 
Charleston in undisturbed equilibrium of man-, 
ners and of dress. Well, more of this anon. 
But. to-night is our last, night in San An-
loniii. Wo Itiivn dimerul nnr IIÍHÍ. ronfm-flanza 
with Dotor ileniaiulez, and had our laat chat 
with Myrhi Ijiiltm nml luir mothor. Jimnlto 
was there, tliat evening, and as we were all 
in a musical mood, he played through whole 
piano-forte arrangements of " Norma" and 
" Lucia," and we all screamed through the 
score, some six notes too high for the voice, 
Papa and Mamma applauding us, and did 
wonders in " Casta Diva " and " Chi mi frena." 
But this is all at an end, and one of us stands 
alone at her opon window, and looks for the 
last time on the quiet scene,— just before her 
is tlui little pasture where the goats piek up a 
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scanty subaistence all day, and where shad-
ows and moonlight play such wild freaks at 
night. This morning, as she sat at that win-
dow and worked, two men in haste carried a 
coinn past it. She always s ee s coffinn, nnd 
Hontel.lmeH writea nlumt Ilium, — that one 
gives tone to her thoughts to-night. For the 
house opposite ia now dark and still,— lhe 
parlor where Mnriquilla embroiders her che-
iniecs, and Dolores pulla lint for the sick is 
silent and deserted. The trees stand up there 
in the moonlight, nnd fcho river rmiH mnmig 
Ita slmllows so near that one hears its voice. 
And Ilulitu thliikfl: fifty y e a i H f r o m [hU time 
•— that river will be running just as it is now, 
and those trees, or others like them, will be 
stunding at the angle of the picture as I now 
see them, but where shall we, friends of to-
day, be? Dead, or old enough to die. Juanito 
will be a man in years, then, with while hairs, 
scarcely remembering the Amoric.nn lady who 
praised his compositions in church-music. 
The Dotor, Papa, and Mamma cannot be 
olive, Maria Luisa will be a Grandmother, 
and if Hull ta lives, her infirmiticp will make 
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death a welcome deliverance. So she envies 
that moon, the treoa, the river, who can all 
stay and be eternal. She saw the coflin to-
day,— very lilic who will see the whole no 
more, CJond-nitfhtj donr moon, dear phnd-
OWH, ileur unlearned) nnHophlHlioated people, 
•— I shall leave you to-morrow, forget you 
never. 
And the next, day comes the bustle of 
departure, and packing of trunks, for we are 
"to take the nflernoon trnin down to Hava-
mi, Dofin, TomnHltn, n m h it pnrtlng gift of 
frnit, nfl mueli tin one mnn and one «tortt boy 
can carry. The fruit la as follows: one 
bushel of golden, honeyed oranges, — oh! the 
glory of all oranges are those of this island, — 
the same quantity of ckaimitos and mameyŝ  
and a huge fagot of sugar-cane. We hasten 
to share these good creatures with thoeo irn-
niedialely at hand, having lauded Doña 
Tomnsitti to tin* HICÍIÍH mid pnid her mes-
sengers. What could be carried away we 
took with us. Then came the parting with 
Polonia, who wrung her hands as usual, and 
cried out: "Know thou, girl, that I shall 
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miss thee mucli." " And I thee, too, thou 
d(Mir old hnlf-mnd clmi-coiil iiguro, — thou 
art human, though black, and canst ache 
over the ironing-table as well as another. 
Let these few reals console thee, as far as 
may be, for the loss of my sympathy. If w<; 
ever get the Island, I will help thee to ease 
and good wages. 
" But not so to thee, roguish Antonio. lAr(; 
thou not free and porfulious? We intrusted 
a sum of money to thine hand to pay the 
nngro Imggiigo-eiurior, find to HÜghtly frn 
thyself, and wc ascertain all too late, by the 
comphunlfl of the injured negro, that thou 
didst slightly fee him, and pay thyself for 
services never rendered. "Wherefore dread 
our coming, or the Day of Justice, by whom-
soever administered ! ' " — 
We have taken aflcctionate leave of the 
family of the house opposite, promising to 
write, with the remainder of our mortal lives 
as the vague term of fulfilment.'' A trinket 
or two made the younger ones happy, while 
the whole family solemnly united to bestow 
on me a little set of vignettes of Cuba, folded 
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fan-fashion, iind' pnrclmHiiblp. for the sum of 
Jivo riMila. Not \viUio\it, much cxplunatton 
WIIR it dolivorcd to mo, — this was tho Cook-
fight, this the Bull-fight, this the Tacon theatre. 
I received those instructions without any of 
that Auu'i-ican asperity which led a cele-
brated Chief Justice to say: " There are 
some thin^H, Mr. OomiHcl, which tho Court 
is supposed to know,'3 and gratefully depart-
ed. We walked to the depót, in the hot 
afternoon snn, our R m i i l i n r pieces conveyed 
on a bnrrow, mid tho lingo trunk resting, for 
fifty cents, on lhe bend of a Btnlwart negro. 
— Mem. A negro could carry (ho round 
earth on his head, if he could only get it 
there. And here came the discovery of An-
tonio's vileness, — he had had an eighth of 
an ounce, wherewith to pay the carriers. Ac-
cording to the bargain, as rehearsed to us, 
he was to pay them a dollar and three fourths, 
which would leave him three reals for himself. 
Ho professed to have clono this with so in-
genuous an nir, that we were a little ashamed 
of so small a fee, and added thereto the 
small remnant of our change. Only at the last 
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moment"., when the train was puffing and 
H l l i n l i l l l K lltlHIHHllli», ' l ' * ' , ' |M | , , , n r t ' l ' l I ' l l H V I ' l l -
ture to say that out: dollar was very little 
for carrying all those trunks. Our hearts 
were stirred, but the train was there, the 
purse empty, and Antonio out of sighV.. 
Wherefore, let him, as before said, avoid our 
second coming. 
But there never was a departure without 
an omisaion. Something you have forgoUen 
that you meant to take, or you have brought 
with you something that should have been 
left. "Wending your way from an Kn^lirih 
mansion of splendid hospitality, a stray towel 
has found its way into your portmanteau. 
Before you have discovered this, a confiden-
tial letter from the housekeeper overtakes you 
informing you of the fact, and begging you 
to return the missing article at once, which 
you do for six stamps, with a slight tingle in 
the cheek. In the present instance we have 
taken nought that waw not, OIUH, hill, wo 
have left an article of domestic dignity and 
im portancc. 
Stranger, if you should ever sit at that tea-
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table in the hotel at San Antonio, with the 
hinip HinoUiifí uinlt'i- yoni' nums tuitt lln> llii'tni 
tasteless dishes of preserves spread b e f o r e 
your sight, a cup of astringent nothingness 
being olibred to you, and. a choking s t a l e 
roll fomiing t h o eomplemcnt of your even-
ing service, — if there and thus y o u should s e e 
a white teapot, with b a n d s of blue, that looks 
as if it had Been better days, oh t h e n r e -
member us! For we had B c a r c c l y H c t t l c d 
ourselves in the cars, when a pensive recol-
lection came over us. It was too late to d o 
l U l y l h i l i K i -r- w i« o n l y touclird t h e nhonldnr o f 
our friend, who was as usual intent upon 
palms a n d scenery, and remarked, with a look 
of melancholy intelligence, " The Teapot is 
left behind!" 
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C H A P T E R X V J I I . 
B L A V K H Y — CUBAN SI.AVK l.AWfl, INSTITUTIONS, 
E T C . 
IT is not with pleasure that we approach 
this question, sacred to tlio pngilifiin of do 
bate. Nor is it worth while to add one 
word to the pant infinity of tidlc about it, 
unless that word could have the weight of 
a new wiwlom. We Ameneniift, caught, by 
the revolutionary spirit of the French, malte 
them too much our models, and run too 
much to grandiloquent speech, and fine mor-
al attitudinizing. The attitudes do not move 
the world, — the words do not change the 
intrinsic bearing? of things. They whom wc 
attach, the fight being over, sit down and 
wipe the dust from their faces, — we sit and 
wipe the sweat from OIUH, — Homothing H i r o n g -
er than their will or ours passes between us, 
— it is the great moral necessity which ex-
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presses the will of God. We and they arc 
two forces, pulling in opposite ways to pre-
servo the cqnilibriurn of a third point, which 
wc do not sec. W e must keep to our pull-
ing, they cannot relinquish theirs. The point 
of sohifion that s h a l l reconcile and supersede 
the diilercnccs is not in sight, nor has the 
wiscttt of us Itiiowu how to indícalo it. 
Meanwhile, the calm satisfaction with which 
some of us divide our iiational moral Inher-
itance, giving them all the vices, and our* 
H c l v i i H id! tho virtuoN, in ut oneu inournful 
and riilieiiUniH. Why nre wo Nnw TCnpç-
landers so naive as not to see this ? When 
the representative of a handful of men rises 
to speak, and, alluding to the progress which 
a great question has made in twenty years, 
says : " This is all our doing, — behold our 
work and admire i t !" wc cannot but pause 
and wonder if merely that irruption of bitter 
words can have produced so sweet a iruit. 
TH this view, what hoeomos of t h e moral 
evolution of the ages, of the slow, sure help 
of Time, showing new aspects, presenting 
new possibilities? "What becomes of human 
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modesty, which is nearly related to human 
justice ? 
I preface with these remarles, because, look-
ing down from where I sit, I cannot curse 
t h e pleasant Southern land, nor those who 
d w e l l in it. Nor would 1 do so i f I thought 
tenfold more i l l of its corruptions. Were 
half my body gangrened, I would not smite 
nor reproach it, but seek with patience an 
available remedy. This is the half of our 
body, and the moral blood which brings the 
evil runs as much in our veins as in theirs. 
Looking at realities and their indications, 
we see a future for the African race, edu-
cated b y the enslavement which must grad-
ually ameliorate, and slowly die out. We 
sec that in countries where the black men 
are many, and the white few, the white will 
one day disappear, and the black govern. 
In South Carolina, for example, the tide of 
emigration has carried westward the flower 
of the white population. In Charleston, all 
the u r i H l o e r n l i r f i i m i l i e M h n v c . i.lirh* mulatto 
representatives, who b e a r their names. There 
are Pincknrys, Pringles, Middlctons, and so 
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on, of various nliudos of julrnixtnrc, living in 
JVredom, l u id J'orming a ooinmunily by them-
selves. There are even mulatto repvoueuta-
tives of extinct families, who alone keep 
from oblivion names which were once thought 
hoiKjmble. Thrsu tilings aro iiulicutions of 
changes which will work themselves slowly.. 
Noble ofForts have liemmed tlie evil in, and 
the great soul of the World watches, we 
believe, at the borders, and will not suifer the 
sad contagion to creep over them into the 
virgin territories. But where the Institution 
sits at. home, with its roots undergrowing the 
foundations of society, we may be sad, but 
wo must be patient. The enfranchisement 
of a race, where it is lasting, is always ac-
complished by the slow and solid progress 
of the race itself. The stronger people rarely 
gives Freedom to the weaker as a boon, — 
when they are able, they rise up and take it 
with their own hands. It is an earning, not 
a gift, nor can the attributes which malte 
liberty virtimt mul vnlimbln Im eoitmmmhxd, 
save under certain moral conditions. A man 
is not noble because he is free, but noblo 
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men coiifltituting a naiiou becomti free. Let 
fhe wounds o f Africa first bo stopped, — l e t 
her lifoblood stny io enridi hot' own veins. 
The enslaved popnlntion o f Cuba and our 
o w n South rmiHi, under ordinary oiroutn-
B t a n c e s , attain in time a condition in which 
Slavery shall be impossible. 
But our business is wiih what actually 
exists. We will leave what shall and should 
be to the Theorists who i n v e n t i t , and t o 
Ood who o x o c u t c B i t , often strangely un-
mindful of their HiiggeHlioii.". 
The black and while races are, by all ac-
counts, more mingled in Cuba, than in any 
part of our own country. People who Jiave 
l o n g been resident there assure us that some 
o f the wealthiest and most important fam-
ilies are o f mixed blood. Animadvert upon 
this as you will, it is nevertheless certain 
that it weaves close bonds o f affinity be-
tween them, and ties o f Nature which, 
though ignored, cannot be unfelt. I have 
not seen in Cuba anytiiin^ Unit c o r r c H p o n d H 
to our ideal separation o f the two sets o f 
human beings, living in disiinctness one from 
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Uic. H W U M ; liatiiig mui wronging imch oilior 
wiili tini rtcrcciM's.s of cnumica in the death-
gr!i¡)|)l(í. Tin: Negro cannot be so hated, so 
despised, — it is not in the nature of things, 
11 in ¡>(>ii/ioitunic} IIÍH geni le IUKI uM imhuhlo 
nature do not allow it. Nor can he, in re-
turn, so hale. There is a great familiarity 
between the children of lhe two races. They 
play, and run about, and are petted together. 
We iruide a visit at a Creole IIOUHO, where 
the youngest child, a feeble infant of six 
nioniliy, was suelded by a black nurse. " "You 
must see the nurse's Baby," they all said, and 
the HUle daughter of the bouse ran to fetch 
her, and soon returned, bringing her by one 
arm, the way in which their own mothers 
carry them. She was an uncomtnonly hand-
some infant, scarcely older than her white 
foster-brother, but greatly in advance of him 
in her powers of loeotnotion. She was, ac-
cording to custom, entirely naked, but her 
shining blault skin seemed to clothe her, and 
hn* f ine buck and perfect limbs showed 
that she throve in nudity. She ran about 
on all fours like some strange creature, so 
10 
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swift and strong was she, and meeting with 
a chair, pulled herself up by if, and stood 
dancing on one foot, holding out the other. 
The nunily all gathered round her, admiring 
her color and her shape, and the little girl 
finally carried her oil' in triumph, as she had 
brought her. 
The slave children wear oftenest no cloth-
ing until five or six years old. They look 
well-fed and healthy, only Mm prnvuhiiiro of 
umbilical Hernia shows a neglect of proper 
batulaging ut birth,-—the same trouble from 
the same cause is very observable in the south 
of Italy. The increase of the slaves is, of 
course, an important test of their treatment, 
— it is small throughout the Island, and 
amounts to little save on the best planta-
tions. There is now a slow improvement in 
this respect. The repression of the slave-
trade has caused such a rise in the price of 
negroes, that it is become belter economy to 
preserve and transmit their lives than to work 
tlumi oil' hi righf. or ten yom-H, leaving no 
posterity to supply their place. Vile as these 
motives seem, they are too near akin to the 
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general springs o f human action for us to 
contemn (hem. is it otherwise with opera-
tives in Kuglnml, or with hihororH in Trelund ? 
limignition lessens their numbers, and raises 
their value,— it becomes important to society 
that they shall be fed and sustained. One 
wrong docs not excuse another, but where 
a class o f wrongs is universal, it shows a 
want of moral power in the race, at which 
tho indivldiud ciuinot jiiHlly eiirp. 
Tivcn the men o f OOOIÍCH, liíiful nt Minnll 
wages for eight years, and exploitcrcd for 
that time with mmdetous severity, have found 
a suicidal remedy that nearly touches their 
selfish masters. So many of them emanci-
pated themselves from hard service by vol-
untary death, that it became matter of neces-
sity to lighten the weight about their necks, 
and to leave them that minimum of well-
being which is necessary to keep up the 
love of life. The instinct itself is shown to 
bo fi'fble in fin» n i c e , WIKTHIH (hi* Neurit 
clings to life iindcr whatever puins and tor-
ment. The Coolies are valued for their su-
perior skill and intelligence, but as men will 
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treat a hired horse worse tlmn a horse of 
their own, so they were;, until they happily 
bethought them of killing themselves, more 
hardly used i han the Negroes. Would that 
horses in the North had the same resource. 
If the wretched beast, harnessed, loaded, 
and beaten over the face and head by some 
greater brute in human shape, could only 
" his quietus make " by himself, and be found 
hanging in his stall, what a revolution would 
there be in the ideas of Omnibus-drivers and 
Carmen ! Self-assassination is, surely, the 
most available alleviation of despotism. 
When Death is no longer terrible to the 
Enslaved, then let the Enslaver look to it. 
True, we have heard of horrible places in 
the interior of the Island, where the crack of 
the whip pauses only during four hours in the 
twenty-four, where, so to speak, the sugar 
stnclls of the blood of the slaves. W c have 
heard of plantations whereon there arc no 
women, where the wretelied laborers have not 
lhe privileges of beasU, but are only human 
machines, worked and watched. There, not 
even the mutilated semblance of family ties 
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and domestic simmniding» iillovintca the sore 
strain upon lifu and limb. How can human 
creatures enduro, how inflict this 1 Let God 
remember them, as wc do in our hearts, with 
tears and supplication. 
W e have seen too, here and there, fiendish 
faces which looked as if cruelly and hardness 
might be familiar to them. The past history 
of Spain shows to what a point that nation 
can carry insensibility to the torment of others, 
Yet the Creoles seem generally an amiable set 
of people, enduring from the Spanish govern-
ment much .more than they in turn inflict 
on thosn bciirnth thrm. Nor enn we believe 
that even Mie típnninrd v.nn be a more dreaded 
tyrant than the Yankee, whores the strong 
nature of the latter has been left coarse and 
uncultured, or brutalized by indulgence in 
vice. The nervous energy of his race makes 
him a worse demon than the other, while the 
peaceable and pious traditions of his youth, 
turned URIIÍIIMÍ him, nv/{n hint yrl. furihor from 
the sphere of all i but is Chrislian. 
• The slave laws of Cuba are far more hu-
mane than our own. It is only to be doubted 
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whether the magistrates ¡11 genrml arc trust-
worthy in carrying them out . Still, it is the 
policy of the Government to fuvor the N n g r o e p , 
nnd allow them definite existence as n third 
class, which would be likely to range w i l h 
the Government in case of civil war. It is 
affirmed and believed by the Cubans that the 
colonial President has in his hands orders to 
loose the slaves throughout the Island, at the 
first symptoms of rebellion, t h a t t h e y may 
turn all their old rancors against their late 
masters. The humane elanses of which we 
Hpenlc a r e fho foilowin^: — 
In the first place, e v e r y slave is allowed b y 
law to purchase his own freedom, when he 
has amassed a sum sufficient for the pur-
chase. He can moreover compel his master 
to receive a small sum in part payment, and 
then, hiring himself out, can pay the residue 
from his wages. The law intervenes also, if 
desired, to fix the price of the slave, which it 
will reduce to the minimum ^ilue. Every 
s l a v e ImH MM! right to piirehiiHn IUH child be-
fore birth for the sum of thirty dollars, a 
fortnight after, for fifty, and no on, the value 
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of course rising iupitlly W i l l i lhe age of tho 
child. Again, a .slave who complains of ill-
treatment on the ptirt o f his master may tle-
mand to be Hold to another, and a limited 
space of time is allowed, during which he 
can exert himself to find a purchaser. These 
statutes do not seem to contemplate the per-
petuity of slavery as do our own institutions. 
What a thrill of joy would run through our 
Southern and South-Western states, if every 
fltavn father and mother liad tho power to pnr-
clmso their own oilspring for a sum not iillo-
gi'Uiri' liMynnd Ihcir I'MMCII. \\\t\v would (hoy 
(oil and starve to accumulate that sum, and 
how many charitable friends would invest the 
price o f a dress or shawl in such black jewels, 
which would be the glory of so many black 
mothers. On tho other hand, it is to bo feurcd 
that the ignorance and poverty of the slaves 
may, in many places, make the benevolent 
intention of these statutes null and void. 
Oflicial corruption, too , may impede their 
opcmfiim. In many parU of our own Boulh, 
superior enlightenment and a more humane 
state of public feeling may do somothiug to 
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countorbalancc the infcriorily of logialiition. 
Still, AmcricunH s h o u l d icei ;i psitig in uc-
Itnowledging that even in lhe dark article of 
slave laws Ihry aro H u r p u s s n l by a nation 
which they contemn. Slavey arc not sold 
by public aiielion, in Culm, h u t by private 
sale. Nor are Ihey subject to such rudeness 
and insult as they often receive from (IH; 
lower whites of our own Southern cities. 
The ((nettlion now r i s e n , w h e t h e r in case of 
a possible future possession of the Island by 
Amerionnflj the oondiiiou of the bhielts would 
bo improved. There is little reason to think 
so, in any ease, as our own uuniiligiited d e s -
potism would be enforced ; but if their new 
masters were of the Filibuster type, they 
might indeed sing with sorrow the dirge of 
the Creole occupation, and betake themselves 
to the Coolie expedient of obtaining freedom 
at small cost. 
Not in such familiarity live the Creoles 
and Spaniards. Here, the attitudes are 
sharply defined. Oppression on the one 
hand and endurance on the other appear in 
a tangible form, and the oppression is con-
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p c i o i i M , f i n d 1.1 i n c i i d i i n u H ' . c c o i n p u l H o v y . Tho 
Spanish race i s in tiic s a d d l e , a n d rides the 
Croólo, if,s derivativo, with íiand» recking 
w i l h plutuler. Not content with taxes, cus-
( o m n , u n d jmihiltil i m i H , i d ! o f w h l o h pUHfl 
the bounds of robbery, the Home Govern-
ment l o o s o s on tiie Colony a net of OiTicialfi, 
w h o aro oxpected to live by peenlation, their 
t ud i i r i cM h r i n ^ n l m o n l . h o i n h i u l , ( h e l l ' })Or(¿uU 
sites, whatever thoy can get. All Stato-oflices 
uro iilled by Spainard», and oven JudgcHliips 
mid ProfoHHnrnfoH iirti gcncmlly rimurvod to 
t h e m . A. J i i n n n ' e o i v e M u n nppoíiil:nii*nfc ( i f 
which the salary may be a thousand dollars 
per annum. He hires at once an expensive 
house, sets up a volante, d r e s s e s his wife and 
daughters without economy, l i v e s in short at 
the rate of ten times that sum, and retires 
after some years, with a handsome compo-
tency- "What is the secret of all this ? Plun-
der, — twofold plunder, of the inhabitants, and 
of the Home Government. And this, from 
the lowest to the highest, is the universal 
rule. We spoke of customs and prohibi-
tions. Among the first, that on Hour'seems 
10 * 
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tht! moflt monslroiiH imponifioii. No bmul-
stull's being raised on the Island, the impor-
tíilioíi of them becoines idmosi JI «omlilion 
of liftj yet every barrel of wheaten flour 
from the Biiitcfl pnyn u duly of ('¡/.{lil, (IOIIMIH, 
so that it becomes cheaper to ship the Hour 
to Spain, and re-ship it thence to Cuba, than 
to send it direct from here. Of prohibitions, 
the most striking is tbnt l»id upon the VÍNP, 
which ilouvishcs throughout the Island. It 
may be cultivated for fruit, but wine must 
on no aomuiif; bo NUKIC I rum Mm gi'iipe, Inn I; 
it should spoil the marltet for Mm Spnnish 
"winea. Among taxes, none will astonish 
Americans more than the stamp-tax, which 
requires all merchants, dealers, and bankers 
to have every page of their books stamped, 
at high cost. Of course, no business contracts 
arc valid, recorded on any other than stamped 
paper. To these grievances are added mo-
nopolies. All the fish caught on the Island 
is held at the disposition of Señor Marti, 
the Empresario of the Tacon theatre. This 
man was once a pirate of formidable charac-
ter,— after some negotiation with the Taeon 
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(Jovmmienl, IHÍ gavo u p liia eomrrulea to 
justice, receiving in return his own safety, 
iuid the monopoly of the fitfli-miirkot. The. 
price o f tliia article o f food is therefore kept 
ul. Iwenly-Iivi! eculrt n p in in t l . 'i'liem) eoinjiro-
mises are by no means uncommon. The 
public .TOxceuiioner of JIÍIVÍUIJI in a Negro 
whose life, once forfeit to the State, was re-
<leetned only by hiri eoiiHniil.'mg to perform 
this function for life. He is allowed only the 
liberty of the IYÍHOII . One of our party, VÍH-
iíing Unit hiHtUulJon, fuimd thin iimu uppur-
«Mitly on the immt iitnienbli! tenim with nil tho 
inmates. The Garrote being shown, he was 
asked if it was be who garrotcd Lopez, and 
replied in the affirmativCj with a grin. Our 
friend inquired of him how many he had 
garroted: " How can one tell ?" he said, 
shrugging his shoulders, " so many, so many !" 
The prisoners chatted and smoked with him, 
patting him on the back, — making thus that 
discrimination between the man and his office 
which JH nl. the bottom of nil liumnn Inslitu-
tions. Of the great sums of money received 
by the Government through direct and indi-
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rect taxation, little or nothing revisits the 
people in the «Impe of improvements. The 
Government does n o t make r o a d s , nor estab-
lish schools, nor reform criminals, nor stretclj 
out its strong arm to prevent the oflcnecs of 
ignomiifc nnd d e p r a v e d y o u t h . Tim roiids, 
e o n K c q u e n i l y , nro f e w nnd d a n g e r o u s , — a 
great part of the Island being traversable only 
on horscbnclc There is UUle or no instrue-
tion provided for the children of the poorer 
classes, and the prisons are abominable with 
filth, nakedness, and disorder of every kind. 
There is the same espionage, the same pow-
er of arbitrary imprisonment as in Austria, 
Rome, and Naples, only they have America 
near them, and in that neighborhood is fear 
to some, and hope to others. The adminis-
tration of justice would seem to be one of 
the worst of all the social plagues that abide 
in the Island. Nowhere in the world have 
people a more wholesome terror of going to 
law. The Government pays for no forms of 
legal procedure, and a man once engaged 
in a civil or criminal suit, is at the mercy 
of Judges and Lawyers who plunder him at 
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will, and without rod rem If a man is robbed, 
i \ \v IVlirn mmo to liim ai. oiicn wiHl ofTorH 
ol* ay^isliince mul dctcciion. It is often the 
case ihat he denies and persists in denying 
the robbory, ralher than be involved in the 
torment of u HIIÜ. Much (if what wo nar-
rute was ooiinuon to all lhe civilized world, 
an hundred years ago, but the Cubans do 
not denervo to be held under the weight of 
these ttiioient abutjcs. They are not an cflbto 
people, but have something of the spring of 
lhe present time hi them, and would gladly 
march to the measure of the nineteenth cen-
tury, were it Jiot for the decrepit Govern-
ment whose hand has stiffened with their 
chains in it. The portrait of the vulgar 
Queen hangs in nearly every place of note, 
— she is generally painted at full length, in 
a blue dress. So coarse and weak is her 
face that one would think those interested 
would keep it out of sight, that the abstract 
idea of royalty might not be lowered by 
so unqucenly a representation. But this is 
unjust, for what crowned head of the pres-
ent day is there that has anything intrinsi-
cally august in its aspect? 
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The Cubans, considcwd in comparison 
with the Spaniardn, form quiie as distincf; a 
people as the Americana, compared with the 
English, Climate and the habits of insular 
life have partly brought about this difíerenco, 
but it has also a moral cauHc, — a aepnraie 
^ interest makes a separate people. The 
mother-countries that would keep their col-
onius unwimiiod DIUHI, IX: good imrscH. TJio 
in terminal! ng of the black ehunent, in thn 
Creole race is, as 1 have said, strongly in-
sisted upon by competent judges, — it is 
evidently not purely Caucasian, and there 
seems to be little reason for supposing that 
it perpetuates any aboriginal descent. The 
complexion, and in some degree the tastes of 
these people give some color to the hypothesis 
of their indebtedness to the African race. 
The prevailing color of the Creole is not the 
clear olive of the Spaniard, nor the white of 
the Saxon, — it is an indescribable, clouded 
hue, noilher fair nor brown. Wo havo seen 
children at a school who were decidedly dark, 
and would have been taken for mulattocs in 
the North, — they hud straight hair, vivacious 
4 & ) 
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eyLis, anti coíTcocolored skins, — those whom 
wo inU:m>g!il<Ml (.mlled ilicm " Criollos" if 
the word had a distinct meaning. Wo could 
not ascertain that they were considered to be 
of black descent, though the fact seemed pat-
ent. In this school, which we saw at recess 
oidy, some of the mischievous boys amused 
themselvefl with drngginp; their eomrndeR up 
to UH, and «aying: " Heñora, HUB boy is a 
lutilnUo." Tho nchUHiMl huighod, klokod, and 
disclaimed. 
Tlic taste of the Cubans, if judged by the 
European standard, is bad taste. They love 
noisy music,—•their a r c h i t e c t u r e consults only 
the exigencies of the climate, and does not 
deserve the name of an art. Of painting 
they must iiavc little knowledge, if one may 
j u d g e by the vile daubs which deface their 
walls, and which would hardly pass current 
in the poorest New England village. As 
to dress; although I have whispered for your 
good, my lady i r i e n d s , that the moat beau-
tiful summcr-dresscs in the world may be 
bought in TTavnnn, yet lho Creole l-idios 
thcmfie lvcH have in general but glaring and 
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barbaric ideas of adommenl, and their volante,' 
toilette would give a Parisicnnc tlie ague. 
The Creoles then, as a race, do not incline 
to plastic art, nor to the energetic elegancies 
of life. Theirs is not the nature to grapple 
with marble or bronze, or with the more in-
tellectual obstacles of Painting. One art re-
mains to them, common to all early civiliza-
tions, first in history, first too in rank, — they 
are Poets. Not only is a facility for veryifica-
tion common amongst thorn, but they have 
some names which the real halo ndorns. Of 
i hose, Heredia, Plaeido, and Milanós aro bent 
known. 
This seems a very natural manifestation 
in their case. Held in check by the despotism 
of the tropical sun, and excluded from social 
and political action by the more barbarous 
despotism of Spain, their minds are turned 
inward, and their energies flow in the channel 
of contemplation. For Poetry is the freedom 
of the oppressed, — it is one voice leaping 
up where a thousand arms are chained, but 
the thousand hear it, and take courage. In 
the dreamy tropical life, the beautiful sur-
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roimdiiigy must bciir sonic iVuit. Those glo-
rious growíhs of Irod :IIK1 ílowor, those prickly 
h e d g e s with i l i e sudden ghire of a red sword 
among them, those inconceivable sunsets 
and nights without parallel, — these things 
must all write themselves upon the sensitive 
Southern nature, a n d the language in which 
they write themselves is poetry. How far a 
wider sphere of action may develop in them 
more hardy and varied powers is a question 
not to Ix; Holveil in the oxwting uta to of 
tilings, 
II. does not seem likely that the Cubans 
will ever by their own act abolish slavery. 
The indolence and mechanical ineptitude 
which enter into their characters will make 
them always a people to be waited on. Per-
haps no nation, living below a certain paral-
lel, would be capable of such a deed. The 
far-off English, in their cool island, could 
emancipate the slaves in their own Indies, 
but the English dwelling among them would 
never have relinquished the welcome service ; 
nor is it likely that the men of our own ifi/p 
South will ever conceive as possible another 
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social status than Urn pirmnil; rolationa be-
tween master and slave. From the North the 
impulHC must come, and howovtir clogged 
and sanded with unutterable nonsense of 
self-gratulation and vituperation of the broth-
er man, we must welcome it The enslaved 
race too, gradually conquering the finer arts 
of its masters, will rise up to meet the hand 
of deliverance, having in due course of time 
reached that spiritual level at which enslave-
ment bocomes impossible. 
Sismondi, in the second volume of his lis-
saysj has some sensible renmrks on (he funn-
ing system as pursued in Tuscany, where the 
farmer is employed on long leases, receiving 
one half the profits of the farm worked by 
him. Sismondi sufficiently sets forth the ad-
vantages of this over all other systems of 
leasing and underletting, as it allows the hus-
bandman a well-being in direct proportion to 
the thoroughness and persistency of his labors. 
After speaking of the apparent failure of Eng-
lish emancipation, he ascribes the idleness of 
tjjt^ freed blacks to their entire want of interest 
in the landed property about them, and pro-
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potu'B i i S H o c i u i i n g i l i c m i i i ihÍ8 way to iho 
i n t e r e s t s o f their w o u l d - b e employers. For 
lh<: w o r l d can h a r d l y a f l o r d that thcac people 
should merely feed and grovel i n the sun, 
w h e n a l l the t i l l a g e o í the tropies lies iitted 
to their hand. Nor w i l l it much longer afford, 
l e t us h o p e , that the human tool shall work 
without the a d v a n t a g e , thai individual will 
and interest a l o n e can give him. They who 
thus consent t o use the man without his 
c r o w n i n g f t i e u l t i c H fire lilte thoHft who would 
purchase the watch without the main-spring. 
ilnw n i l tliis i s l o e n d , doth not yet upptnu*. 
The abstract principles o f right and wrong 
we know, but not the processes, nor the dura-
tion o f their working out in history. All the 
white handkerchiefs in Exeter Hall, will not 
force the general Congress o f Nations to decide 
questions otherwise than by the laws of con-
venience and advantage. England as a power 
has never lifted a finger n o r a breath against 
IJussian serfdom o r Austrian oppression; and 
the Spanish government she is determined to 
uphold in Cuba is recking with abominations 
o f which she cannot ailbrd to be cognizant. 
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I know that God has in Ilia power .swift 
miracles of redemption. He can command 
the sadden Exodus of a wronged people, and 
can raise bloody waves of wrath over the 
headtf of i heir oppressors. I Jul; we cannot 
call down these wonders, nor foretell their ap-
pointed time. Meantime, the ram's horn Fan-
tasias which our modern Prophets have so 
long been performing against the walls of the 
southern Jericho do not seem to have had the 
Divine commission to overthrow them. 
I feel that any one in the North who gives 
a mild, perhaps palliative view of shivery, will 
be subject to bitter and severe eensiire. Itut 
this should surely make no diilereuee to us in 
the sincere and simple statement of our im-
pressions. Intellectual justice revolts from the 
rhetorical strainings, exaggerations, and denat-
uralizations of facts which the Partisan con-
tinually employs, but which the Philosopher 
and Historian must alike reject. Moral justice 
dissents from the habitual sneer, denunciatioq, 
and malediction, which have become conse-
crated forms of piety in speaking of the South. 
Believe me, in so far as we allow personal 
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temper, spi te , or unclmrity, place in our treat-
ment of a holy c a u s e , in so far we do it wrong. 
Believe mc, loo, t h a t t in; actual alleviations 
which often temper the greatest social evils 
HIUMIM n o t l»c left out of sight, lest an atheis-
tic despair should settle on the minds of men. 
The overruling mercy of God is everywhere,— 
in the North and in the South it has its work 
o f coi iKolnl . imi and of e o m p e i i H a l i o n . It ab-
s o l v e s us from no possible reform, from no 
l a b o r for the amelioration of the condition of 
ouv fellow-men. But as it limits alike the 
infliction and endurance of wrong, and sets 
h o i m d i i wliii'Ji tin1 litilddif. and wirlu'dt'rtl. darn 
not pass, we must not paint the picture of 
what is, without it. 
Bo, with thoughts reverting to the slow and 
mighty opomtioiiH i n the World of Nature, 
which seem to have their counterpart in the 
World of Life and Fate, — trusting in the wis-
dom of the gray-haired centuries, even when 
the half-grown ones call them Fool, I linish 
my Chapter of philosophizing, somewhat, no 
doubt, to the relief of my Header, but very 
much more to my own. 
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C H A P T E R X T X . 
TAKKAVELL 
F A R E W E L L to Havana! the pleasant timo 
is over. "Wc are to return where we belong. 
Not, with undue scntiinoiítalism of sorrow, as 
though it wore greater losa to soe IxMuitiful 
places and forsake them, than to have staid 
at Pudding-gut Point, (.ioxin'liir, or Murllm'H 
Vineyard all one's life, having beheld and 
regretted nothing else. "When travellers tear 
themselves from the maternal bosom of 
Rome, a pang is inevitable, and its expres-
sion allowable. Even meretricious Paris 
sometimes harpoons an honest American 
heart more deeply than is fit. But there are 
those, born and bred amongst us, who return 
from their foreign travel with wide-mouthed 
lamentation over the past enjoyment. Others 
snippingly accost one with: " I cannot bear 
your climate," . "Strange," T reply, " since 
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it bore you." We are not so deeply moved 
at leaving Havana, though to go to sea is 
akviiyH us viniiiitural an act. as having a tooth 
pulled. The green earth reminds us that it is 
our eJement, and the slowly counted palms 
nod to us: " Ilemcinber, — remember!" We 
i n d t i l g o ourHolvrfl in a last drive, and take 
kind farewell of the gay streets, the Plazá^ 
the Paseo, and the Cerro, with its blue villas 
and pahn-hordered gardens. Beautiful those 
g a r d e i i H are in their own way,— Nature refus-
ing to be k e p t clown, but exeusing her ir-
vegu lur l l l en by Ihoiv w i l d and gvmmUd rt 'HiitU. 
There is Count Fern audi no's garden, — we 
have not described that, have we? Palms, 
flowers, fruit-trees, a marble pavilion with a 
marble Venus, a bath-house painted in fresco, 
paved with fine tiling, and lit through stained 
glass, an ethereal trellis and canopy of fairy-
like iron-work, painted coral-red, and hung 
with vines, whose industry in weaving them-
selves is almost perceptible to the eye,— still, 
shady walks, and evermore palms. We passed 
a morning there with some botanical friendf, 
and had nnieh e x p l n i n o d to I I H that wn cannot 
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possibly remember. This we did retain, that 
there are known o n the island sixty varieties 
of palms, and that this garden contains at 
least forty of them. 
And h e r e is Dona Hcrrcra's garden, which 
we visited one morning, with our friends 
of the Cup of Tea, (vide earlier letters), 
•fflow soft and dewy w a s it in the morn-
ing light! the flowers h a d still the d r e a m y 
B t t t r l i g h t in i l i u m . "W<s r a n u b o i i i ; l i k e c h i l -
dren, admiring at every moment something 
new and strange. In t h e m i d d l e of t h e g a r -
den was a fairy lake, with a litile mock 
steamboat upon i t , the. p n d t l h ' H being m o v r d 
by hand. There w e r e gas fixtures d i s p o s e d 
throughout the grounds, which are lighted o n 
the occasion o f a fele chanipêlre. What a 
time the young people must have of it, then ! 
There is an Aviary, too, with the remnant of 
a collection of tropical b i r d s , and a small 
Menagerie, with a f o x , a monkey, and a 
'coon. We ask permission t o s e c the IIOUHO, 
and our friends having sent in their g o o d 
names, Dofm Marín wulkn slowly out to 
mee/; na. Rho is a plain, elderly woman, short 
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and stout, with a pleasant voice and gentle 
manners. She has rather a splendid nest, for 
a bird of such sober plumage, but all its 
adornments are in good taste. She shows us 
first a cool Banqucting-voovnj where the table1 
is invitingly laid for her Ladyship's own break-
fast,— it is painted in fresco, and opens on 
the garden, — then come the Drawing-rooms, 
then an exquisite Bedroom hung with blue, 
the b e d nud mosquil.o-uHtiiig being adorned 
wi!h rich Ince, ihen a Victnro-gnllery, which 
serves ns an Oratory, a cabinet in the wall 
containing and concealing the altar. Then 
c o m e n ii H n m l l moni , n d o n i e d b y luir .Lmdy-
ship's own handvS, with paper flowers and 
stuíled birds, lighted by a pretty, tiny glass 
dome, and then, endless thanks, good Dofía 
Maria, and furo well forever. For as I love 
not stulled birds, nor paper flowers, no, nor 
mass neither, it is not likely that I shall 
bear your Ladyship company in Heaven, even 
Bhontd bolh of us get there, which, while we 
continue to live and sin, must be considered 
as miccrtiiin. 
Other VÍHÍOIIH unrnll theniHelveo nu wn ro-
il 
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viow our TTuvnnn. (Inyo iin<1 wíiyf». Our voy-
age up the spire oí lho CitÜK'dru], with swim-
ming cyos antt dizzy liond Onr frioiiíl.s 
bmvoly ilirongh i f , ÍUHÍ a H r c r u I evon flu: Uuit 
liiile rickety woodnn sinircasc, calling back 
for us as the ehiinnry-nwccpíT HÍugs oul. iVoiu 
the top of the chimney. Where is Hnlia? 
holding1 on to a hearn A v i f h frantic oMgcrness, 
deaf to entreaty and encouragement. She is 
persuaded at last to relinquish .it, and is 
lioistcd, pushed, and dragged to lhe t o p where, 
opnning hor uinvillíng eycn, HIIU MCCIÍM (lie 
first H l r o i i g jmint of masonry, and luigs i t , 
admiring tiic view in convulsivo « e u t c j i c e ^ , ;KS 
occasion demands. The point is tolerably 
lofty, and the "view extensive, but one loses 
many of its beauties in looking down from 
such an elevation. We must remember this, 
and not ascribe to St. Simeon Stylites too 
great an advantage in the enjoyment of ualurul 
Reenery. Then, after the p e r i l o u s descent, onr 
exploration of the Cathedral itself, wiih its 
shrine of porphyry, and little other adorn-
ment,— the pious thonghifulness of the Sa-
cristan, who, when we pass the host, tells us 
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Mini; " ITÍH Mnjfpf.y io flim1," mid Inn look of 
amazement when we do not bow or b e n d the 
Uneo at th ia mielligonoe. Tlicn, tlmt refresh-
i n g Kcaaon in l h e Hueriaiy, with a grnceluss 
y o u n g Siib-])t;acori, intent upon extending to 
11» nil the hoHpiliiUliea oí (ho ehureli. "Here 
is the incense," — he burns some of it under 
o u r nostri lH ; "here in the wine for lho Saora-
meni, — taste o f it," and he pours out a 
tolerable portion, and, handing it to us to 
s ip , l o s s e s olf (he residue with a R m n n k , 
" Here \n lite (til uinl mill, for ImpllHiii,— you 
w o n ' t like thit i , b u t y o u tuny (IIPIP It if yoll 
eliuose." A n d iheu, Ite tumbles over all the 
priest's g a r m e n t s . " This crimson brocade is 
for h i g h fensls , — this green for common occa-
s i o n s , — I b i s black velvet for fmiornlrt, — thin 
white scarf is for marriages." You really 
begin lo regard the. Priest as a sort of cha-
uieleon, whose color changes with tho spirll-
u;d food he lives o n . UnHenl-uoophytn, you 
will be as sanctimonious as the priest him-
self some davj and aã sincere. 
But all this is in l h e past, and wc have got 
really to our last of Havana. The last pur-
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chases have been tnade; by great economy we 
have accomplished a little extravagance. The 
farewell visits have been paid, — we have paid 
also the necessary four dollars for the privilege 
of leaving the Island. Copious leave-takings 
follow, between ourselves and our long com-
panions at the Hotel, — follow the Bill and ser-
vants' fees, — and then, having been waked 
after a short night's rest, there remains no 
further exeuse for our not taking ilu: boat at 
early morning, and delivering ourselves into 
their hands who are to return us to our native 
country. 
So, Havana is done with. We are sad and 
sorry to leave it, but do not sentimentalize, 
recalling Sheridan's sensible lines:-— 
" O h , mnteiiloss ox rol lenco! mid inunt w« parl-V 
Well, if wo must, wo miiftt, mid in Hint cimo, 
The less is snid, tho better." 
There Í3 a large party of vis known fo each 
other in our late wanderings ; and as we meet 
on board, we make a tolerable attempt at 
cheerfulness. But the thought of the North-
ern cold • lies heavy upon every heart, for 
though it is late in March, we know where 
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the east wind is MOW, and will be for twb 
months to come. We are soon in motion, 
and, casting a last look towards our sky-blue 
hotel, we sec some of the Ahny-ites waving 
flags of truce at us. We seize whatever 13 at 
hand, and make the usual frantic demonstra-
tions. Farewell, Morro Castle! farewell, Isla 
de Cuba! We have nothing left us now but 
the Steamer. This is the Isabel, greatly be-
pjilfed in the Chnrleslon pnjiors, but rarely 
praised, one should think, by those who have 
been in her. Breakfast is served us in a 
cabin without ventilation, where to breathe is 
disgusting, to eat, impossible. We explore 
our state-room, — the thermometer stands at 
100° in it, but the day is hot, and we do not 
suspect any other reason for its high temper-
ature. From these dens we emerge as quick-
ly as possible to the open air, and get our-
selves on deck. The Southern seas are always 
detestable; and though there is no wind to 
speak of, it soon gets rough, and people stiffen 
in their places, and go to sleep, or go below, 
and are never heard of more. Dinner is eaten 
mostly on the upper deck, but the demand is 
n* 
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not InrK". Tend chnmpiiRnn provrrt n frinntl ti\ 
need. Wo roach Key "West ourly in the af-
ternoon. The landing is "gly, nnd thongli 
we stop an hour or more, we are expressly 
told "ten minutes," in order that the Oaplaiu 
may not be bothered with our going on shore. 
We have here a last look at the cocoa-palm, 
"which grows along the coast White uca-
corals arc brought for sale; many tur tica aro 
taken on board and laid on their backs, their 
fins being tied together; also, an invalid in a 
chair, in the last stages of decline. The tur-
tles remain, for the fifty-six hours that follow, 
hcIpIosH and untonded. Bo píteons do they 
seem, that one of us suggests " the last sigh 
of the turtle" as a commemorative title for 
the aromatic soup that is to follow. 
And this is all of Key West. On going 
below at bed-time, our bare feet find the 
fioor of the state-room scorching hot On 
inquiry, we find ourselves directly over the, 
boiler,— a pleasant situation in an American 
steamer. We consider ourselves nearer trans-
lation than ever before, and go to sleep try-
ing to show just reason why we should not 
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bn blown up, nu bnüer peoplo Imvc boon, be-
foro inornlng. 
Noxl, iiiorning— Oh let mo licve bnuvlho a 
word of íidvice to those who plough the South-
ern seas. Rise early in the morning, if you 
mean to rise at all, for the sea ia quietest then, 
before the wind is up; and if you are once 
dressed and on deek, you have a chance. 
Next morning none were able to get up who 
wen; not up by six o'clock, — for by Unit time 
the day's work was begun, and people only 
staid and stiflfencd where they were. Now 
do not fear,. I have described eca-sickneas 
once mid for all; ibis pnpor shall not bo 
nauseous with new details. But for love of 
lho dear old Karnak, I must show up this 
pinchbeck feabel; this dirty, disorderly iloat-
ing prison, when; no kind care nlleviatod one's 
miseries, and no suitable diet helped one's 
recovery. On board the Karnak, Steward, 
Stewardess, and Captain followed you up 
with the zeal of loving-kindness. Here, the 
hateful black servants flit past you like a 
dream. If you try to detain them, they vanish 
with a grin, and promising to return, take care 
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to avoid you in future. N. B. — I call them 
hateful, because of the true American steam-
boat breed, smirking, supercilious, and un-
serviceable. There, mattresses and cushions 
were plentifully supplied, and you might lie on 
deck, if you could not sit up. Here, not even 
a pillow could be brought. You sit all day 
bolt upright in a miserable wooden chair, 
holding your aching head first with this hand, 
now with thai., mid wondering that your suf-
fering body can hold together so long. There, 
the log, the daily observation, the boatswain's 
whistle, the pleasant bells ringing the hour. 
Here, no log, no observation, no boatswain, no 
bella. There, in a word, comfort and confi-
dence; here, distrust and disgust. But wo 
drop the parallel. • 
To us, that dark day was as a vision of fa-
miliar faces, strangely distorted and discolored, 
of friends, usually kind and attentive, who sit 
grimly around, and looking on one's misery, 
do not stir to help it. There is a pillow, ah! 
if somebody would only lay it under this 
heavy head, that cannot be held up by the 
wcury hand any iongei'. Henry tlu-ro is going 
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to do it, — he has got the pillow, — no, he 
puts it under his own, head, regarding me with 
the glare of a sickly cannibal. One good 
creature flings half of her blanket over my 
shivering knees. I know not her name, nor 
her nature, but I know that she is blessed, and 
worthy of Paradise. Going below for a mo-
ment, I pass through the after-cabin, and see 
such a collection of wretches as would furnish 
forth n. Chamber of ITormra to rcplofion. 
With tossed clothes, disordered hair, and wild 
eyes, they lie panting for air, which they 
don't get. We arc better off up-stairs, and I 
return to my wooden chair and end of a blank-
et, with enthusiasm. But the day passes, 
and at night wc are down again in the state-
room over the boiler, with the ports screwed 
up, and no air to temper the heat. No mat-
ter, our weary skeleton refuses to be kept up-
right any more, — we lie and sleep. And at 
two in the morning, One of the strong-mind-
ed, who could not sleep, arose, and found 
that the sea was down, and that the ports 
might be opened, only that the man who liad 
clnirgtí of them was unlrep. Whcreforo she 
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aroused the slumbering traitor with the whole-
Bomc clarion of a WOITIIUI'R iongnc, anil lie got 
up and fumbled about till he found the port-
weneh, wiierewííli IKS UIIHIM-ÍÍWCÍÍ nil tlm [utrlH, 
and we took heart, and revived. The next 
day waa ali smooth sailing,—wc ate our vic-
tuals on deck, and were thanltful. And that 
evening, say at six .o'clock, we made the wel-
come port of Charleston, and wont on shore, 
hoping never to leave it more. 
Let me not forget to say that at the last 
moment, when all possibility of service was 
over, the faithless blacks came about us, and 
were full of hopes that we were better, smil-
ing and lingering very much as if they ex-
pected a fee. . But if any of us were weak 
enough to comply with their desires, for the 
honor of human nature suffer tnc to draw a 
veil over such base compliance, and let the 
World think they got only what they de-
served, which is little enough in any case, 
and in theirs, nothing. 
And now, Header, if I Imve our, farewell. 
The Preacher who speaks even to one, lias 
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his congrogíition before liirn, but the poor 
Bc.ribblcr ÍH lefl; to IIÍH own illimiotifl, mid cnlls 
up for himself ;i gorgeous Public, where per-
hnpa hn hurt only h l n i M c l l ' lor nompimy. Htlll, 
it is safest to imagine a Public; and having 
iuiiigined one, I here take a kind leave of it, 
If any have followed me along in my travels, 
and wished me God-spccd, I hereby thank 
them heartily. If any havo Ireated with dis-
conrlesy a true word here and there which 
does not tally with their own notions, so much 
the worse for them, and for any cause which 
cannot bear sincerity. And so, wishing that 
you might all see the pleasant things I have 
described, and thinking that you cannot have 
been half so weary in reading these pages as 
I have been in writing them, I will prolong no 
further the sweet sorrow of parting, only God 
bless you, and Good-bye. 
T H E END. 
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POEMS. 1 vol. IGmo. $1.00. 
CLOVEUNOOK CHILDREN. W i t h Platea. 75 cents. 
Mrs. Eliza B. Lee. 
MlCMOIIl OF TIIK BUCKMINSTICKS. $1.25. 
FLORENCE, THE PARISH ORPHAN. 50 cents. 
PARTHENIA. 1 vol. 16mo. $1.00. 
Sanmel Smiles. 
L i n e OF GEOHOB STEPHENSON: KNGINEICR. $1.00. 
Blíl.l"' IIl'-.l.l*; WITH It.UIMTllATHiNH OK (! 11 A tl A (ITK ll AND 
CONUUCT. 1 vol. 76 cents. 
Blanchard Jerrold. 
DOUGLAS JERROLD'S WIT. 75 cents. 
L I F E AND LETTERS OF DOUGLAS JERROLD. $1.00. 
Trela wny. 
RECOLLECTIONS OF SHELLEY AND BYRON. 75 cents. 
Charles Sprague. 
POETICAL AND PROSE WRITINGS. With fine Portrait. 
ItoiinlM. 7i> rmilH. 
Mrs. Lawrence. 
IvKiHT ON THE DARK UIVICR: OR MKMOMIS OP1 M R S . 
HAMLIN. 1 vol. ICmo. Cloth. $1.00. 
l o A L i f t of Books Publifhed 
Mrs . Judson. 
ALIJEIIIÍIÍOOK. B y F a n n y Forrester. 2 vols. SI.75. 
THE KATHAYAN SLAVE, AND OTIIEU PAPEHS. 1 vol. 
63 cents. 
MY TWO SISTERS : A SKETCH FROM MEMORY. 50 cents. 
G. A . Sala. 
A JOURNEY DUE NOKTH. $1.00. 
Thomas W . Parsons. 
POEMS. $1.00. 
John G. Saxe. 
POEMS. With Portrait. Boards. C3 cents. Cloth. 75 cents. 
THE MONEY KING, AND OTHER. POEMS. 1 vol. 75 cents 
Charles T . Brooks. 
GERMAN LYIUCS. Translated. 1 vol. IGmo. Cloth. $1.00. 
T o m Brown. 
SCHOOL DAYS AT RUGBY. B y A n Old Boy. 1 vol. IGmo. 
$1.00. 
The Same. Illustrated edition. $1.50. 
THE SCOURING OF THE WHITE HOUSE, ou THE LONG 
VACATION HOLTDAY OF A LONDON Cuciiit. By The Author 
of ' School Days at Rugby.' 1 vol. IGmo. $1.00. 
TOM BROWN AT OXFORD. A Sequel to School Days at 
Rugby. Parts I to IV . 12 cents each. 
Leigh Hunt. 
POEMH. BllKl lind (¡oíd. 2 VOIH. ttl.fiO. 
Gerald Massey. 
POETICAL WORKS. Blue and Gold. 75 cents. 
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C. W . Upham. 
J O H N C. F R K M O N T ' S L I F E , E X P L O R A T I O N S , &C. With I l -
lustrations. 75 cents. 
W . M . Thackeray. 
B A L L A D S . 1 vol. 16mo. 75 cents. 
Charles Mackay. 
P O E M S . 1 vol. Cloth. $1.00. 
George H . Boker. 
P L A Y S A N D P O K M S . 2 vols. 3t2.00. 
Matthew Arnold. 
P O E M S . 75 cents. 
Henry T . Tuckerman. 
P O E M S . Cloth. 75 cents. 
James G. Percival. 
P O E T I C A L W O H K S . 2 vols. Blue and Gold. $1.75. 
Paul H . Hayne. 
P O E M S . 1 vol. 16mo. 63 cents. 
A V O L I O , A L F . G E N D OP T H E I S L A N D O F C O S ; AND O T H E R 
POBNS. 1 vol. 75 cents. 
Mrs . A . C. Lowell . 
S E E D - G U A T N F O R T i r o u n i i T A N D PISOTJSRION. 2 voln. 
$1.75. 
E D U C A T I O N O F G I K L S . 25 cents. 
12 A LiSt of Books Publiihed 
Phoebe Gary. 
POEMS AND PARODIES. 75 cents. 
CJ. I I . Lewes. 
TIIR L I F E AND WORKS OF GOKTHIS. 2 vols. IGmo. S2.50. 
Washington Allston. 
MONALDI, A TALK. 1 v o l . IGmo. 75 cents. 
Arthur P. Stanley. 
L I F E AND CORRESPONDKNCE OF DR. ARNOLD. 2 vols. 
$2.00. 
Henry Kingsley. 
KECOLLECTIONS OF GROFFRY HAMLYN. A Novel. $1.25. 
D r . John C. Warren. 
T H E PRESERVATION OF HEALTH, &C. 1 vol. 38 cents. 
L I F E . B y E d w a r d Warren, M. D. Compiled chiefly from 
his Private Journals. 2 vols. 8vo. S3.50. 
James Prior. 
L I F E OF EDMUND BURKE. 2 vols. $2.00. 
Joseph T . Buckingham. 
PERSONAL MEMOIRS AND RECOLLECTIONS OF EDITO-
RIAL LIFE. With Portrait. 2 vols. IGmo. $1.50. 
Theophilus Parsons. 
A MEMOIR OP CHIEF JUSTICE TIIEOPHILUS PAKSONS, 
•WITH NOTICJÍS OF SOME OF IHS CONTEMPOIIARIES. By llis 
Son. With Portrait. 1 vol. 12nio. $1.50. 
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Goldsmith. 
T H E V I C A R OK W A K I C F I B L D . Illuntratcd Bdition. $3.00. 
C. A. Bartol. 
C H U R C H AND C O N G R B O A T I O N . $1.00. 
H o n i c e M a n n . 
T H O U G H T S F O R A Y O U N G MAN. 25 cctitg. 
Dr . Wi l l i am E. Coale. 
H I N T S ON I I K A L T I I . 3d Edition. G3 cents. 
Lord Dufferin. 
A Y A C H T V O Y A G K O F 6,000 M I L E S . $1.00. 
Fanny Kemble. 
P O E M S . Enlarged Edition. $1.00. 
Owea Meredith. 
P O E T I C A L W O R K S . Blue and Gold. 75 cents. 
Arago. 
B i o G i t A r n i E S o r D I S T I N G U I S H E D S C I E N T I E I C M E N . 
lOmo. 2 vols. $2.00. 
Wil l i am Smith. 
T H O R N D A L E , OR T H E C O N F L I C T O F OPINIONS. $1.25. 
R. I I . Dana, Jr. 
T o CUIÍA AND B A C K , a Vacation Voyage, by the Aullior of 
" Two Years before tlio Mast." 76 cents. 
^ A D á l of Books Publiihcd 
John Neal. 
T R U E W O M A N H O O D . A Novel. 1 vol. $1.25. 
Julia K a v ; m : i g h . 
S E V E N Y E A R S . A V O L U M E O F S T O H I K S . 8VO. Paper. 
00 oenta . 
G . J . W h y f e Melv i l l e . 
I E O L M K V I I O U H R : A T A L K O V OM> NoiiTiiAMPTONniinm 
Svo. Piipcr. Just ready. 
Captain McClintock. 
N A R H A T I V K O F T I I K V O Y A Q H IN s w A i i c i t O F Sm JOHN 
K i l A I M l t i . l N ANI> 'I'll I"! D i n t r o v K K V i > V IIIH I tKMAINH. Willi 
Miii>3 M u l Illusti'fitlous. 1 v o l . Inrgo JStno . $1.00. 
l^OlüMH. ,Iiy ÎÍMH Millfioli, ÁMlfidl' of "John flallíi ix," IVn, 
1 v o l . 75 conta. 
I'oiCMrt. \\y Hydiicy Dolmll. I vul. I I I I K ' I M K I (¡ol.l. W CIM. 
T U B C i t u S A D K S AND T I I K O U U S A D H I I H . l i y J . ( J . JOtlgar. 
W i t h Illustrntions. 75 cents. 
E H M E S T B i t A C K i n u D G K ; on, SCHOOMÍOY D A Y S . B y W. 
H , G . Kingston. Witli Illustrations. 76 cents. 
POEMS. B y H e n r y Timrod . 1 v o l . ICmo. 50 cents. 
S w o n n AKD GOWN. Uy the Author of '* Guy Living-
s tone ." - 1 vol. 75 cents. 
A L M O S T A H E H O I N F , . B y the Author of 11 Charles Au-
Chester ," ami " Counterparts." 1vol. $1.00. 
X w K r ^ v E Y E A U S O F A S O I - D I K I I ' S L I R E : A MicMOin O F 
•PITIC I . , A T E MAJOR W. S- H. lIimsnN, R. A . Jíditcd by 1m 
B r o t h e r , Kcv. George II . Hodson. 1 vol. SI.00. 
R A B A N D i n s F K J K N D S . B y Jolin Brown, M . D. 15 cents. 
Tnif l Jvii^ii i A N D T I M E S O F S m P I I I L I V S I D N K Y . 1 vol. 
I G m o . S1.00. 
E R N E S T C A H R O L L , OR A R T I S T L I F E IN I T A L Y . 1 vol. 
K J i n o . 88 contn. 
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C H R I S T M A S Ilouna. By the Author of " The Homeward 
Pntli ," &.c. 1 vol. Ifiinn. f.O c.onla. 
M l C M O U Y AND I I o i ' K . U lo l l l . $2.00. 
T H A I . A T T A ; A l iornc imit • r n n HKAHIi>in, It) vouia, 
Ui í . iKcr i i cn A n m t K H H i c » . A now utlitimi. CUitlu 70 conta. 
W A E R E N I A N A ; A COMFANIOM TO K K J E C T E D A D -
DUKRSKR. 0.1 Cfitlta. 
ANÍIICL VOK.'KH, ¡18 i-r.nK 
T u n HOSTON IÍOOK. $1 .25 . 
M K M Í I I U oí*1 I t n n i í i r r ^VmíA'l'o^f. I vol. íM.OO. 
L A B O R AND L O V E : A T A L K O F E N G L I S H L I F E . 50 cts. 
T H E S O U T A U Y O F J U A N F E R N A N D K Z . By tho Author 
of I'icciolfi. CO ccntR. 
WAI.DKN : on, L I K K I N T I I K WOODS. J ly Henry D. Tho-
r e n t l . 1 vol. I f imn . S i . 00. 
V n . i . A d i c Li i ' i ' ' . IN l - 'dvi 'T. \\y Ituylt^ S i . J u l m , l lm A u t h o r 
of " Purple Tints of Paris ." 2 vols. IGmo. 51.25. 
W E N S L E Y : A S T O R Y W I T H O U T A M O R A L . Yiy TCilmuml 
IJlllllli.V, 7f> I'MlllN, 
I'AMMHV TIIK I'oi'i'Kit. lly llniii'y Mnili-j-. Ü voln. lOmo. 
ffi.r.o. 
'Tim l U m n . A Y r i OK U n n T O N . My M I H , II . (1. U l l ^ . I vol. 
12mo. $1.25. 
S I R R O G K R DK C O V E U L E Y . By Addison. From tlie 
" Spcctntor." 75 cents. 
SERMONS O F C O N S O L A T I O N . By F . W. 1*. Grceinvood. 
$1.00. 
S P A I N , H E R I N S T I T U T I O N S , P O L I T I C S , AND P U B L I C M E N . 
B y S. T . Wallis. $1.00. 
P O E M S . By Henry Alford. $1 .25 . 
E S S A Y S ON T I I K F O R M A T I O N O F OPINIONS AND T H E 
FUHSIMT OK T i t U T i i . Hy Snmufit Biiilcy. 1vol . ICmo. $1.00, 
P O E M S OP MANY Y E A R S . By Richard Monckton Milnca. 
Hosirds. 75 cents. 
B O T I I W E L L . By W. Edmondstounc Aytoun. 75 cents. 
P O K M S . By Mrs. Uiwn V. Johnson. 1 vol. ICmo. $1.00. 
T H O R P E : A Q U I E T E N G L I S H T O W N , AND HUMAN L I F E 
TIIKHKIN. Hy Willinm Moitnirnrd. lOmo. f 1.00. 
1 6 A L i a of B o o k s Publifhed. 
MATINS A N D V B S P K U S . B y J0iin Bowring. Blue and 
Gold. 75 cents. 
O A K F I K I . D . A Novel. B y I,{Cllt. Arnold. $1.00. 
L K O T U U R S ON O l l A T O l t Y ^ A N » RiiKTOIíIC. By Prof. 35. 
T. Clmnning. 7b cents. 
A P H Y S I C I A N ' S V A C A T I O K . By Br. Walter Channing-
$1.50. 
A P H Y S I O L O G I C A L C O O K K U Y BOOK. By Mrs. Horace 
Mmm. 03 cents. 
W I L L I A M Woni>8WORTn's BioaitAruv. By Clirislophcr 
Wordsworth. 2 vols. $2.(30. 
NOTKS F R O M L I F E . By t h e Author of "Phi l ip Van Artc-
veldo." 1 vol. 16mo. C l o t h . 63 cents. 
ATIT O F P R O L O N G I N G L i m . jiy nuf(;lan(l. Edited by 
Krnsmns Wilson. 1vol. It imo. Y5 cents. 
flinciXKV M K M O I Í I A L F I , P I - O I H AIII.IHMIIÍÍ; Sotirnc». 1 vol. 
Cloth. 715 eentfi. 
In Blue and Gold. 
L O N G F E L L O W ' S F O E T I O A X , W O R K S . 2 vols. $1.75. 
do. Pl lOSB W O U K H . 2 Vols. $1.75. 
T E N N Y S O N ' S P O E T I C A L W O U K S . 1 vol. 75 cents. 
W I I I T T I K H ' S P O E T I C A L W O R K S , 2 vols. ©1.50. 
L E I G H HUNT'S P O E T I O A T . W O U K S . 2 vola. $1.50. 
G E R A L D M A S S E Y ' S P O E T I C A L W O R K S . 1 vol. 75 cents. 
Mits. J A M E S O N ' S C I I A R A C T K I U S T I C S O F WOMEN. 75 cts. 
do. D I A R Y O F A N E N N U Y E E . 1 vol. 75 eAs. 
do. LOVIÍS Olí* TIIK POKTfl. 1 vol- 75 Cts . 
do. S K E T C H ics O K A R T , &«. 1vo l . 7/5 c U . 
do. S T U D I J S S A N D S T O R I E S . 1 vol. 75 cts. 
do. I T A L I A N " P A I N T E R S . 1 vol. 75 cents. 
O W E N M E R E D I T H ' S P O E M S . 1 vol. 75 cents. 
BOWIUNG'S MATINS A N D V K S P E R S . 1 vol. 75 cents. 
L O W E L L ' S (J. R U S S E L L ) P O B T I C A L WORKS. 2 vols. $1.50. 
P E H C I V A L ' S P O E T I C A L W O R K S . 2 vols. $1.75. 
M O T H E R W E L L ' S P O E M S . 1 vo l . 75 cents. 
S Y D N E Y D O R E L L ' S P O E M S . 1 vol. 75 cents. 

